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Foreword
n behalf of the National Education Goals Panel, I am pleased to present the 1995 National Education Goals Report, the fifth in

a series of annual reports to measure progress toward the National Education Goals through the year 2000. The 1995 Goals
Report consists of four documents, the Core Report, the National and State Data Volumes, and the Executive Summary. The Core
Report focuses on approximately two dozen core indicators to convey to parents, educators, and policymakers how far we are from

achievement of the Goals and what we must do in order to reach our destination. The National and State Data Volumes include
additional comprehensive sets of measures to describe our progress at the national level and the amount of progress that individ-

ual states have made against their own baselines. The fourth document, the Executive Summary, condenses this information and

presents it in a format suitable for all audiences.

This year marks the halfway point between 1990, the year that President Bush and the nation's Governors established the
National Education Goals, and our target date for achieving them, the year 2000. While the nation and states have made encour-
aging progress in mathematics achievement; participation in Advanced Placement examinations in core areas such as English,
mathematics, science, and history; and early prenatal care, there is still work to be done in other areas.

What must we do to accelerate our progress? One essential step is for schools and families to form strong partnerships to
improve education. This year's Core Report and Executive Summary focus on the essential role that families play in helping to
achieve the National Education Goals and suggest ways in which schools can involve them in partnerships to increase our
chances of reaching our targets. They also highlight promising family involvement practices in several schools that have been
recognized for their programs. The four schools profiled are Katy Elementary School in Katy, Texas; Sarah Scott Middle School in

Terre Haute, Indiana; Booker T. Washington Elementary School in Champaign, Illinois; and Kettering Middle School in Upper
Marlboro, Maryland. These schools were selected as the winners of the 1995 Strong Families, Strong Schools Most Promising
Practices Competition sponsored by Scholastic, Inc., Apple Computer, the U.S. Secretary of Education, and the National Educa-
tion Goals Panel. The students, families, and staff in these schools and communities are to he congratulated on their success.
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The National Education Goals

10

GOAL 1: Ready to Learn

By the year 2000, all children in America will start school ready to learn.

Objectives:

All children will have access to high-quality and developmentally appropriate
preschool programs that help prepare children for school.

Every parent in the United States will be a child's first teacher and devote
time each day to helping such parent's preschool child learn, and parents will have
access to the training and support parents need.

Children will receive the nutrition, physical activity experiences, and health care
needed to arrive at school with healthy minds and bodies, and to maintain the mental
alertness necessary to be prepared to learn, and the number of low-birthweight babies
will he significantly reduced through enhanced prenatal health systems.

Goal 2: School Completion

By the year 2000, the high school graduation rate will increase to at least 90 percent.

Objectives:

The Nation must dramatically reduce its school dropout rate, and 75
percent of the students who do drop out will successfully complete a
high school degree or its equivalent.

The gap in high school graduation rates between American students from minority
backgrounds and their non-minority counterparts will he eliminated.



Goal 3: Student Achievement and Citizenship

By the year 2000, all students will leave grades 4, 8, and 12 having demonstrated compe-

l., tency over challenging subject matter including English, mathematics, science, foreign
languages, civics and government, economics, arts, history, and geography, and every
school in America will ensure that all students learn to use their minds well, so they may
be prepared for responsible citizenship, further learning, and productive employment in
our Nation's modern economy.

Objectives:

The academic performance of all students at the elementary and secondary level will
ii,crease significantly in every quartile, and the distribution of minority students in each
quartile will more closely reflect the student population as a whole.

The percentage of all students who demonstrate the ability to reason, solve problems,
apply knowledge, and write and communicate effectively will increase substantially.

All students will he involved in activities that promote and demonstrate good
IN citizenship, good health, community service, and personal responsibility.

All students will have access to physical education and health education to ensure
they are healthy and fit.

The percentage of all students who are competent in more than one language will
substantially increase.

All students will he knowledgeable about the diverse cultural heritage of this Nation
and about the world community.

Goal 4: Teacher Education and Professional Development

By the year 2000, the Nation's teaching force will have access to programs for the contin-
ued improvement of their professional skills and the opportunity to acquire the knowledge
and skills needed to instruct and prepare all American students for the
next century.

Objectives:

All teachers w ill have access to preservice teacher education and continuing
professional development activities that will provide such teachers with the knowledge
and skills needed to teach to an increasingly diverse student population with a variety
ot educational, social, and health needs.

All teachers will have continuing opportunities to acquire additional knowledge and
skills needed to teach challenging subject matter and to use emerging new methods,
forms ot assessment, and technologies.

States and school districts will create integrated strategies to attract, recruit,
prepare, retrain, and support the continued professional development ot teachers,

11 administrators, and other educators, so that there is a highly talented work force ot
professional educators to teach challenging subject matter.

11
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Partnerships will be established, whenever possible, among local educational agencies.
institutions of higher education, parents, ar.., local labor, business, and professional
associations to provide and support programs for the professional development of
educators.

Goal 5: Mathematics and Science

By the year 2000, United States students will be first in the world in mathematics and sci-
ence achievement.

Objectives:

Mathematics and science education, including the metric system of measurement, will
be strengthened throughout the system, especially in the early grades.

The number of teachers with a substantive background in mathematics and science,
including the metric system of measurement, will increase by 50 percent.

The number of United States undergraduate and graduate students, especially women
and minorities, who complete degrees in mathematics, science, and engineering will
increase significantly.

Goal 6: Adult Literacy and Lifelong Learning

By the year 2000, every adult American will be literate and will possess the knowledge
and skills necessary to compete in a global economy and exercise the rights and responsi-
bilities of citizenship.

Objectives:

Every major American business will be involved in strengthening the connection
between education and work.

All workers will have the opportunity to acquire the knowledge and skills, from basic
to highly technical, needed to adapt to emerging new technologies, work methods, and
markets through public and private educational, vocational, technical, workplace, or
other programs.

The number of quality programs, including those at libraries, that are designed ti, serve
more effectively the needs of the growing number of part-time and midcareer students
will increase substantially.

The proportion of the qualified students, especially minorities, who enter college.
who complete at least two years, and who complete their degree programs will
increase substantially.

The proportion of college graduates who demonstrate an advanced abilit to think
critically, comimmicate effectively, and solve problems will increase suktant

Schools, in implementing comprehensive parent involvement programs, will otter luta,.
adult literacy, parent training and lifelong learning opportun.t.es to improve the t
between home and school, and enhance parents' work and home lives.

12



Goal 7: Safe, Disciplined, and Alcohol- and
Drug-free Schools

By the year 2000, every school in the United States will be free of drugs, violence, and the
unauthorized presence of firearms and alcohol and will offer a disciplined environment

111
conducive to learning.

Objectives:

Every scho(d will implement a firm and fair policy on use, possession,
and distribution of drugs and alcohol.

111 Parents, businesses: governmental and community organizations will work together to
ensure the rights ot students to study in a sate and secure 6nvironment that is free ot
drugs and crime, and that schools provide a healthy environment and are a safe haven

for all children.

Every local educational agency will develop and implement a policy to ensure that all
schools are tree of violence and the unauthorized presence of weapons.

Every local educational agency will develop a sequential, comprehensive kindergarten
through twelfth grade drug and alcohol prevention education program.

Drug and alcohol curriculum should be taught as an integral part of sequential,
c(imprehensive health education.

..ommunity-based teams should be organized to provide students and teachers with

needed support.

Every school should work to eliminate sexual harassment.

ta Goal 8: Parental Participation

By the year 2000, every school will promote partnerships that will increase parental

111
involvement and participation in promoting the social, emotional, aad academic growth

of children.

Objectives:

very State will deveky policies to assist local schools and local educational agencies
to establish programs for increasing partnerships that respond to the varying needs ot
parents and the home, including parents of children who are disadvantaged or bilingual,
or parents ot children with disabilities.

1--;"very school will actively engage parents and families in a partnership which supports
the academic work of children at home and shared educational decisionmaking
at school.

I.)arents and families will help to ensure that schools are adequately supported and will
hold schools and lead las to high st,mdards ot accountability.

1 3
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Introduction

O
'The 1995 National Education Goals Report represents

the mid-point of an unprecedented national, state,
and community commitment to reform and renew edu-
cation the achievement of the National Education
Goals. These Goals state that by the year 2000:

1) All children in America will start school ready to
learn.

2) The high school graduation rate will increase to at

a least 90 percent.

a 3) All students will leave Grades 4, 8, and 12 having
demonstrated competency over challenging sub.;ect

iii
matter including English, mathemetics, science, for-
eign languages, civics and government, economics,

a arts, history, and geography, and every school in
America will ensure that all students learn to use

a their minds well, so they may be prepared for respon-
sible citizenship, further learning, and proditctive

a employment in our Nation's modern economy.

ii 4) The Nation's teaching force will have access to pro-
grams for the continued improvement of their pro-

a fessional skills and the opportunity to acquire the
knowledge and skills needed to instruct and prepare

a all American students for the next century.

5) United States students will be first in the world in
mathematics and science achievement.

6) Every adult American will be literate and will pos-
sess the knowledge and skills necessary to compete
in a global economy and exercise the rights and
responsibilities of citizenship.

7)Every school in the United States will be free of
drugs, violence, and the unauthorized presence of
firearms and alcohol and will offer a disciplined
environment conducive to learning.

14

8) Every school will promote partnerships that will
increase parental involvement and participatiol in
promoting the social, emotional, and acad mic
growth of children.

The National Education Goals represent a framework
for improvement an understanding that a quality edu-
cation can no longer be viewed as an "event" that happens
within four walls, but begins before birth, continues
throughout life, and involves all sectors of the community.

Progress Since the 1989 Summit

This fifth report represents a chance to reflect on
progress made since the 1989 Education Summit and
the adoption of the Goals in 1990. At the national
level, we have made positive strides in many areas,
including the following:

Goal 1 Ready to Learn:

From 1990 to 1992, the percentage of mothers receiv-
ing prenatal care in the first trimester increased from
76% to 78%. Increases occurred for each racial/eth-
nic group.

The percentage of children born with one or more
health risks decreased from 37% to 35% from 1990 to
1992.

Goal 3 Student Achievement and Citizenship:

The percentage of 4th and 8th graders who scored at
the Proficient or Advanced levels on the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) mathe-
matics assessments increased from 1990 to 1992. For
4th graders, the percentage increased from 13% to
18%, while for 8th graders, the percentage increased
from 20% to 25%.

15



Participation rates in the Advanced Placement pro-
gram, though still relatively low, climbed from 1991
to 1995, particularly in core subject areas such as
English, mathematics, science, and history.

Voter registration and voting, indicators of responsi-
ble citizenship, increased from 1988 to 1992. Among
young voters (18 to 20 years old), regisiration rates
climbed from 48% to 53%, while voting rates
climbed from 35% to 42%. .

Goal 5 Mathematics and Science:

The number of undergraduate and graduate science
degrees awarded increased for both men and women
and in each racial/ethnic group from 1990 to 199.3.

Goal 6 Adult Literacy and Lifelong Learning:

More adults reported taking adult education courses
in 1995 than in 1991.

However, in other cases, we have fallen further
behind:

Goal 6 Adult Literacy and Lifelong Learning:

Although overall participation in adult education
increased from 1991 to 1995, the gap widened
between adults who have a high school diploma or
less and those who have additional postsecondary
education or technical training.

Goal 7 Safe, Disciplined, and Alcohol- and
Drug-free Schools:

Overall use of drugs, particularly marijuana, increased
in Grades 8, 10, and 12. From 1991 to 1994, at-
school drug use also increased among 8th and 10th
oraders.

From 1991 to 1994, disapproval of marijuana use
declined among students in Grades 8, 10, and 12.
Eighth and 10th graders' disapproval of binge drink-
ing also declined.

More 12th graders reported skipping class in 1994
than in 1990.

A larger percentage of public school teachers report-
ed being threatened or injured by a student from their
school in 1994 than in 1991.

16

From 1991 to 1994, more secondary school teachers
reported that student misbehavior often interfered
with their teaching.

Among the states, there have also been improve-
ments:

Goal 1 Ready to Learn:

Rates of prenatal care in the first trimester improved
in 45 states and the District of Columbia.

The proportion of young children with disabilities
served by preschool programs increased in 44 states.

Goal 3 Student Achievement and Citizenship:

From 1991 to 1995, more than 40 states had an
increase in the number of English, mathematics, and
science Advanced Placement examinations receiving
grades of 3 or higher; more than 30 had an increase in
the number of history examinations receiving grades
of 3 or higher.

Goal 5 Mathematics and Science:

The use of calculators in the classroom is a type of
instruction recommended by mathematics education
experts. Between 1990 and 1992, the percentage of
teachers reporting at least weekly calculator use in the
classroom increased in 23 of 34 states.

Goal 6 Adult Literacy and Lifelong Learning:

Between 1988 and 1992, voter registration rates
increased in 19 states and the District of Columbia,
and voting rates increased in 31 states and the Dis-
trict ot Columbia.

But, there are also areas where the news is not as
encouraging:

Goal 3 Student Achievement and Citizenship:

The percentage of 8th graders scoring at the Proficient
or Advanced levels on the NAEP mathematics assess-
ment increased in only 9 states from 1990 to 1992.

Goal 5 Mathematics and Science:

Only three states Came Close tt) the two highest per-
forming countries on an international mathematics
comparison conducted in 1991.

15



Goal 7 Safe, Disciplined, and Alcohol- and
Drug-free Schools:

Between 1991 and 1993, only two states showed a
decrease in overall use of alcohol.

Focusing our attention on "where we are" and how
far we need to go to reach the National Education
Goals, however, is only part of the story. To help states
and communities continue to move forward, the Goals
Panel has created a vari,-ty of tools to support Goal
achievement and education reform efforts.

Serving the States and Communities

Supporting State and Commtrnity Development of
Academic Standards and Assessments

There has been commitment among the Goals Panel
members from its inception that academic standards
backed by valid assessments are an important part of
reaching the National Education Goals. Implicit in
Goal 3, Student Achievement and Citizenship, is the
belief that its attainment is.dependent on the develop-
ment of rigorous academic standards. The Panel also
believes that the most important venues for the devel-
opment of academic standards and assessments are states
and communities.

To assist states and communities in answering the
question, "What will educational success look like?" the
Panel will undertake the following during the coming
year:

Develop a description of "world-class" academic stan-
dards. One of the most pressing needs as states and
school districts develop academic standards is to
know what world-class academic standards truly look
like. A resource group will he created to answer the
following questions:

What do competitor nations expect of their stu-
dents?

What do high-performance workplaces expect of
entering employees?

What are the admissions requirements of leading
colleges and universities?

By building on the work of organizations who have
collected information of this type, the Goals Panel
will expand the current base of knowledge on inter-

national academic standards and make-it available to
state and local policymakers and parents.

Focus on assessment and measurement of student
achievement. The Goals Panel will create a resource
group to offer guidance to states and school districts
in examining the issues surrounding assessment and
measurement, as well as suggestions on implementa-
tion. In addition, the Goals Panel will make infor-
mation available to state and local policymakers and
the public, to broaden their understanding of these
often complicated issues.

40. Provide feedback to states and communities on the
creation of academic standards and assessments.
States and communities that have accepted the diffi-
cult task of developing academic standards and assess-
ments will at some point confront the questions:

Are these good enough?

How do they compare to world-class benchmarks?

By offering to provide feedback through a voluntary
it peer-review" process, the Goals Panel will enhance
the efforts of states and communities.

Compile an inventory of Academic Standards-Relat-
ed Activities. The Goals Panel has created an inven-
tory of various organizations activities related to the
development of academic standards. Thi; inventory
explores the work of 26 organizations in promoting
and strengthening the movement toward the devel-
opment of state academic standards and performance
assessments, and helps to answer the following ques-
tions:

4
b

Who is conducting work concerning world-class
standards?

Who is developing performance standards and
assessments?

Who is giving states and local school districts
technical assistance and feedback on their stan-
dards?

Who is developing comments on cont ent stan-
dards?

Who is informing educators and the public?

Who in the business community is involved with
standards?

17



Providing Tools to Reach the Goals

The Community Action Toolkit

Created to help answer the question, "What can I do
at the local level?" the Toolkit offers an array of materi-
als and information to help communities build broad-
based support and participation in the democratic
process of setting and achieving local education goals
tools that can add power or accelerate local education
improvement activities.

The Toolkit follows the "Goals Process." Simply put,
the Goals Process helps communities figure out where
they need and want to go, where they are in relation to
that destination, and what they have to do to get from
one point to the other. Through the Goals Process,
communities set ambitious but realistic targets for edu-
cational improvements, assess their current strengths
and weaknesses, chart a course of aggressive action to
reach their goals, and regularly report back to their con-
stituents about goal achievement.

To do this, the Toolkit contains five guidebooks:

Guide to Goals and Standards provides an overview
on the National Education Goals and efforts to create

'academic standards.

Community Organizing Guide details a step-by-step
process to mobilize communities to achieve the
Goals; includes suggestions such as how to create a
leadership team and implement strategies.

Local Goals Reporting Handbook. describes how to
set up a local accountability process; offers sugges-
tions on the kinds of questions to ask at the local
level to get started.

Guide to Getting Out Your Message features infor-
mation to increase the impact of grassroots communi-
cation techniques; includes sample materials such as
news releases, speeches, articles, and public service
announcements.

Resource Directory provides a quick reference guide
to many organizations and reading materials that can
support and enrich a community campaign to reach
the National Education Goals or local goals.

Electronic Services

To reach a more extensive audience of researchers,
community leaders, and practitioners, the Goals Panel

To get to die Deportment \ Online Library and tin: Cloak l'aners
g mpher:/Ig npIwr.edg v I LXV1 quainotiveggiialsinatiimal
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has "teamed-up" with three partners who provide ser-
vices through electronic means: the Coalition for Goals
2000, the U.S. Department of Education, and The Daily
Report Card. Users of these services can gather informa-
tion on how much progress is being made toward the
Goals, promising programs being used throughout the
states and communities to reach the Goals, and Goals
Panel initiatives.

Earlier this year, the Goals Panel contracted with the
Coalition for Goals 2000 to create a customized area on
GOAL LINE, the Coalition's education' reform online
network. GOAL LINE was created to increase the scale
and pace of grassroots education reform by enabling per-
sons interested in education to share information and
effeetive programs with each other. The Panel's public
presence on GOAL LINE provides that service and
includes such information as facts and information
about the Goals Panel and its role, a publication list, an
interactive area for GOAL LINE subscribers to seek infor-
mation directly from staff, and a news area to inform
users of Goals Panel activities. Many publications are
available directly online and are contained in the Goals
Panel database, allowing users to search Goals Reports
and other Panel documents easily.

In addition, the Goals Panel, in conjunction with the
U.S. Department of Education Online Library,1 will be
creating a World Wide Web Home Page. The 1994 and
1995 Goals Reports will he available in 1995, with the
1991, 1992, and 1993 Goals Reports and the Communi-
ty Action Toolkit becoming available in 1996. The
U.S. Department of Education's Online Library also
offers selected Goals Panel publications as well as a vari-
ety of documents on family involvement and education
research and statistics.

This year the 1994 and 1995 Goals Reports also will
be available on CD-ROM for users of both IBM and
Macintosh computers. The CD-ROM will permit users
to create customized Goals reports by enabling users to
view, search (by state, Goal, or indicator), copy, and
print any portion of the Goals Report, as well as allow
the user to edit text.

Through The Dail) Report Card, an online education
newsletter, the Panel sapports the distribution of informa-
tion on how state and local education reforms are pro-
gressing nationwide to help communities find ways to
reach the National Education Goals. Readers include
governors, state legislators, university faculty, school
superintendents, teachers, other school officials, and the
general public.

mbln, at ion., H..: the World Wide Web: litap://www.elgov/ or Ciopher.
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The 1995 Goals Report

The documents which comprise the 1995 Goals Report

in are also tools to serve states and communities. The
National and State Data Volumes provide in-depth infor-

0 mation on the progress we have made at the national
level and the amount of progress individual states have

III
made against their own baselines. The Core Report exam-
ines a set of approximately two dozen core indicators and

ii describes how far we are from our destination. In addi-
tion, the Core Report and the Executive Summary go one

II step further and share ideas on how we can move closer to
Goal achievement. Specifically, they emphasize the

ii basic, yet vital, role that families play in educating their
children and in ultimately reaching all of the Goals.

a They provide examples of what states and communities
are doing to strengthen the link between families and

a schools, highlight school-based programs, and provide
contact information.

Beyond 1995

At the mid-point of this decade-long process, we have
seen some success toward Goal achievement, but we also
have seen some failure. In order to sustain our successes,
and to turn around our failures, we need the involvement
of everyone families, students, educators, business
leaders, policymakers, and other community members.

The tools listed above can assist in creating successes
at the state and community levels by defining what we
mean by "world-class" standards, helping to organize
communities to achieve the Goals, and providing exam-
ples on how to support that critical connection between
the school and the family.

For more information on these documents or online
services, please refer to the Questionnaire at the end of
this document.
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Ready to Learn

Infants born in the coming year will enter kindergarten in the year 2001. Will the
nation be able to say that these children are the most ready to learn of any group of
six-year-olds in our history? On the basis of the dimensions of school readiness that
the National Education Goals Panel has identified (physical well-being and motor
development, social and emotional development, approaches toward learning, lan-
guage usage, and cognition and general knowledge), we have much to do. The "we"
means all of usparents, health and education personnel, policymakers, and others
involved with institutions that support infants and young children. a

The dimensions of readiness tell us that being ready to learn means more than sim-
ply having rudimentary academic skills. In fact, a previous year's report indicated
that very few kindergarten teachers believe that children must know how to count or
recite the alphabet before entering their classes. The characteristics that kinder-
garten teachers believed were most important for school readiness were those that
begin in infancy, such as the ability to communicate, curiosity, and sociability.

Even earlier, mothers who have received prenatal care throughout pregnancy,
avoided drugs and alcohol, and made sure that their babiesstarted life with proper
medical care and nutrition are much more likely to have healthy infants who will
grow into young children ready to learn when they enter school. We now know that
an alarming number of infants in this country are born with one or more health risks.

We also know that a large number of the very young do not enjoy a childhood a
most adults would consider desirable. Many are not receiving the kind of support
that enriches childhood. About six in ten of three- to five-year-olds are read to every
day by their parents, and about three-fourths of two-year-olds have been fully immu-
nized for major childhood diseases. Poor children in particular (constituting about
one-fourth of those enrolling in school each year) are less likely than others to be
enrolled in preschool. The gaps in care between poor children and those in wealthier
families, identified in earlier Reports, remain large.

Children who start school with health problems, limited ability to communicate,
or a lack ot curiosity are at greater risk of subsequent school failure than other chil-
dren. Helping these children atter they enter school is a costly remedy for failing to
nurture them when they were very young. However, assuring that every child is ready
to learn is important beyond the money that would he saved. A commitment to meet
this Goal would bring together families, communities, businesses, schools, and other
support resources for the purpose of giving all children the opportunities to become
effective, competent learners. By sharing this common mission to nurture America's
youngest citizens, we become a stronger society. And young children growing up in
such a society, where childhood is protected and enriched, will be ready, even eager,
to learn.



a

I Ready to Learn

By the year 2000, all children in America will start school ready to learn.

All children will have access to high-quality and developmentally appropriate

Objectives preschool programs that help prepare children tor school.

Every parent in the United States will he a child's first teacher and devote
time each day to helping such parent's preschool child learn, and parents will

111

have access to the training and support parents need.

Children will receive the lutrition, physical activity experiences, and health
care needed to arrive at school with healthy minds and bodies, and to maintain
the mental alertness necessary to be prepared to learn, and the number of low-
birthweight babies will be significantly reduced througll enhanced prenatal
health systems.
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In 1992, 777 out of every
1,000 mothers (78%) began
prenatal care during their
first trimester of pregnancy;
171 per 1,000 (17%) did not
begin prenatal care until
their second trimester; and
52 per 1,000 (5%) did not
begin prenatal care until
their third trimester or never
received prenatal care.

Exhibit 1
Prenatal Care
Point at which mothers first began prenatal care' in 1992;
number per 1,000

All mothers 777

American Indian/
Alaskan Native

Asian/Pacific
Islander

Black2,3

Hispanic3

First trimester

II During 1st trimester During 2nd trimester

110

98

95

a During 3rd trimester
or never

First visit for health care services during pregnancy.
2 Excludes Blacks of Hispanic origin. "
3 Data shown only for states with an Hispanic-origin item on their birth certificates. See technical notes in

Appendix A.
4 Excludes Whites of Hispanic origin.

The number of mothers who
began prenatal care during
their first trimester of
pregnancy increased in all
racial/ethnic groups between
1990 and 1992.
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.
4Change Since 1990

Point at which mothers first began prenatal cam; nemberOert000:

During ist

1990 1992

. Duiing 2nd
trimestO'

1996
iritintiterniOar
:1990 1

All methers 758 777 . lel , 1

.,..4sneriCan Indient,
--7:... AlaskinNative 579 . 621 292
;--AsionfPecific Islander 751 786 191

607 MO 9 281
Aiispinic? 802 642 27$
".Vihite3.4 . sza .849 133 121 :

....,-,, Fest visit for health Ctrs services-during prepency.
&dudes Necks Of Hispanic origin,

ate sham only for states with an Hispanic-origin item on their birth certNiCites. 40
Appendix A.

...:, ....' 4,1406)Milde 416spasiettieie. .

Source: National Center for Health Statistics, 1995
This exhibit uplites information presented in the 1994 Goals Report.



Direct Measure of the Objectives:
Children's Health and Nutrition

Exhibit 2
Birthweight
Number per 1,000 births above and below 551 and 332 pounds,
1992

1,000

At or
above 5.5

pounds

929

58
13

937

10

934
866

53

All births American
Indian/
Alaskan
Native

57
9

Asian/
Pacific

Islander

104
'//

939

10
51

943

9
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Black3,4 Hispanic4 White4,5

11 At or above 5.5 lbs. II Between 5.5 and 3.3 lbs. E At or below 3.3 lbs.

I Below 5.5 pounds is defined as Low Birthweight.
2 Below 3.3 pounds is defined as Very Low Birthweight.
3 Excludes Blacks of Hispanic origin.
4 Data shown only for states with an Hispanic-origin item on their birth certificates. See technical notes in

Appendix A.
5 Excludes Whites of Hispanic origin.

In 1992 929 out of every
1,000 infants born in the
United States (93%) were
above the standard for low
birthweight. Seventy-one out
of every 1,000 (7%) were
below the standard. Black
infants were about twice as
likely as those from other
racial/ethnic groups to be
born at low birthweight.

,
Number pe 1:000births.abel, ndbeloW 551 end 3,32iiourids.:

The numbers of infants
born above and below the
standard for low birthweight
remained relatively
unchanged between 1990
and 1992.

/014ifts '
Anwicon

Aleekeir Netiie .

Isbuider
Blecku,'
14eepenic4 i.. . .940

WhOU, ,44

-1-9viovstSpotaxisiiiliflaad Is LavAlirtimeiabt;
I Below 33 pouniis Is (Wined as Vary Law Bkihweight

ExcludeSiNack* of Hintinic origin.
4 NIS Anon only* ewes withsen Hispanic. origin item on their tirth cerelicatee. See teihnical notes M Ann& A.

'1'1011,011410$11111104110014100,1,-

Source: National Center for Health Statistics, 1995
This exhibit upc.hues information presented in the 1994 Goak Report,
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School success is partly
determined by conditions
tat affect children's health
long before they enter
school. In 1992 over one-
third of all infants born in the
United States began life with
one or more factors (such as
low maternal weight gain or
tobacco/alcohol use by their
pregnant mothers) that are
considered risks to their
long-term health and
educational development.

28

Exhibit 3
Children's Health Index
Percentage' of infants born in the U.S. with 1 or more health
risks,' 1992

All U.S. births: No risks

1 or more

2 or more

3 or more

By race/ethnicity:
No risks:

American Indian/Alaskan Native

Asian/Pacific Islander

Black3

Hispanic

White's

1 or more risks:

American Indian/Alaskan Native

Asian/Pacific Islander

Black3

Hispanic

White's
2 or more risks:

American Indian/Alaskan Native

Asian/Pacific Islander

Black3

Hispanic

White4
3 or more risks:

American Indian/Alaskan Native

Asian/Pacific Islander

Black3

Hispanic

White's

13%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

1 Percentages are based on the number of births used to calculate the health index, not the actual number of
births. See technical notes in Appendix A.

2 Risks are late (in third trimester) or no prenatal care, low maternal weight gain (less than 21 pounds), mother
smoked during pregnancy, or mother drank alcohol during pregnancy.

3 Excludes Blacks of Hispanic origin.
4 Excludes Whites of Hispanic origin.



Direct Measure of the Objectives:
Children's Health and Nutrition

Exhibit 3 (continued)
Children's Health Index

The percentage of infants
born in the U.S. with one,
two, or three or more health
risks decreased from 1990 to
1992.

.4 .:Interpretwi caution. rktOits noted with en aiten,k.we -** tOo

. -Peik teifiiiif:tiOdi**4:'iiiiolilk the
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toi4 Ali iSiiikoth04##A-.0a4.**10f4h;146i.i83;.400064.114i

4 .during prognency, or mother #41:##10tiiitIg. 04004.

itil*I11 410-1991.401 elec.' . OiS?01040.:** e

*Orli lelekiiii
voitiOAOlid 0.

iii.r.e:04f.eiig0f;f0i:.,0104k1
-00.0112:;ittii.0iiiri,
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*.ixolidS 84 :-. 'Of

Slwce: National Center for Health St.aistics and V'estat, Inc., 1995
ThIs exhibit imidifies and updates mformation presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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In 1994, three-fourths of all
2-year-olds had been
fully immunized for major
childhood diseases.

30

Exhibit 4
Immunizations
Percentage of 2-year-olds1 who completed theit basic
immunization series tur selected diseases, 1994

Measies/Mumps/Rubella2

11%

Polio4 Complete Immunizations5-

III Immunized II Not immunized

1 Children 19-35 months of age.
2 One vaccination for measles or for measles/mumps/rubella.
3 Diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis/diphtheria-tetanus. Three or more doses of vaccine.
4 Three or more doses of vaccine.
5 Four doses of diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis vaccine, three doses of polio vaccine, and one dose of measles or

measles/mumps/rubella vaccine.

Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 1995
This exhibit modifies and updates information presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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Direct Measure Of the Objectives:-
Children's Kealth and Nutrition

Exhibit 5
Medical and Dental Care
Percentage of 3- to 5-year-olds1 who received medical'
and dental3 care within the previous 12 months, 1993

All 3- to-5-year-olds

More than $75,000

$50,001 to $75,000

$40,001 to $50,000

$30,001 to $40,000

$20,001 to $30,000

$10,001 to $20,000

$111,000 or less

0% 20% 40% 60%

III Medical care Dental care

1 Excluding those enrolled in kindergarten.
2 Includes visits for routine checkups and immunizations.
3 Includes visits to dentists and dental hygienists.

80% 100%

Nearly nine out of ten 3- to 5-
year-olds visited a doctor
during 1993 for routine health
care; about half visited a
dentist.

Source: National Center for Edication Statistics and Westat, Inc., IN3
This exhibit repeats information presented in the PAM Goals Report.
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Direct Measure ofthe Objectives:
Family-Child Activities \

During 1995, about 58% of all
preschoolers were read to
daily by parents or other
family members. About half
were told stories several
times per week, while fewer
(39%) visited a library one or
more times a month.

Exhibit 6
Family-Child Language and Literacy Activities
Percentage of 3- to 5-year-olds' whose parents2 engaged in
language and literacy activities with them regularly, 1995

100%

60% 58%

40%

20%

0%
Read to every day

IIII All 3- to 5-year-olds

1111 Parents had less than
high school education

1 Excluding those enrolled in kindergarten.
2 Parent or another family member.

Told a story three
or more times in

the previous week

Visited a library one
or more times in the

previous month

Ei Parents were high school
graduates or had some college

Pa7ents were
college graduates

Parents or other family
members engaged in
language and literacy
activities with their
preschoolers more often in
1995 than in previous years.
Between 1993 and 1995, the
percentage of 3- to 5-year-
olds whose parents read to
them daily increased.
Between 1991 and 1995, the
percentage of preschoolers
whose parents regularly told
them a story or took them to
a library also increased.
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Source: National Center for Education Statistics and Westat, lnc., 1991, 1992, 1993, and 1995
This exhibit updates information presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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Exhibit 7
Family-Child Arts Activities
Percentage of 3- to 5-year-olds1 whose parents2 engaged in arts
activities with them regularly,31993

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

41% 42% 40%
37%

41%

Taught songs or music

All 3- to 5-year-olds

III Parents had less than
high school education

I Excluding those enrolled in kindergarten.
2 Parent or another family member.
3 Three or more times in the previous week.

Engaged in arts and crafts

is Parents were high school
graduates or had some college

Parents were
college graduates

In 1993, about four out of ten
3- to 5-year-olds were
regularly taught songs or
music by their parents.
One-third engaged in arts
and crafts with their parents
on a regular basis.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics and Westat, Inc., 199 , 1992. and 1993

This exhibit repeats information presented in the 1994 Goals Retwt.
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Direct 'Iyleasure.ol,the Objectives:
Family-Child Activities \

In 1993, nearly nine out of ten
3- to 5-year-olds regularly
participated in errands or
family chores with their
parents. However, fewer
participated regularly in
other types of family
activities that can help them
learn, such as attending
events sponsored by
community or religious
groups (50%); or going to
plays, concerts, live shows,
art galleries, museums,
historical sites, zoos, or
aquariums (42%).

Between 1991 and 1993,
fewer 3- to 5-year-olds were
regularly taken by their
parents on outings to plays,
concerts, live shows, art
galleries, museums,
historical sites, zoos, or
aquariums.

Exhibit 8
Family-Child Learning Opportunities
Percentage of 3- to 5-year-olds1 whose parents2 regularly engaged
them in opportunities to help them learn, 1993
100%

Went to play,
concert, live show,

art gallery, museum,
historical site, zoo,

or aquarium3

Took child on
errands or

involved child
in chores4

Talked with child
about family

history or ethnic
heritage3

Attended event
sponsored by
community or

religious group3

a All 3- to 5-year-olds

al Parents had less than
high school education

1 Excluding those enrolled in kindergarten.
2 Parent or another family member.
3 One or more times in the previous month.
4 Three or more times in the previous week.

El Parents were high school
graduates or had some college

Parents were
college graduates
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Direct Measure of the'Objectives:
Preschool Programs

Exhibit 9
Preschool Participation
Percentage of 3- to 5-year-olds' enrolled in preschool,2 1995

All 3- to-5-year-olds

More than $75,000

$50,001 to $75,000

$40,001 to $50,000

$30,001 to $40,000

$20,001 to $30,000

$10,001 to $20,000

$10,000 or less

0% 20% 40% 60%

82%

80% 100%

1 Excluding those enrolled in kindergarten.
2 Includes those enrolled in nursery schools, prekindergarten programs, preschools, daycare centers, and

Head Start; also includes 3- to 5-year-olds with disabilities enrolled in preschool.

During 1995, less than half of
all 3- to 5-year-olds from
households with incomes of
$40,000 or less were enrolled
in preschool.
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Source: National Center for Education Statistics and Westat, Inc., 1991 and 1995
This exhibit updates information presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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Direct Measure of the Objectives:
Preschool Programs

Sixty-three percert of
all 3- to 5-year-olds with
disabilities attended
preschool programs in 1995.

36

Exhibit 10
Preschool Programs for Children With Disabilities
Percentage of 3- to 5-year-olds1 with disabilities enrolled in
preschool,2 1995

All 3- to 5-year-olds
with disabilities

4... o
Some college or.c

cr, college degree

-0) 0

nHigh school or less
>
ep

$30,001 and above

$30,000 or less

0% 20% 40% 80% 100%

1 Excluding those enrolled in kindergarten.
2 Includes those enrolled in nursery schools, prekindergarten programs, preschools, daycare centers, and

Head Start.

Snirce: National Center tor Education Statistics and Westat. Inc.. 1995
This exhibit modifies and updates information presented in the 1994 Goals Report.



Direct Measure of the Objectives:
Preschool Programs

Exhibit 11
Quality of Preschool Centers
Characteristics of preschool centers' and teachers, 1990

Percentage of
teachers/
caregivers with:

Some child-
related training

Teacher training

Child Development
Associate (COM credential

Percentage of
centers that did
not exceed the
maximum
acceptable
group size2
for children:

0 to 5 months

6 to 11 months

12 to 17 months

18 to 23 months

24 to 29 months

30 to 35 months

3 years old

4 years old

5 years old

Percentage of
centers that did
not exceed the
maximum
acceptable
child/staff ratios2
for children:

0 to 5 months

6 to 11 months

12 to 17 months

18 to 23 months

24 to 29 months

30 to 35 months

3 years old

4 years old

5 years old

0%

56%

20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

In 1990, preschool centers
were more likely to meet
recommended standards for
group size and child/staff
ratios for 3- to 5-year-olds
than for infants and toddlers.

I Complete description of preschool centers cart be found in Appendix A.
2 The maximum acceptable group size recommended by the National Association for the Education of Young

Children INAEYC) is 8 for infants, 12 for 1- to 2-year-olds, and 20 for 3- to 5-year-olds. The maximum acceptable

child/staff ratio is 10 children per staff member for groups containing 3- to5-year-olds only, 6 children per staff

member for groups containing 2-year-olds only, and 4 children per staff member for groups containing infants

and 1-year-olds only. NAEYC standards include an acceptable range of practice on these variables. The figures

reported are based on tho maximum acceptable numbers, rather than the optimal numbers. Some states also set

their own standards in these areas.

Source: Mathencatica Policy Research, Inc., 1991 and 1992
This exhibit repeats inttemat ion presented in the 1994 Cuols Report. 3 4 37



Dire Ct Measure of the Objectives:
Preschool Programs

Caregivers in home-based
preschool settings were
less likely than teachers in
preschool centers to have
child-related training and a
Child Development Associate
credential.

38

Exhibit 12
Quality of Home-Based Preschool Settings
Characteristics of regulated home-based preschool settings' and
regulated family daycare providers, 1990

Percentage of
regulated family Some child-
daycare related training
providers with:

Teacher
training2

Child Development
Associate (CDA)

credential

Percentage of
AO. regulated

home-based
settings that
met the standard
for group size3
for children:

Of mixed ages
within a group

All under age 2
within a group

All age 2 and above
within a group

0% 20% 40% 60%

1 Complete description of regulated home-based preschool settings can be found in Appendix A.
2 Data not available.
3 The standard for group size recommended by Health, Education, and Welfare Day Care Requirements for

regulated family daycare providers without helpers who care for children who are all under age 2 within a group
is 3. The group size standard for all children aged 2 and above within a group is 6, and the standard for a group
of children of mixed ages within a group is 5.

Source: Mathematica Policy Research, Inc., 1991 and 1992
This exhibit repeats infmnation presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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School Completion

A generation ago, school dropouts did not face insurmoUntable barriers that pre-
vented them from making a living. Today's young dropouts face a different world.
Employment opportunities are expanding for those with higher skill levelsthose
most able to adapt to technological changesand rapidly disappearing for those with
only rudimentary skills. American workplaces are rapidly changing, and workers
with advanced skills are being rewarded with higher wages. The youth who left
school before graduating in 1990 can expect to earn less than one-half as much as the
high school dropout of 1973. Over a lifetime, today's dropout will earn, on average,
$212,000 less than a high school graduate.

These individual decisions to drop outmade by approximately 380,000 youths in
grades 10-12 in 1993have enormous economic consequences for society as well.
One-half of the heads of households on welfare failed to finish high school. Of the
U.S. prison population in 1992, half were high school dropouts. The average annual
cost of supporting one prisoner$21,400 a yearwould provide five children with a
year of Head Start. It is much more cost-effective to provide the learning environ-
ment and support that enable young people to complete school, rather than pay for
the consequences of their decisions to drop out.

Decisions to drop out have more than economic consequences. Dropouts lose
connections to adults and influences that can create purpose in their lives, the possi-
bilities for careers, the skills for lifelong learning, healthy choices for themselves, and
responsible choices on behalf of others. Families can dramatically influence students
staying in school by helping them develop a challenging academic plan, emphasizing
the importance of completing high school, and encouraging them to continue on to
further job training and/or higher education.

This Volume indicates little if any progress on Goal 2 in recent years. While the
high school completion rate for 18- to 24-year-olds increased markedly in the early
1980s, it has remained relatively unchanged since then, and is still sho-t of the Goal
of 90 percent. Past reports clearly indicated that while school-related reasons domi-
nate the explanations for dropping out of school, an alarming number of youths cite
pregnancy and conflicts with jobs as reasons for dropping out. Obviously, multiple
problemsschool failure, teenage pregnancies, and disconnections between school
and work, to name a fewmust be addressed if Goal 2 is to be achieved.

3 7



I School Completion

By the year 2000, the high school graduation rate will increase to at least 90 percent.

The Nation must dramatically reduce its school dropout rate, and 75 percent

Objectives of the students who do drop out will successfully complete a high school
degree or its equivalent.

The gap in high school graduation rates between American students from
minority backgrounds and their non-minority counterparts will be eliminated.
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Direct Measure of the Goal:-
High School Completion

The high school completion
rate in 1994 was 86% for 18-
to 24-year-olds. Rates for
Black and White students
were substantially higher
than the rate for Hispanics.

Between 1990 and 1994, the
percentage of White 18- to
24-year-olds with a high
school credential increased.
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Exhibit 13
High School Completion Rates
Percentage of 18- to 24-year-olds' with a high school
credential, 1994

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

All Black Hispanic White

III High school diploma IN Alternative credential

1 Does not include those still enrolled in high school.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics and Management Planning Research Associates, Inc., 1995
This exhibit modifies and updates information presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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Exhibit 14
Dropouts Who Completed High School
Percentage of 1980 sophomores who dropped out, but then
returned and completed high school by 1992

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

93%

All American
dropouts Indian/

Alaskan
Native

Asian/
Pacific

Islander

Black Hispanic White

III Percent completed II Percent completed
between 1982 and 1986 between 1986 and 1992

Nearly two-thirds of the 1980
sophomores who dropped
out, returned and obtained a
high school credential within
the following decade. Most
of these dropouts completed
within four years.

SlAINC: National (enter for Educat ton Statistics and Wetat, 1Q94

Thi exhibit update inf,11111.11 ion prewnted in the 1994 Owls Report.
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Dir,ect.Measure. of the Objeciives;
School Dropouts

The high school dropout rate
in 1994 was 12% for 16- to 24-
year-olds. The dropout rate
for Hispanic students was
substantially higher than the
rates for Black and White
students.

Exhibit 15
High School Dropout Rates
Percentage of young adults' 16 to 24 years old without a high
school credential,' 1994

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

30%

All Black Hispanic

I Does not include those still enrolled in high school.
2 Includes traditional high school diploma and alternative credential.

White

Between 1990 and 1994, the
high school dropout rate
decreased among White
students.
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This exhibit updates information presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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Student Achievement and
Citizenship
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Student Achievement and Citizenship

The continued health of our democracy and our national economy depend on
high academic achievement by all of our students. In the quest to make all our
schools high performance and world-class, the Goals Panel believes there needs to be
a focus on rigorous academic standards backed by valid assessments. Thus, it is criti-
cal that states and communities develop and adopt:

Content standards that (a) reflect what we believe all students should know and
be able to do, and (b) match or surpass standards for student achievement in other
developed countries.

Performance standards aligned with these content standards. Performance stan-
dards should be broadly discussed by each community to define how good is good
enough, and the ways we measure achieving these standards need to be accurate
and valid.

The National Education Goals Panel recognizes that the most important venues
for the development of academic standards and assessments are states and communi-
ties. In July, 1995, the Goals Panel approved a new initiative to assist states and com-
munities engaged in developing world-class academic standards and systems of assess-
ment. This initiative includes the following:

Convening a National Education Goals Panel resource group to develop a descrip-
tion of "world-class" academic standards.

Creating a National Education Goals Panel resource group focused on assessment
and measurement of student achievement.

Developing a voluntary, nonbinding "peer review" process to give feedback to
states on the creation of academic standards and assessments.

States and communities are not alone in their struggle to help our students achieve
to high standards. Families can dramatically influence academic performance. When
families are positively involved in their children's academic lives, children complete
more homework and achieve higher grades and test scores. Research shows that the
single most important activity for future academic success is reading aloud to young
children. Imagine the achievement levels of American students if every parent took
an active interest in their children's academics!

Despite previous years' modest increase in mathematics, reading achievement for
12th graders actually decreased between 1992 and 1994, while reading performance
for 4th and 8th graders remained about the same. Voter participation increased
among young adults between 1988 and 1992. The data also indicate how far we are
from achieving the Goal, especially among minority groups. We are still not expect-
ing and supporting all of our students to attain the academic mastery of which they
are capable. Everyone involved teachers and schools, parents, community mem-
bers, businesses, and policymakers must work together to hold our students to high
standards and achieve this core academic Goal.
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Student Achievement and Citizenship

By the year 2000, all students will leave grades 4, 8, and 12 having demonstrated

competency over challenging subject matter including English, mathematics, science,

foreign languages, civics and government, economics, arts, history, and geography, and

every school in America will ensure that all students learn to use their minds well, so they

may be prepared for responsible citizenship, further learning, and productive employment

in our Nation's modern economy.

Objectives
The academic performance of all students at the elementary and secondary
level will increase significantly in every quartile, and the distribution of
minority students in each quartile will more closely reflect the student
population as a whole.

The percentage of all students who demonstrate the ability to reason, solve
problems, apply knowledge, and write and communicate effectively will increase

substantially.

All students will be involved in activities that promote and demonstrate good
citizenship, good health, community service, and personal responsibility.

All students will have access to physical education and health education to
ensure they are healthy and fit.

The percentage of all students who are competent in more than one language will

substantially increase.

All students will be knowledgeable about the diverse cultural heritage of this
Nation and about the world community.
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Achievement Level Data from the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) in Reading, Mathematics, History,
and Geography

The data shown in Exhibits 16 to 19 and 22 to 33 should be interpreted with
caution. The line signifying the Goals Panel's performance standard classifies stu-
dent performance according to achievement levels devised by the National
Assessment Governing Board (NAGB). These achievement level data have
been previously reported by the National Center for Education Statistics
(NCES). Students with NAEP scores falling below the Goals Panel's performance
standard have been classified by NAGB as "Basic" or below; those above have
been classified as "Proficient" or "Advanced."

The NAGB achievement levels represent a useful way of categorizing overall
performance on the NAEP. They are also consistent with the Panel's efforts to
report such performance against a high-criterion standard. However, both
NAGB and the Commissioner of NCES regard the achievement levels as devel-
opmental; the reader of this Report is advised to interpret the achievement level
results with caution.

In addition, reading achievement results are based on data previously released
by NCES, and data are undergoing revision.

See Appendix A for further information.

4
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Direct Measure of the Goal:
Student Achievement in Reading

Exhibit 16
Reading Achievement
Percentages of 4th, 8th, and 12th graders who met the Goals
Panel's performance standard' in reading,2 1994

100%

Goals Panel's
performance
standard

25% 28%
34%

Grade 4 Grade 8 Grade 12

N Proficient and above IN Below Goals Panel's performance standard

The Goals Panel's performance standard is "rnastery over challenging subject matter" as indicated by

performance at the Proficient or Advanced levels on the National Assessment ofEducational Progress INAEP).

. These levels were established by the National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB)and reported by the

National Center for Education Statistics INCES) in NAEP publications. A more complete description of

the performance standard can be found in Appendix A.
2 Interpret with cateion. Figures are based on data previously released by NCES, and data are undergoing

revision. See Appendix A.

In 1994, approximately one
out of every four students in
Grades 4 and 8 met the Goals
Panel's performance
standard in reading.
Approximately one-third
of all 12th graders met the
standard.
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Sinn-cc: National Center for Education Statistics, 199 and 1995
This exhibit updates information presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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Between 1992 and 1994,
the percentage of students
in Grade 12 who met the
Goals Panel's performance
standard in reading
decreased.
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'Direct. Measure of.'Me
Student Achievement in Reading

In 1994, the percentage of
4th graders who met the
Goals Panel's performance
standard in reading ranged
from 7% for Blacks to 43%
for Asians.
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Exhibit 17
Reading Achievement - Grade 4
Percentage of 4th graders who met the Goals Panel's
performance standard' in reading,' 1994

100%

Goals Panel's
performance
standard

43%

Male Female American Asian Pacific Black Hispanic White
Indian/ Islander
Alaskan
Native

Proficiant and above 2 Below Goals Panel's performance standard

The Goals Panel's perfoi mance standard is "mastery over challenging subject matter as indicated by
performance at the Proficient fir Advanced levels on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).
These levels were established by ihe National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB) and reported by the
National Center for Education Statistics INCES) in NAEP publications. A more complete description of
the performance standard can be found in Appendix A.

2 Interpret with caution. Figures are based on data previously released by NCES, and data are undergoing
revision. See Appendix A.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, 1993 and 1995
This exhibit updates information presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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Grade 4 Sample NAEP Reading Items

The passage is from a West African story entitled "Hungrjr Spider and the Turtle."

VERY CHALLENGING

I Note: In 1994, approximately four out of ten 4th graders (42%) were unable to reach the lowest achievement level
in reading (Basic). Definitions of the achievement levels can be found in Appendix A.

2 Sample size is insufficient to permit a reliable estimate.
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In 1994, the percentage of
8th graders who met the
Goals Panel's performance
standard in reading ranged
from 8% for Blacks to 42%
for Asians.

Exhibit 18
Reading Achievement - Grade 8
Percentage of 8th graders who met the Goals Panel's
performance standard' in reading,2 1994

um%

Goals Panel's
performance
standard

42%
35% 34%25%21% 19%

8% 13%
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Male Female American Asian Pacific Black Hispanic White
Indian/ Islander
Alaskan
Native

III Proficient and above III Below Goals Panel's performance standard
I The Goals Panel's performance standard is "mastery over challenging subject matter" as indicated by

performance at the Proficient or Advanced levels on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).
These levels were established by the National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB) and reported by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) in NAEP publications. A more complete description of
the performance standard can be found in Appendix A.

2 Interpret with caution. Figures are based on data previously released by NCES, and data are undergoing
revision. See Appendix A.
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a
a

a The passage is from a story about the Anasazi entitled "The Lost People of Mesa Verde."

a

Direct Measure of the Goal:'
Student. Ahieveriient in Reading

Grade 8 Sample NAEP Reading Items

CHALLENGING

VERY CHALLENGING

itu on the 8th gnide -.3!fess4P.P

000 people uythtAnasezisaucvess e .civiIizaionnsy tiavajwttoliv *Sad
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rrofki!

I Note: In 1994, nearly one-third of all 8th graders (31%) were unable to reach the lowest achievement level in

reading (Basic). Definitions of the achievement levels can be found in Appendix A.

2 Sample size is insufficient to permit a reliable estimate.
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In 1994, the percentage of
12th graders who met the
Goals Panel's performance
standard in reading ranged
from 12% fcr Blacks to 40%
for Whites.

Between 1992 and 1994, the
percentage of male 12th
graders who met the Goals
Panel's performance
standard in reading
decreased.
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EXhibit 19
Reading Achievement - Grade 12
Percentage of 12th graders who met the Goals Panel's
performance standard' in reading,2 1994

100%

Goals Panel's
performance
standard

40% 40%

Male Female American Asian Pacific Black Hispanic White
Indian/ Islander
Alaskan
Native

III Proficient and above 111 Below Goals Panel's performance standard

The Goals Panel's performance standard is "mastery over challenging subject matter" as indicated by
performance at the Proficient or Advanced levels on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).
These levels were established by the National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB) and reported by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) in NAEP publications. A more complete description of
the performance standard can be found in Appendix A.

2 Interpret with caution. Figures are based on data previously released by NCES, and data are undergoing
revision. See Appendix A.
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Source: National Center for Education Statistics, 1993 and 1995.
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"Direct Measure of the Goal:
Student Achievement in Reading

Grade 12 Sample NAEP Reading Items

The passage is from a story by Ray Bradbury entitled "The Flying Machine."

a

a

a

iiirad0ts4t,

CHALLENGING

,
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42% Proficient:62%

VERY CHALLENGING
"r
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rage percentage of Vet* challenging iterits answeféd orxrectly by 12th graders at thtee
vement levels in 1994:1
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Note: In 1994, nearly one-third of all 12th graders (30%) were unable to reach the lowestachievement level in

reading (Basic). Definitions of the achievement levels cart be found in Appendix A.
2 Sample size is insufficient to permit a reliable estimate.
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Exhibit 20
Writing Achievement - Grade 4
Percentage of 4th graders who provided a developed' or better
response to the following writing tasks, 1992

In 1992 about one in ten 4th
graders was able to provide
a developed or better
response to persuasive
writing tasks. Approximately
one in four was able to
provide a developed or
better response to narrative,
writing tasks, and
approximately one in three
was able to provide a
developed or better response
to informative writing tasks.
In general, 4th graders
provided more thorough
responses to informative
tasks than to persuasive or
narrative tasks.
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INFORMATIVE WRITING
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1 A complete description of the scoring system can be found in Appendix A.

-Siurce: National (:enter for Education Statistics, 1994
Thii, exhibit repeats intOrmanon presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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Direct Measure of ihe Goal:
Student Achievement in Writing

Grade 4 Sample Responses to NAEP Writing Tasks

A DEVELOPED' RESPONSE BY 4TH GRADERS2 TO:

A Persuasive Writing Task, "Space Travelers"

::-..a '-_::". ,:f. _, '7.-f'',
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I A Narrative Writing Task, "Magical Balloon"

111 :1 ',. f '.. % =

7.. : :7
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a

An Informative Writing Task, "Favorite Story"

"

A complete description of the scoring system can be found in Appendix A.
2 Student responses, including spelling and grammatical errors, are presented exactly as they were written.



'Direct Measure of the.Goal:
Student Achievement in Writing

Exhibit 21
Writing Achievement - Grades 8 and 12
Percentages of 8th and 12th graders who provided a developed'
or better response to the following writing tasks, 1992

e4A

Although 12th grade students
were able to provide better
responses to writing tasks
than were 8th grade
students, both groups were
able to provide more
complete answers to
informative and narrative
writing tasks than to
persuasive tasks.
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I A complete description of the scoring system can be found in Appendix A.
2 Students were given 50 minutes to respond to this task and 25 minutes for all others.
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Exhibit 21 (continued)
a Writing Achievement - Grades 8 and 12

Percentages of 8th and 12th graders who provided a developed'
or better response to the following writing tasks, 1992

NARRA IVE (contint4d)

1 A complete description of the scoring system can be found in Appendix A.
IIII 2 Students were given 50 minutes to respond to this task and 25 minutes for all others.

Source: National Center for Education Stati..tis, 1()94
This exhibit repeats information presented in the 1994 Goak Report.
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Direct Measure of the aoal:
. Student Achievement in Writing

Grades 8 and 12 Sample Responses to NAEP Writing Tasks

A DEVELOPED' RESPONSE BY 8TH AND 12TH GRADERS2 TO:

A Persuasive Writing Task, "Drug Search"
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A Narrative Writing Task, "Embarrassing Incident"
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An Informative Writing Task, "Invention"
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A complete description of the scoring system can be found in Appendix A.
2 Student responses, including spelling and grammatical errors, are presented exactly as they were written. 1111"
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Direct Measbre of Abe ..
'Student Achievement in Mathematics.

Exhibit 22
Mathematics Achievement
Percentages of 4th, 8th, and 12th graders who met the Goals
Panel's performance standard' in mathematics, 1992

100%

Goals Panel's
performance
standard

18%
25%

16%

Grade 4 Grade 8 Grade 12

III Proficient and above 111 Below Goals Panel's performance standard

1 The Goals Panel's performance standard is "mastery over challenging subject matter" as indicated by
performance at the Proficient or Advanced levels on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEPI.
These levels were established by the National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB) and reported by the
National Center for Education Statistics (ICES) in NAEP publications. A more complete description of
the performance standard can be found in Appendix A.

In 1992, fewer than one out
of every five students in
Grades 4 and 12 met the
Goals Panel's performance
standard in mathematics.
One out of every four 8th
graders met the standard.

Between 1990 and 1992, the
percentages of students in
Grades 4 and 8 who met the
Goals Panel's performance
standard in mathematics
increased.

Source: National Center for Education Stanstic, 199
This exhibit repeats information presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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. Diredt Measure of the Goal:
.Student Achievement-in Mathematics

In 1992, the percentage of
4th graders who met the
Goals Panel's performance
standard in mathematics
ranged from 3% for Blacks to
30% for Asians/Pacific
Islanders.

Exhibit 23
Mathematics Achievement - Grade 4
Percentage of 4th graders who met the Goals Panel's
performance standard' in mathematics, 1992

100%

Goals Panel's
performance
standard

30%
23%

Male Female American Asian/ Black Hispanic White
Indian/ Pacific

Alaskan Native Islander
111 Proficient and above 1111 Below Goals Panel's performance standard

The Goals Panel's performance standard is "mastery over challenging subject matter" as indicated by
performance at the Proficient or Advanced levels on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).
These levels were established by the National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB) and reported by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) in NAEP publications. A more complete description of
the performance standard can be found in Appendix A.

Between 1990 and 1992 the
percentage of White and the
percentage of male 4th
graders who met the Goals
Panel's performance
standard in mathematics
increased.
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Source: National Center for Education Statistics, 1993
This exhibit repeats mfonnation presented in the 19144 Goals Report.
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Diect Meastire Of the Goal:
Smdent Achievement in Mathematics

..

Grade 4 Sample NAEP Mathematics Items

71.VIODER ATE
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CHALLENGING

VERY CHALLENGING

1 Note: In 1992, nearly four out of ten 4th graders (39%) were unable to reach the lowest achievement level in

mathematics (Basic). Definitions of the achievement levels can be found in Appendix A.
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Direct Measure of.the Goal::
-Student Achievement in Mathematics

In 1992, the percentage
of 8th graders who met the
Goals Panel's performance
standard in mathematics
ranged from 3% for Blacks
to 44% for Asians/Pacific
Islanders.

Between 1990 and 1992 the
percentage of White and the
percentage of female 8th
graders who met the Goals
Panel's performance
standard in mathematics
increased.

Exhibit 24
Mathematics Achievement - Grade 8
Percentage of 8th graders who met the Goals Panel's
performance standard' in mathematics, 1992

100%

Goals Panel's 25% 24%
performance
standard

. 44%
32%

Male Female American Asian/ Black Hispanic White
Indian/ Pacific

Alaskan Native Islander
a Proficient and above a Below Goals Panel's performance standard

1 The Goals Panel's performance standard is "mastery over challenging subject matter" as indicated by
performance at the Proficient or Advanced levels on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).
These levela were established by the National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB) and reported by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) in NAEP publications. A more complete description of
the performance standard can be found in Appendix A.
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Grade 8 Sample NAEP Mathematics Items
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1 Note: In 1992, over one-third of all 8th graders (37%) were unable to reach the lowest achievement level in
mathematics (Basic). Definitions of the achievement levels can be found in Appendix A.
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Dirlect Measure-of the Goal:
Student-Achievement in Mathematics

In 1992, the percentage of
12th graders who met the
Goals Panel's performance
standard in mathematics
ranged from 3% for Blacks
to 31% for Asians/
Pacific Islanders.

Exhibit 25
Mathematics Achievement - Grade 12
Percentage of 12th graders who met the Goals Panel's
performance standard' in mathematics, 1992

100%

Goals Panel's
performance
standard

31%
19%

Male Female American Asian/
Indian/ Pacific

Alaskan Native Islander
1111 Proficient and above 1111 Below Goals Panel's performance standard

Black Hispanic White

The Goals Panel's performance standard is "mastery over challenging subject matter" as indicated by
performance at the Proficient or Advanced levels on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).
These levels were established by the National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB) and reported by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) in NAEP publications. A more complete description of
the performance standard can be found in Appendix A.
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Direct Measure of 'the Goal:
Student Achievement in Mathematics

Grade 12 SatapIe NAEP Mathematics Items

MODERATE
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Note: In 1992, over one-third of all 12th graders (36%) were unable to reach the lowest achievement level in

mathematics (Basic). Definitions of the achievement levels can be found in Appendix A.
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Dire6t-MeU.sure of the Goa' .

Student Achievement in History

In 1994, approximately one
out of every six students in
Grades 4 and 8 met the
Goals Panel's performance
standard in history. About
one out of every nine 12th
graders met the standard.

Exhibit 26
History Achievement
Percentages of 4th, 8th, and 12th graders who met the Goals
Panel's performance standard' in history, 1994

l00%

Goals Panel's
performance
standard

17% 14% 11%

Grade 4 Grade 8 Grade 12

1111 Proficient and above Below Goals Panel's performance standard

1 The Goals Panel's performance standard is "mastery over challenging subject matter" as indicated by
performance at the Proficient or Advanced levels on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).
These levels were estahlished by the National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB) and reported by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) in NAEP publications. A more complete description of
the performance'standard can be found in Appendix A.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, 1995

In 1994, the percentage of
4th graders who met the
Goals Panel's performance
standard in history ranged
from 4% for Blacks to 22%
for Asians and Whites.
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Exhibit 27
History Achievement - Grade 4
Percentage of 4th graders who met the Goals Panel's
performance standard' in history, 1994

100%

Goals Panel's
performance
standard

22%

Male Female American Asian Pacific
Indian/ Islander
Alaskan
Native

a Proficient and above 111 Below Goals Panel's performance standard

1 The Goals Panel's performance standard is "mastery over challenging subject matter" as indicated by
performance at the Proficient or Advanced levels on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).
These levels were established by the National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB) and reported by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) in NAEP publications. A more complete description of
the performance standard can be found in Appendix A.

Black Hispanic White

Source. National Center tor Education Statistic., 1995
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Direct Measure of the Goal:
, Studeot Achievement in History

EASY

Grade 4 Sample NAEP History Items

:

-

: 1

MODERATE

CHALLENGING

1
Note: In 1994, over onethird of all 4th graders (36%) were unable to reach the lowest achievement level

in history (Basic). Definitions of the achievement levels can be found in Appendix A.

2 Sample size is insufficient to permit a reliable estimate.
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Direct Measure of the Goal:
Student Acitievement in History

Exhibit 28
History Achievement - Grade 8
Percentage of 8th graders who met the Goals Panel's
performance standard' in history, 1994

In 1994, the percentage of
8th graders who met the
Goals Panel's performance
standard in history ranged
from 4% for Blacks to 23%
for Asians.

74

100%

Goals Panel's
performance
standard

23%
17%

Male Female American Asian Pacific Black Hispanic White
Indian/
Alaikan
Native2

Islander2

111 Proficient and above Below Goals Panel's performance standard

l The Goals Panel's performance standard is "mastery over challenging subject matter" as indicated by
performance at the Proficient or Advanced levels on the National Assessment of Educt.tional Progress (NAEP).
These levels were established by the National Assessment Governing Board INAGB) and reported by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) in NAEP publications. A more complete description of
the performance standard can be found in Appendix A.

2 Should be interpreted with caution, since sample size does not allow accurate estimate of sample variability.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, 1995
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Direct Measure of the Goal:
Student Achievement in History

Grade 8 Sample NAEP History Items
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I Note: In 1994, approximately four out of every ten 8th graders (39%) were unable to reach the lowest chievement level

in history (Basic). Definitions of the achievement levels can be found in Appendix A.

2 Sample size i3 insufficient to permit a reliable estimate. 68 7!.
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Direct fl/lea.s.ore.o.. the. oa .-
Stodent AchieVernem in. History

In 1994, the percentage of
12th graders who met the
Goals Panel's performance
standard in history ranged
from 2% for Blacks to 16%
for Asians.

Exhibit 29
History Achievement - Grade 12
Percentage of 12th graders who met the Goals Panel's
performance standard' in history, 1994

100%

Goals Panel's
performance 12% 9%
standard

16% 13%

Male Female American Asian Pacific Black Hispanic White
Indian/ Islander
Alaskan
Native2

1111 Proficient and above Below Goals Panel's performance standard

I The Goals Panel's performance standard is "mastery over challenging subject matter" as indicated by
performance at the Proficient or Advanced levels on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).
These levels were established by the National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB) and reported by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) in NAEP publications. A more complete description of
the performance standard can be found in Appendix A.

2 Should be interpreted with caution, since sample size does not allow accurate estimate of sample variability.

SOLINC: National Center for Education Stati<tics, 1995
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EASY

DirectWasure of the.Goak .

SuidentAchievdm'efit in Histoiy '

Grade 12 Sample NAEP History Items

MODERATE
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4o

I Note: In 1994, over one-half of all 12th graders (57%) were unable to reach the lowest achievement level
in history (Basic). Definitions of the achievement levels can be found in Appendix A.

2 Sample size is insufficient to permit a reliable estimate.
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.Direct Measure of the Goal:
Student Achievement in Geography

In 1994, approximately one
out of every four students in
Grades 4, 8, and 12 met the
Goals Panel's performance
standard in geography.

Exhibit 30
Geography Achievement
Percentages of 4th, 8th, and 12th graders who met the Goals
Panel's performance standard' in geography, 1994

100%

Goals Panel's
performance
standard

22% 28% 27%

Grade 4 Grade 8 Grade 12

III Proficient and above IN Below Goals Panel's performance standard

1 The Goals Panel's performance standard is "mastery over challenging subject matter" as indicated by
performance at the Proficient or Advanced levels on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).
These levels were established by the National Assessment Governing Board INAGBI and reported by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) in NAEP publications. A more complete description of
the performance standard can be found in Appendix A.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, 1995

In 1994, the percentage of
4th graders who met the
Goals Panel's performance
standard in geography
ranged from 3% for Blacks to
32% for Asians.

Exhibit 31
Geography Achievement - Grade 4
Percentage of 4th graders who met the Goals Panel's
performance standard' in geography, 1994

100%

Goals Panel's
performance
standard

32% 29%

Male Female American Asian Pacific Black Hispanic White
Indian/ Islander
Alaskan
Native

111 Proficient and above 111 Below Goals Panel's performance standard

The Goals Panel's performance standard is "mastery over challenging subject matter" as indicated by
performance at the Proficient or Advanced levels on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).
These levels were established by the National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB) and reported by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) in NAEP publications. A more complete description of
the performance standard can be found in Appendix A.

78 Source: National ( :enter for Education Statistics, 1995
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Direct Measufe of-the Goal:
S Student .AchieNiernent in 'Geography.

Grade 4 Sample NAEP Geography Items

4
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1 Note: !n 1994, approximately three otit of ten 4th graders (30%) wore unable to reach the lowest achievement level

in geography (Basic). Definitions of the achievement levels can be found in Appendix A.
2 Sample sizo is insufficient to permit a reliable estimate.
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In 1994, the percentage of
8th graders who met the
Goals Panel's performance
standard in geography
ranged from 5% for Blacks to
40% for Asians.

80

Exhibit 32
Geography Achievement - Grade 8
Percentage of 8th graders who met the Goals Panel's
performance standard' in geography, 1994

100%

Goals Panel's
performance
standard

40% 36%

Male Female American Asian Pacific Black Hispanic White
Indian/ Islander2
Alaskan
Native2

II Proficient and above al Below Goals Panel's performance standard

I The Goals Panel's performance standard is "mastery over challenging subject matter" as indicated by
performance at the Proficient or Advanced levels on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEPI.
These levels were established by the National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB) and reported by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) in NAEP publications. A more complete description of
the performance standard can be found in Appendix A.

2 Should be interpreted with caution, since sample size does not allow accurate estimate of sample variability.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, 1995
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Grade 8 Sample NAEP Geography Items
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Note: In 1994, approximately three out of ten 8th graders (29%) were unable to reach the lowest achievement level

in geography (Basic). Definitions of the achievement levels can be found in Appendix A.
2 Sample size is insufficient to permit a reliable estimate. 74 81
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Direct Measuie of th:e Goal:
Student Achievement in Geograph.y.

in 1994, the percentage of
12th graders who met the
Goals Panel's performance
standard in geography
ranged from 5% for Blacks to
33% for Whites.

82

Exhibit 33
Geography Achievement - Grade 12
Percentage of 12th graders who met the Goals Panel's
performance standard' in geography, 1994

100%

Goals Panel's
performance
standard

32% 32% 33%

Male Female American Asian Pacific Black Hispanic White
Indian/ Islander3
Alaskan
Native2

a Proficient and above IIII Below Goals Panel's performance standard

1 The Goais Panel's performance standard is "mastery over challenging subject matter" as indicated by
performance at the Proficient or Advanced levels on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).
These levels were established by the National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB) and reported by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) in NAEP publications. A more complete description of
the performance standard can be found in Appendix A.

2 S.i.nple size is insufficient to permit a reliable estimate.
3 Siiould be interpreted with caution, since sample size does not allow accurate estimate of sample variability.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, 1995



.-Dir'ect Measure' of.the Goal: .

Student kchieveinent in Geography

Grade 12 Sample NAEP Geography Items

I Noto: In 1994, approximately three out of ten 12th graders (30%) were unable to reach the lowest achievement level

in geography (Basic). Definitions of the achievement levels can be found in Appendix A. h-
2 Sample size is insufficient to permit a reliable estimate. i b
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Direct- Afieh'sure..of:t.he Goal
. .

Student AchieVement in Science

Average science scores for
students 9, 13, and 17 years
old increased between 1977
and 1992.

84

Exhibit 34
Trends in Science Proficiency
Average science score' on a scale of 0 to 500 for students 9, 13,
and 17 years old, 1977 to 1992

500

400

300 290 Ar-----
-A

247

200

100

0

294

258
220 111 231

1977 1982 1986 1990 1992

11111-- Age 9 0 Age 13 Age 17

1 Complete descriptions of each level can be found in Appendix A.

Source: Nattonal Center for Education Statistics, 1994
This exhibit updates information presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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. Direct Measgre 'of "the:GC;al:
AdvanCed Placement Participation and Performance

Exhibit 35
Advanced Placement Results - English,
Mathematics, Science, Foreign Languages, Civics
and Government, Economics, Fine Arts, and History
Number of examinations taken (per 1,000 11th and 12th
graders), and number receiving grades of 3 or higher (per 1,000

11th and 12th graders),1 1995

English2

Mathematics3

Scienca4

Foreign Languages5

Civics and
Government6

Economics7

Fine Arts8 I 22

4

7

9

i
History9

mplr 25

0 20

32

40 60 80 loo

MI Number of examinations taken Number receiving grades of 3 or higher

A grade of 3 or higher is generally high enough to make students eligible for college credit.
2 Includes Language & Composition and Literature & Composition.
3 Includes Calculus AB and Calculus BC.
4 Includes Biology, Chemistry, Physics B, Physics C (Mechanics), and Physics C (Electricity and Magnetism).
5 Includes French Language, French Literature, Spanish Language, Spanish Literature, and German.
6 Includes Government & PoliticsU.S., and Government & Politics--Comparative.
7 Includes Microeconomics and Macroeconomics.
8 Includes Art History, Studio Art (Drawing and General), and Music Theory.
9 Includes U.S. History and European History.

For every 1,000 1 lth and 12th
graders enrolled in 1995,
more Advanced Placement
examinations were taken
in English, mathematics,
science, and history than in
foreign languages, civics
and government, economics,
and fine arts.

Source: The College Board, 1991 and 1995
This exhibit updates intOrmation presented in the 1994 Goals Report.

7 8

Between 1991 and 1995, the
number of Advanced
Placement examinations
taken (per 1,000 11th and
12th graders) increased in all
subject areas except fine
arts. The number of
examinations receiving
grades of 3 or higher (per
1,000 1 lth and 12th graders)
increased in all subject
areas.
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Direct Measure.of
Citizeriship and Community Service

In 1992, 44% of 12th graders
reported that they performed
community service during
the past two y5ars.

86

Exhibit 36
Community Service
Percentage of 12th graders reporting that they performed
community service during the past two years, 1992

All 12th graders

Male

Female

44%

38%

American Indian/
Alaskan Native

Asian/Pacific
Islander

Black

Hispanic

White

50%

48%

36%

39%

46%

Public

Catholic

Other private

42%

57%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

67%
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-pirect IVleauye'ofthe 'Goal:: "".
. Cifizenshiti and Cnnimunity Service

Exhibit 36 (continued)
Community Service
Percentage of 12th graders reporting that they performed
community service during the past two years, 1992

General

co

th

ct, College preparatory

Vocational

Highest

Lowest

Urban

Suburban

Rural

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Sotirk.c: Nat 10mill:enter tiq EduL,It ion Sim ist R.., 199 I
The, exhibit repeats informant m presented in the 1994 Goal,. Report.
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Direct.Measure.of the Goat:
Citizenship and Community Service

Voter registration and voting
are more common practices
among older populations
than among younger ones.
In 1992, 53% of all U.S.
citizens 18 to 20 years old
reported that they registered
to vote, compared to nearly
three-fourths of those 21
years and older. Forty-two
percent of 18- to 20-year-
olds reported that they voted,
while 67% of those 21 and
older reported that they
voted.

Exhibit 37
Young Adult Voter Registration and Voting
Percentage of all U.S. citizens 18 to 20 years old and 21 years
and older who reported that they registered to vote and who
reported that they voted, 1992

Total

Black

Hispanic
origin

White

0

Hispanic
origin

111 18- to 20-year-olds 21 years and older

100%

Between 1988 and 1992,
reported rates of voter
registration and voting
increased among 18- to 20-
year-olds as well as among
adults aged 21 and older.

88

Source: Bureau of the Census, 1989 and 1993
This exhibit repeats information presented in the 1994 Coals Report.
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Teacher Education and
Professional Development

2000

1995
C2 91
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Teacher Education and
Professional Development

The next five years could very well be the most demanding, yet rewarding, period
of professional development that teachers in the United States will experience in the
course of their careers. Higher standards for student achievement, which challenge
conventional wisdom about what is taught and how it is taught, are under develop-
ment in every academic discipline. Schools are piloting new, innovative forms of
assessment and revising curricula to ensure that they produce highly trained, techno-
logically adept graduates whom colleges want and employers need. The increasingly
diverse student population in our nation's schools requires teachers who are capable
of providing effective instruction in all settings. And greater emphasis placed on
school-to-work transition requires that teachers be better trained to teach applied
skills. Clearly, these changing responsibilities require ii-,nrecedented levels of
teacher competence and accountability. Thus, a renewed con.mitment to increasing
excellence in teaching through high quality teacher training programs and profes-
sional development strategies is essential.

As parents, policymakers, and taxpayers raise their expectations for student perfor-
mance, they simultaneously raise their expectations for teachers. More than 100,000
new teachers enter American classrooms every year, joining a profession of about
three million, which absorbs a larger proportion of college-educated adults than any
other occupation. Projected increases in school enrollment over the next ten years
will further increase the demand for highly qualified teachers and school administra-
tors who are capable of providing high quality learning experiences for all students.

In 1994, the percentage of secondary school teachers in mathematics, science, and
English who held an undergraduate or graduate degree in their main teaching assign-
ment was about 60%. Over the last four years those percentages have significantly
decreased in science and English, and have remained about the same in most other
subject areas. In almost all subjects, however, more than 90% of teachers have a
teaching certificate in their main teaching assignment.

Teachers are integral to the process of setting new standards, implementing new
and valid teaching strategies, and developing a variety of assessment methods. How-
ever, in 1994, only about half of all teachers participated in any sort of professional
development on the i.i:;es of educational technology or student assessment. And we
know relatively little about the quality of their professional development experiences
in any area. Teachers also need public support and assistance as they engage in these
new challenges. Thus, new partnerships that include teacher education institutions,
schools, parents, and the communities they serve are essential if teacher education
and professional developimmt are to receive appropriate attention, and classroom
instruction is to reach the desired level ot excellence.

C3



4

Teacher Education and
Professional Development

By the year 2000, the Nation's teaching force will have access to programs
for the continued improvement of their professional skills and the opportunity to
acquire the knowledge and skills needed to instruct and prepare all American
students for the next century.

a
a All teachers will have access t, preservice teacher education and continuing

Objectives professional development activities that will provide such teachers with the
knowledge and skills needed to teach to an increasingly diverse student
population with a variety of educational, social, and health needs.

All teachers will have continuing Opportunities to acquire additional knowledge
and skills needed to teach challenging subject matter and to use emerging new
methods, forms of assessment, and technologies.

States and school districts will create integrated strategies to attract, recruit,
prepare, retrain, and support the continued professional development of teachers,
administrators, and other educators, so that there is a highly talented work force
of professional educators to teach challenging subject matter.

Partnerships will be established, whenever possible, among local educational
agencies, institutions of higher education, parents, and local labor, business, and
professional associations to provide and support programs for the professional
development of educators.

E; 4
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In 1994, only 63% of all
secondary school teachers
held an undergraduate or
graduate degree in their
main teaching assignment.

Between 1991 and 1994, the
percentage of secondary
school teachers who
held an undergraduate or
graduate degree in their
main teaching assignment
decreased.

Exhibit 38
Teacher Preparation
Percentage of secondary school teachers who held an
undergraduate or graduate degree' in their main teaching
assignment, 1994

Total2

Mathematics

Science

English

Social studies

Fine arts

Foreign
language

Special
education

63%

56%

63%

62%

67%

0% 20% 40% 60%

88%

80% 100%

I Academic or education majors. Does not include minors or second majors. .

2 Totai includes only teachers whose main teaching assignment was in mathematics, science, English, social
studies, fine arts, foreign language, or specie! education.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics and Westat, Inc., 1995
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Direct.Measure of the Goal: .

Teacher Education

Exhibit 39
Teacher Certification in Main Teaching Assignment
Percentage of secondary school teachers who held a teaching
certificate ir their main teaching assignment, 1994

All teachers

Mathematics

Science

English

Social studies

Fine arts

Foreign
language

Bilingual
education/ESL'

Special
education

93%

92%

91%

92%

94%

95%

90%

78%

0%

.1 English as a Second Language.

20% 40% 60% 80%

96%

100%

In 1994, thepercentage of
secondary st hool teachers
who held a teaching
certificate in their main
teaching assignment was
93%. Percentages were
similar among the different
subject t-eas, with the
exception of bilingual
education/ESL.

Between 1991 and 1994,
there was a decrease in the
percentage of all secondary
school teachers who held a
teaching certificate in their
main teaching assignment.

*liaison: truktetOHntrivowilimi 040/04 1011600404,1

, AL,..2""ittor:Pit40#11100411,40

S.mrce: National Center for Education Statistics and Westat, Inc., 1995
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Direct Measure of the Goal:
Teacher Education

In 1994, only 2% of all
teachers reported that they
were teaching with a
temporary or emergency
certificate, or a waiver.

96

Exhibit 40
Temporary or Emergency Teacher Certification
Percentage of teachers who reported that they were
teaching with a temporary certificate, emergency certificate, or
waiver, 1994

All teachers 2%

Urban

Suburban

Rural

Beginning
teachers1

2%

2%

2%

7%

Teachers with
4-10 years of 3%

experience

Teachers with
more than 10

years of
experience

Mathematics

Science

Bilingual
education/ESL2

Special
education

1%

4%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

1 Teachers with fewer than 4 years of experience.
2 English as a Second Language.

Source: National ( 'enter tor Eduiatkm Stanqic..ind Wv,tat, Inc., I 9t)
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Exhibit' 41
Participation in Professional Development
Activities on Selected Topics
Percentage of teachers who reported that they participated in
various in-seMca or professional development programs on the
following topics since the end of the previous school year, 1994

Uses of
educational
technology

Methods of
teaching

subject field

In-depth
study in

subject field

Student
assessment

0% 20% 40%

111 All teachers al Urban

52%

49%

60% 80% 100%

111 Suburban 12 Rural

In 1994, the percentage of
teachers who reported they
participated in various
in-service or professional
development programs on
selected topics did not differ
widely among urban,
suburban, and rural teachers.
However, teachers were
more likely to report that
they participated in methods
of teaching a subject field
than in the uses of
educational technology,
in-depth study, and student
assessment.

Source: Nati, mai Center tor EduLation Stansttc, and %Vestal, Inc., 1995
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In 1994, the percentage of
teachers who reported that
they received support for
in-service or professional
development such as
release time, travel and
tuition expenses, and
professional crec;as did
not vary widely among urban,
suburban, and rural teachers.
However, teachers were
more likely to report that
they received release time
than travel or tuition
reimbursement, or
professional credits.
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Exhibit 42
Support for Professional Development
Percentage of teachers who reported that they received various
types of support during the current school year for in-service
education or professional development in their main teaching
assignment field, 1994

Released
time for

teaching
or scheduled

time

Travel, per diem
expenses,

tuition,
and/or fees

Professional
growth credits

0% 20% 40% 60%

ffil All teachers 111 Urban

80% 100%

Suburban Rural

Source: National Center for Education Statistics and Westat. Inc., 1995
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Exhibit 43
Participation in Different Types of Professional
Development Activities
Percentage of teachers who reported that they participated in
various activities related to teaching since the end of the
previous school year, 1994

All teachers

Beginning
teachers1

Teachers with
4-10 ysars of

experience

Teachers with
more than 10

years of
experience

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Workshops or in-service programs2

IIII College courses3

MI Activities sponsored by professional associations

100%

Teachers with fewer than 4 years of experience.
2 Includes school district-sponsored and school-sponsored workshops and in-service programs.
3 Includes university extension courses, adult education courses, and college courses in teacher'ssubject

field.

In 1994, tea ch9rs were much
more likely to report that
they participated in
workshops or in-service
programs (93%) than they
were to report taking
college courses (38%) or
participating in activities
sponsored by professional
associations (50%) as part of
their professional
development activities.

St RIR : National Center for Educatitm Statistics and Westat. Inc., 1995
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While 40% of all teachers
reported that they had
limited English proficient
(LEP) students in their
classroom in 1994, only 29%
reported that they received
training to teach LEP
students.

100

Exhibit 44
Preparation to Teach Limited English
Proficient (LEP) Students
Percentage of teachers who reported that they have
LEP students in their classes and have received training to
teach LEP students, 1994

All teachers

Elementary

Secondary

Urban

Suburban

Rural

Beginning teachers1

Teachers with 4-10
years of experience

Teachers with more than
10 years of experience

40%

29%

0%

i

40% 60% 80% 100%

MI Teachers with LEP students in their class

is Teachers with LEP students in their class
' who have received training to teach LEP students

l Teachers with fewer than 4 years of experience.



Difect Measure 'of the Objectives:
DiVerse Student Populations

Exhibit 44 (continued)
Preparation to Teach Limited English
Proficient (LEP) Students
Percentage of teachers who reported that they have received
training to teach LEP students, 1994

All teachers //X /7 16%

18%Elementary

Secondary 13%

Urban 20%

Suburban 18%

Rural 9%

Beginning teachers1 /4/7/7/ 16%

Teachers with 4-10
years of experience

18%

Teachers with mom than
10 years of experience

15%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Teachers with fewer than 4 years of experience.

Source: Natiiinal (:enter for Education Statistics and Westat, Inc., 19Q5

As the school-aged
population becomes
increasingly diverse,
teachers will need training
to teach to students of
diverse backgrounds.
However, in 1994, only 16%
of all teachers reported
that they received training
to teach limited English
proficient students. This
percentage does not differ
among teachers with varying
years of experience.

100%
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In 1994, 27% of all teachers
reported that they
participated in a formal
induction program during
their first year of teaching.
Beginning teachers were
more likely to report that
they participated in a
program than were
teachers with 4-10 years
of experience or teachers
with more than 10 years'
experience.

rBetween 1991 and 1994,
the percentage of all
teachers who reported that
they participated in a formal
induction program
increased.

Direct Measure Of the Cii:)jectives:
Teach& Support

Exhibit 45
Support Through Formal Teacher
Induction Programs
Percentage of teachers who reported that during their first year
of teaching, they had participated in a formal teacher induction
program to help beginning teachers by assigning them to master
or mentor teachers, 1994

An teachers

Elementary

Secondary

Urban

Suburban

Rural

ihrArdireeetrir7/4/ 17%

27%

.

AoreAred31" "MOM

42%

17%

,149r4wiezzoverrem

45%

46%

drag; 94 reed reit 6077-497A 4 5 %
""/ `-'./ 17'

AdVileldrorif ..eforifei
.//- 14

40%

0% 20% 40%

111 Beginning teachers1

E2 Teachers with 4-10 years of experience

Teachers with more than 10 years of experience

'Teachers with fewer than 4 years of experience.

53%

54%

55%

49%

47

60% 80% 100%

0,00' S419911.

PercentAge oitia chers *NI rixkorted.that thatnith4.1Er'firstifai65f teaching, thei had porticipme4 in a
formai teacher induCtiOriprogramlo hilp4eitimirolndler.kbt issianine theinIg.1,1.130rAg
manta( teachers:
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Source: National Center for Education Statktics and Westat, Inc., 1995
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Exhibit 46
Teacher Influence Over School Policy
Percentage of teachers who reported that teachers in their school
have influence.' over school policy in selected areas, 1994

All teachers

Elementary

Secondary

Urban

Suburban

Rural

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Determining the content of in-service programs

Establishing curriculum

Setting discipline policy

Defined as a response of "4" or "5" on a 6-point scale, where "0" mans "no influence"and "5" means

"a great deal of influence."

In 1994, fewer than four out
of ten teachers reported
that teachers in their school
have influence over school
policies such as determining
the content of in-service
programs, establishing
curriculum, and setting
discipline policy.

Chang* Simi 11911
. 4

Percentage of fiochoxi whir roportt5#1,01-toachait,a1-04 40601 lay01,011Uor0 over
.-

oniiintary-

1151' -1911

35% 3346 * 34*
-31% 39% 4 314

o 32% at% 32% °
35%

,3296 31'S " 4"
0

vOilt esiXion. Dos tirSjefille topmeixiiiv4 M n&a c;iAd b ;''

to impli49 Arrcr, k uses-IOW wa1i ImIittek vela ire Cotifitliitthat charge hat oscura.

1140500111 a polionzs of or 'rife 11-196,4 'NWwh4i4.74- mei* "too owl irl000k
lateusi whom.' le we, 011" fier *MIX

1111 `, WO
0

'47%
30% 29%

41% 3'Si%
31114',

Snirce: National Center for Educmion Statistics and Westat, Inc., 1995

Between 1991 and 1994.
the percentage of teachers
who reported that teachers
in their school have influence
over determining the content
of in-service programs and
setting discipline policy
decreased.
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Mathematics and Science

Nearly every day, the front page of a.newspaper or the evening television new s
describes an event that requires clear, informed thinking about science or mathemat-
ics. While it is important for us to be knowledgeable in a broad range of subjects, :AA-

ence and mathematics are particularly vital in the decisions we make in jobs, use ot
resources, health, and everyday consumer activities. Our nation's ability to compete
globally rests upon strong science and mathematics skills and our ability to apply this
knowledge to emerging technologies. That is why Goal 5 is unequivocalit sets the
very highest standard possible.

Yet positive student attitudes about science and mathematics decline precipitous-
ly as students grow older. International and national assessments reflect this loss.
Our 9-year-olds perform relatively well in science and mathematics, but by age I
their knowledge of mathematics and science is well behind that of students trom
.countries in both Europe and Asia.

Contributing to this attitude is a long-term tendency of American schools to nun-
imize the importance of science and mathematics instruction, especially in the early
grades. Only 15 percent of all 4th graders, for example, receive instruction from a

teacher who has been specially trained to teach mathematics. Less than one-fourth
of elementary teachers feel qualified to teach specific sciences. Even at the secondary
school level, about 37% of science teachers and 44% of mathematics teachers have
degrees outside the fields in which they are teaching.

Outmoded instruction may also play a part in why students gradually.lose interest
in science and mathematics. Five years ago, the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics recommended that all students should use computers and calculators in
classes. According to data in this Volume, computers are becoming more available in
the early grades and calculator use has become more widespread in the middle grades.
Even so, only 56% of 8th graders regularly use calculators and only 20% have coin-
puters in their classrooms. And despite the tact that Algebra is the gateway subject ti,
more advanced mathematics, less than halt of all 8th graders (48%) currently attend
classes that heavily emphasize this topic.

Data in this Report do provide some encouraging news. More mathematics and
science degrees are now being earned, and the number ot mathematics and sciem c
degrees awarded to both women and minorities has been increasing since 1979.

For our students to be well-informed and competent, science.and mat hemat ies
knowledge must become "basic" in this country. It is as important tor I 1 1incavi,ala., as it
is for the nation as a whole if we are to prosper. This is why so much effort is goin12
into developing higher curriculum standards for all students in science and mathe-
matics, ones that foster critical thinking, application of knowledge, and integral ion
of technology. The gom is to be more than just adequilte. It Is ev.ellent, ti Ie
the best.
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Mathematics and Science

By the year 2000, United States students will be first in the world in mathematics and

science achievement.

0 bjectives

111

a

a

Mathematics and science education, including the metric system of measurement,
will he stto.ngthened throughout the system, especially in the early grades.

The number of i-e.,:chers with a substantive background in mathematics and
science, including the mei-ric system ot measurement, will increase by 50 percent.

The number of United States undergraduate and graduate students, especially
women and minorities, who complete degrees, in mathematics, science, and
engineering will increase significantly.
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American 13-year-olds were
outperformed by students
in Korea, Switzerland, and
Taiwan in all areas tested in
a 1991 international
mathematics assessment,
and by students in France
and Hungary in four out of
the five areas tested.
American students were
also outperformed by
students in Hungary, Korea,
and Taiwan in three out of
four areas tested in an
international science
assessment in 1991.

108

Exhibit 47
International Mathematics and Science
Achievement Comparisons
Performance of 13-year-olds from five countries' in relation
to U.S., 1991

Mathematics Achievement

Numbers and
Operations

Measurement

Geometry

Data Analysis, Probability,
and Statistics

Algebra and
Functions

Science Achievement

//,411024

////111fZeo

////11MIVI2

Life science

Physical science

Earth science

Nature of science

7/zINIM

//Amor

MI France wiim Hungary INS Korea F-1 Switzerland EZ:1 Taiwan

Students from Brazil, Canada, China, England, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jordan, Mozambique, Portugal, S .otland,
Slovenia, the former Soviet Union, and Spain also participated in this assessment.

turke. Elm at tonal Te.t ui ServtLe, I9Q2
rervat. tuft rniat ton prc,ented in thy lq,),It ;oak Rept rt .
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Exhibit 48
Mathematics Instructional Practices - Grade 4
Percentage of 4th graders, 1992

Whose teachers reported that
they do the following at least
once a week:

Work in small groups

Work with rulers,
blocks, or geometric shapes

Whose teachers reported that
they heavily emphasize:

Algebra and functions1

Developing reasoning ability
to solve unique problems

Communicating
mathematics ideas

Whose teachers reported that:

Students have computers
in their classrooms

Students use calculators in
mathematics class at

. least once a week

63%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

I Informal introduction of concepts at Grade 4.

In 1992, teachers reported
that substantial numbers of
4th grade students were not
receiving the kinds of
instruction recommended by
mathematics education
experts, such as working
with mathematics tools and
equipment, developing
reasoning and problem-
solving skills, and learning to
communicate mathematics
ideas.

Change Since:19991.

Prc*ntae of 41trgradort Whose tetchers reportedihat

"------, 1990

62%

51%

2%

44%

40%

31%

111%

1992

63%

44%

4%

48%

30%

44% *
17%

, ..
__,...

,, ... . . . ,

).Studenta Work in small grouPs at.least wide awes;:
Studentiworkwith rulers,IfoCki; orgeometric shipes

at littat onCia week : . -'-'

They heavilyemphatiziAlgatirs and fundtions2 ..
. .. .

They heavily'emphasize devskiping reesoning ability to

solve unirpte prObleini .

.They heavily etePhisite dionthunicatini mathematics ideas ..

,41ndanta have coreputati in theiritont
..: , .,

lhodeMe use celculaters in methematics class at leitst once a week
.,

I Interpret with citation. Dsta are from a represantatWa nationalsutvey. The changes shown Could be

attributable to sampling error in cases noted with an astatisk, we are confidaot thatchanoe bag ocoarrad,,
. .

lahrmal ireredeatiee as,taphi, (4.11.0..
,

The percentage of 4th
graders whose teachers
reported that they have
computers in their classroom
increased between 1990
and 1992.

Si,urce: Nat ional Center tor Education State,t c, 1993
The, exhibit repeat,: inh mat ion presented in the 1994 G.oah, Report.
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Direct Measure of the'Objectives:
Strengthening Mathematics and Science Education

In 1992 teachers reported
that subilantial numbers of
8th graders were not
receiving the kind of
instruction recommended by
mathematics education
experts, such as developing
reasoning and problem-
solving abilities and
communicating mathematics
ideas. Only one in five 8th
graders had computers in
their classrooms, and only
one in twelve worked with
mathematics tools such as
measuring instruments or
geometric solids.

The percentage of 8th
graders whose teachers
reported that they used
calculators in mathematics
class at least once a week
increased 14 percentage
points between 1990 and
1992.

Exhibit 49
Mathematics Instructional Practices - Grade 8
Percentage of 8th graders, 1992

Whose teachers reported that:

Students work in small
groups at least once a week

Students work with
measuring instruments

or geometric solids

Whose teachers reported that
they heavily emphasize:

Algebra and functions

Developing reasoning ability
to solve unique problems

Communicating
mathematics ideas

Whose teachers reported that:

Students have computers
in their classrooms

Students use calculators in
mathematics class at

least once a week

8%

51%

48%

49%

40%

20%

0%

56%

20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Change Sims! 19901

P-6.1!,11#410 ofith gtadera whose teachort.teported that2

110

Swdontswork in tiOeetlesmelt gtOist once e week
They heavily tentihe0 'Algebra 'end furiOkons

Tifey heavilvempliet4i developing roesooing 'edit*to
selVe unique prebleins

They hes* emOhtteip communiciiting Methernetice ideas
_.:n34881414:LliStudente have conionters in theiftleistoom

Akedente usicalculators in nuidietnetics Otos et letriet onee week .42%

larpret with caution. bate are front iiiiapresentative national aurally. lhio changes shown 'could he
attributable to sampling eirot. In teals noted with an isterisk, we are confident thit change hear occurred.

;Almost., on working voith
Ii

' .

ii rc : National C enter lot Education Stati,tics, 199
Thl, exhibit repeat intorination preented ii Ow 11)04 (1,,,11. Report.
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- "Direct Meaure of the Objectiyes:
Strengthening Mathematics and Science Education

Exhibit 50
Science Instructional Practices
Percentage of 8th graders, 1990

Wh- reported,
and whose
teachers reported,
that they do
the following
at least once
a week:

Give oral
or written

science
reports

Do science
experiments

Write up
experiments

Use computers

Whose teachers
reported that:1

Facilities for
teaching laboratory

science are adequate

They are well-supplied
with instructional

materials and resources

They do not rely
primarily on textbooks

to determine what
they teach

Whose teachers
reported that
they heavily
emphasize:1

Developing problem-
solving skills

Communicating ideas
in science effectively

Developing skills in
laboratory techniques

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

II 8th grade student reports III 8th grade teacher reports

l This information was not collected from 8th grade students.

In 1990, most students were
not receiving the kinds of
instruction needed to apply
science ideas outside of the
classroom, and many
teachers did not have
adequate facilities or
supplies to pursue these
types of instruction.

Source; National ( :enter tor lidui mum Statmics.md Weqat, lui 1992

The, exhibit repeat, inhumation prewnted in the 19)4 ( ioak Itursrt.
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Direct Measures of the Objectives:
Degrees Awarded in Mathematics and Science

American students earned
over 17,500 mathematics
degrees in 1993. The
combined number of
undergraduate and graduate
degrees earned increased
10% for males and 39% for
females between 1979 and
1993.

thadarglidliata

197$ 193 'If Champ

Total 11,535 14,318 24%
Mali 9.688: .1,514 12%
Female 4,838-' 6,804 41%

Gilt

'Total 3,142 3,503 11%
Male 2,078 Z122 2%

ritmat* 1.084 1,381

Iladatradetft Gradisate Combiaad

Total 14,878 17,821 21%
Male 8,776 9,638 10%
Female- 5,102 SAM 39%

Exhibit 51
Trends in Mathematics Degrees Earned, by Sex
Number' earned by U.S. citizens, 1979 to 1993

14,678

E 8,776

Z
5,902

17,821

1,636

1979 1981 19832 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993

Total -0- Male Female

Includes bachelor's, master's, and doctoral degrees.
2 No data available.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, National Science Foundation, and Westat, Inc., 1995
This exhibit modifies and updates information presented in the 1994 Goals Report.

American students earned
over half a million science
degrees in 1993. The com-
bined number of undergradu-
ate and graduate degrees
earned by females increased
41% in science (versus a 5%
increase for males) between
1979 and 1993.

Exhibit 52
Trends in Science Degrees Earned, by Sex
Number' earned b U.S. citizens, 1979 to 1993

1979

UndlIfOrsawila

1993 % 009911

Total 375,421 443,897 18%
Male 212,782 273,425 5%
Fmk, 182,839 220,472 38%

Grabaattt

Total 78,191 101,252 29%
Male , 49,837 52,215 5%
Famali 29.354 . 49,037 73%

lhalasirsaaa4a aid academe Walked

20%

5%

41%

Total 453,512 545,149
Male 292,619 275,640

Female WM *XS

1 12

545,149

vu

"o

262,619
Ic5

.o

190,993

275,640

269,509

1979 1981 19832 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993

-III- Total -IP- Male Female

1 Includes bachelor's, master's, and doctoral degrees in engineering, physical science, computer science,
biological science, agricultural science, social science, psychology, and health fields.

2 No data available.

Source: Ndt tonal ( 7enter tor Eclut at ion Statistics, National Science Foundation, and Westat, Inc., 19,15
This exhibit nudities and updates information presented in the 1994trisport



. Direct Measure of the Objectives:
Degrees P"Irded in Mathematics and Science

Exhibit 53
Trends in Mathematics Degrees Earned, by
Race/Ethnicity
Number' earned by U.S. citizens, 1979 to 1993

16,000

14,000 -13,101

12,000

10,000

8,000

1,400

1,200

1,000

800 - 736

600
457

14,487

400

3
200

30

49

1,166

11----mtr__le' 1,071

0

63

1979 1981 19832 1985 1987 1989 1991

II American Indian/ 0-- Asian/Pacific
Alaskan Native Islander

Hispanic Er- White

Includes bachelor's, master's, and doctoral degrees.
2 No data available.

1993

Black

Between 1979 and 1993, the
combined numbers of
undergraduate and graduate
degrees earned in
mathematics increased for
students in every
racial/ethnic group.

Toter

AiOericsflifldis
. .

Allika4.Native,
As.ittnifteific

Wander
Black
-HiSpeinq

White -

Race Unknown

A4,316.
.

2,1%

915 182% ,

965 , 48%

47Q -63%

11;669. 14%

244 :12,180%

Total 3,142

American 1ntiian/ :

Alaskan Native
Asian/Pacific .

Islander
Black
Hispanic
White

133 251

84 108

42 06

2,872 2,018

Race tkiknowa '434

thmtergraOsito ad Gradual **biota

0%

89%

26%
105%

-2%
7,700%

Total 14,67$ :17,821 .21%

American Indian/
Alaskan Native 49 63 29%

Asian/Pacific _

!slinky' 457 1,166 155%

Black 736 1,071 48%

Hispanic 330 556 68%

White 13,101 14,467 11%

Raceilaknoma 5 471 SABO%

Soun.e: National Center for Education Statistics, National Science Foundationind Westat, Inc., 1995

This exhibit moditie, and updates,information presented in the 1994 (1oals Report.
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Between 1979 and 1993, the
combined numbers of
undergraduate and graduate
degrees earned in science
increased for students in
every racial/ethnic group.

Exhibit 54
Trends in Science Degrees Earned, by
Race/Ethnicity
Number' earned by U.S. citizens, 1979 to 1993

Anti?iican

AieniPacific
Islander:

Bleck 21-

1444* I1..043
White 33208
Race Unknovoi:,

Grideate

18% :

6 . 63%

:.238% :

91.82%

'Total

Aniencrit Indian/

1

Alaskan Native 261

Asiart/Pacific
Islander 2,775

Black . 3,146

Hispanic 1,toa
White IS14194

Race UnknoWn, 307

.

354,310:
9,989,

7%.

: 11;716%

101;252 29%

414. 59%

1,660 140%

4,218 34%

3,256- 116%

.81,668 16%

5,036 1,540%

Undereridettikeed Grideete,Ceabined.

Total 453.612 -545,149 20%

American indian/
Alaskan Native 1,620 2.530 62%

Asian/Pat&
-Islander 10,709 33,492 213%
Black

'
24,701 33,477 36%

Hispanic 13.351 24,847 86%
White 402,842 435,978 8%
Race Unknown 389 14,725 3,685%

114

500,000
402,842

400,000

300,000

200,000

100,000

35,000

30,000

435,978

33,492
It

3,477

24,847
25,000 - A---

24,701

20,000

_13,35115,000

10,000

5,000

0

10,709

1,620 2,630

iir---111

1979 1981 19832 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993

-a- American Indian/ -48-- Asian/Pacific Black
Alaskan Native Islander

Hispanic -C1- White

1 Includes bachelor's, master's, and doctoral degrees in engineering, physical science, computer
science, biological science, agricultural science, social science, psychology, and health fields.

2 No data available.

S. wee: National ('.enter for Education Stan"( lc., Nat Science Foundatl(m. dnd Westat , Inc., I 995
This exhibit modifie,, and updates information presented in the 1994 (*foals Report.
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Direct Measure of the Objectives:
Degrees Awarded in Mathematics and Science

Exhibit 55
Mathematics and Science Degrees
Mathematics and science degrees as a percentage of all degrees'
awarded to all students, minorities,2 and females, 1993

All students

Mathematics
or science
degreee

Other degrees

Mathematics
or science
degrees

Minority students

Other degrees

Mathematics
or science
degrees

Female students

4

Other degrees

l Bachelor's degrees.
2 Includes Blacks, Hispanics, and American Indians/Alaskan Natives.

In 1993, four out of ten
degrees awarded were in
mathematics or science.
Slightly fewer than four out
of ten degrees awarded to
minorities and to women
were in mathematics or
science.

Chang* Since 1991

Mathematictand sCience degrees as a percentage of all degrees'. awarded to the following groups: .

1991 1993

All stUdints:. 29%. 40%

MinoritY studants2 39% . 39% .

Fen*le students 35% : 39%

1 lietheler"s degrees.
_ s 1,41,9t!"4404eir, rd Aneitieen Indians/Alaskan Natives.

..... . . .. . .

Between 1991 and 1993, the
percentage of degrees
awarded in mathematics and
science to all students
and to female students
increased slightly.

I IR Nrt !omit ( 'enter tor Ftil IL .1 I 1011 Ct AIM ti,Itio11.11F, Inn F n, .11-1,1 1009
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Learning

GOAL 6

Adult Literacy and Lifelong
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Adult Literacy and Lifelong Learning

Lifelong learning has never been more important. With the speed and scope of
change taking place in technology and around the world, the skills needed to be an
effective worker and citizen are rapidly increasing in complexity. To survive and
prosper, Americans must choose to value and invest in continued learning. Any
other choice has serious consequences for individuals and for society.

Most Americans today can write and compute on a simple level. Most also believe
that they read and write well. Previous years' reports have shown that Americans
actually do not read and write well, despite their self-perceptions. Even college grad-
uates, on the average, have only middle-level literacy skills. More alarming is a find-
ing presented previously: the average literacy skills of young adults are lower than
they were seven years before.

These data do not bode well for American businesses. Overseas competitors are
showing us that greater productivity depends upon higher worker skills and the cre-
ation of a high-performance work environment. Still, the American public is not
sure how higher literacy relates to their own standard of living. They are worried
about the economy and our competitiveness, but often they fail to see the link
between further adult learning and either their own security or that of the country.
Information contained in previous reports showed how direct those links are. In
1992, adults scoring at the highest levels of literacy were much more likely to have
been employed than those scoring at the lowest levels; their weekly wages were dou-
ble those of adults at the lowest literacy levels.

Some positive responses toward the need for continued learning can be seen.
Encouraging news can be found in increases in participation in adult education courses.
In 1994, 42% of adults 17 years and older reported taking an adult education course
during the previous 12 months, up from 34% in 1991. As young people's interest in
careers demanding high skills has increased over the last two decades, so have college
enrollmeht rates. However, college enrollment rates have levelled off in the past few
years, and only about one-third of young adult high school graduates possessed a two- or
four-year postsecondary degree in 1994.

Furthermore, just as we are not sure of what K-12 students are learning because of
inadequate standards and measurements, we also are not sure of the standards under-
pinning higher education. We need to know more than just how many students com-
plete college. We need a clearer understanding of the knowledge and skills these grad-
uates attain and how they relate to the demands of a world marketplace and the rights
and responsibilities of citizenship. The Goals Panel supports the development of a
national sample-based collegiate assessment system to provide such understandings.

To believe in the value of lifelong learning is to believe in being a literate adult,
possessing internationally competitive knowledge and skills in the workplace, and
hying an informed and engaged citizen. That iN a choice with excellent consequences
for all.
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By the year 2000, every adult American will be literate and will possess the knowledge
and skills necessary to compete in a global economy and exercise the rights and

responsibilities of citizenship.

Every major American business will be involved in strengthening the connection

Objectives between education and work.

I II Adult Literacy and Lifelong Learning

S. All workers will have the opportunity to acquire the knowledge and skills, from
basic to highly technical, needed to adapt to emerging new technologies, work
methods, and markets through public and private educational, vocational,
technical, workplace, or other programs.

The number of quality programs, including those at libraries, that are designed to
serve more effectively the needs of the growing number of part-time and
midcareer students will increase substantially.

The proportion of the qualified students, especially minorities, who enter college,
who complete at least two years, and who complete their degree programs will
increase substantially.

The proportion of college graduates who demonstrate an advanced abilify to

111

think critically, communicate effectively, and solve problems will incre.ase
substantially.

Schools, in implementing comprehensive parent involvement programs, will
offer more adult literacy, parent training and lifelong learning opportunities to
improve the ties between home and school, and enhance parents' work and

home lives.
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Nrect Measure of the Goal:
Adult Literacy

Nearly half of all American
adults read and write at the
two lowest levels of prose,
document, and quantitative
literacy in English. While
these adults do have some
limited literacy skills, they
are not likely to be able to
perform the range of
complex literacy tasks that
the National Education Goals
Panel considers important
for competing successfully in
a global economy and
exercising fully the rights
and responsibilities of
citizenship.
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Exhibit 56
Adult Literacy
Percentage of adults aged 16 and older who scored at five
literacy levels' on prose, document, and quantitative literacy
scales, 1992

Prose2
3%

Document3
3%

15% 23%

Quantitative4
4%

5 = 376 to 500 points (highest)

111 4 = 326 to 375 points

g 3 = 276 to 325 points

El 2 = 226 to 275 points

1 = 0 to 225 points (lowest)

I Test results are reported on scales of 0 to 500 points. Scores are grouped into five levels, with Level 5 being
most proficient and Level 1 being least proficient. Complete descriptions of each level can be found in
Appendix A.

2 Prose literacy tasks require readers to understand and use information contained in texts suchas newspapers
and pamphlets.

3 Document literacy tasks require readers to locate and use information contained in materials such as tables,
charts, and maps.'

4 Quantitative literacy tasks require readers to perform arithmetic computations using numbers found in printed
materials.

tic urce: National Center for Education Statistics, 1993
Thts exhibit repeats mit inuat ion presented in the 1904 CH mls Report.



Direct Measure of the Goal:
Adult Literacy

Examples of Literacy Tasks at Different Levels of Difficulty on
the National Adult Literacy Survey

(least difficult)
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Direct Measure of the Goal:
Adult Literacy

Despite the fact that nearly
half of all American adults
read and write at the two
lowest levels of proficiency,
nearly all American adults
believe that they read and
write English well. Even
among those at the very
lowest proficiency level,
roughly three-fourths
reported that they read
Engliqh well, and slightly
more than two-thirds
reported that they write
English well.

Level 5 = 376 to 500 points

Level 4 = 326 to 375 points

Level 3 = 276 to 325 points

Level 2 = 226 to 275 points

Level 1 = 0 to 225 points

Exhibit 57
Adults' Perceptions of Own Literacy Abilities, by
Literacy Level
Percentage of adults aged 16 and older who reported that they
read and write English well,' by literacy level,2 1992

Prose3

Document4

100%
100%

100%
99%

99%
98%

97%
94%

1

100%
100%

100%
99%

99%
97%

97%
94%

Quantitative5

0% 20% 40%

Believes reads English well

1 Responses of "well" and "very well" combined.
2 Test results are reported on scales of 0 to 500 points. Scores are grouped into five levels, with Level 5 being

most proficient and Level 1 being least proficient. Complete descriptions of each level can be found in
"ippeikl:x A.

3 Prose literacy tasks require readers to understand and use information contained in texts such as newspapers
and pamphlets.

4 Document literacy tasks require readers to locate and use information contained in materials such as tables,
charts, and maps.

5 Quantitative literacy tasks require readers to perform arithmetic computations using numbers found in printed
materials.

60%

74%
70% I

80% 100%

100%
100%

100%
99%

99%
97%

97%
93%

1111 Believes writes English well

Source: Nat kiwi ( :enter for Echk alum Sim 1st jc, 1991
rl1 eNhilmi repeat, mformAt ton prewmed in the 10..14 ( hmk Report
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Exhibit 58
Perceived Usefulness of Skills in the Future
Percentage of adult workers who reported that their present job
skills will be very useful in five years, 1989-91

International comparisons:

Flanders (Belgium)

West Germany

Japan

United States

0% 20% 40%

57%

60% 80% 100%

U.S. workers only:
Male

Female

Late career1

cn Mid-career2

Early career3

Highest 25%

Middle 50%

Lowest 25%

Professional4

(13

o. White collar5

Blue collar6

0% 20% 40%

50%

48%

60% 80% 100%

Includes 51+-year-olds.
7 Includes 26- to 50-year-olds
3 Includes 25-year-olds and younger.
4 Includes owner-manager, professional, and managerial occupational categories.
5 Includes.supervisor-white collar, and white collar occupational categories.
6 Includes supervisor-blue collar, and blue collar occupational categories.

U.S. workers were far more
likely than Belgian, German,
or Japanese workers to
predict that their present job
skills will be very useful in
five years. U.S. satisfaction
with current levels of job
skills-contrasts most sharply
with Japan, where fewer
than one in five workers
predict that their skills will be
sufficient to meet job
demands in the future.

-1011M

Source: Cornell I. 'nn crlt , 1092
Thi,e\liant informAtIon rrewntcd iii tlic I904 Rcpott.
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Delegating responsibility
to employees to inspect
quality, improve productivity,
and design better ways
to do their own jobs has
been found to be a
characteristic common to
many competitive, high-
performance companies. Yet
U.S. workers were much less
likely than German and
Japanese workers to report
that they strongly agreed
that workers should be
expected to think up better
ways to do their jobs.

Exhibit 59
Perceived Responsibility for Improving
Job Performance
Percentage of adult workers who strongly agreed that workers
should be expected to think up better ways to do their jobs, 1989-91

International comparisons:

Flanders (Belgium)

West Germany

Japan

United States

36%

39%

23%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
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U.S. workers only:
Male 25%

Female 21%

Late career1

Mid-career2ct

Early career3

Highest 25%

c)
Middle 50%

Lowest 25%

24%

24%

21%

27%

25%

20%

Professional4

White collar5

Blue collar6

24%

21%

27%

40%0% 20% 60% 80% 100%

Includes 51+-year-olds.
2 Includes 26- to 50-year-olds.
3 Includes 25-year-olds and younger.
4 Includes owner-manager, professional, and managerial occupational categories.
5 Includes.superyisor-white collar, and white collar occupational categories.
6 Includes superyisor-blue collar, and blue collar occupational categories.

'iii e. )niverit%, 1992
Thi, exhibit repeat, tntormation remitted m the 1')O4 Rerort
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Exhibit 60
Participation in Adult Education
Percentage of all adults' 17 years and older who took adult
education courses during the previous 12 months, 1995

All adults

Early career2

Mid-career3

Late career4

Bachelor's degree

Associate's degree

High school diploma

Less than high school

0%

I Excluding those participating in full-time educational programs exclusively.
2 Includes 17- to 34-year-olds.
3 Includes 35- to 54-year-olds.
4 Includes 55+-year-olds.

80% 100%

r---

In 1995, about four in ten of
all adults reported that they
took adult education courses.

Chattia 6iace,199.11.

Partettage ot-Oilalt0:::itifaaralkOd'oidarWhotOolc edult adOcatiao

ATIed

tirtie
'4M-terse :

Late 4ertea,*

More adults reported taking
adult education courses in
1995 than in 1991. Increases
were found across all career
age groupings.

high44648,.. 41.4444'..

-Bootiolo(tiaoaa]:'7': :-
Assookitto do'mo
:r146,-sehoot diploma'

Asull0,14,1+.14Sor

;5
'11.1i

. ,. .

1 laterotetwithreaiiioic Pate from a representOlestaiwur sUrvey. The, chirasi.starem could ea. ;
teitkftetile tiielepliaserese 6ieerseteei4th ea eiterisk, *fore corifidlist-theetheage ha &oared:
ttelegee them psaideeting Kfue,erne educeeonel programa eactusivekt;
inciado 17-to

*-jeciules V* Seiteer-ette.
,-, ,414, ,

-
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Stun c: Nathlnal (:cnter fir EducatuM Statistics and Wet.tat. Int ., 19) I and I 99S
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In 1995, about five out of ten
employed adults reported
that they took adult
education courses. In
general, white collar workers
were more likely than
blue collar workers to
participate in this type of
training.
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Exhibit 61
Participation in Adult Education, by Occupation
Percentage of employed adults' 17 years and older who took
one or more adult education courses during the previous 12
months, 1995

All employed adults

Teachers, except college

College teachers

Health diagnosing

Health assessment,
treatment

Executive, administrative,
and managerial

Technical and
related support

Sales workers

Administrative support,
including clerical

Service

Agriculture, forestry,
and fishing

Precision production,
8. craft, and repair

Machine operators,
assemblers, and inspectors

co

c.)

a)

Transportation and
materials moving

Handlers, equipment
cleaners, helpers,

and laborers
0% 60% 80% 100%

I Excluding unemployed persons and persons not in the labor force, such as retirees, homemake's, etc. Excluding
those participating in full-time educational programs exclusively.
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Exhibit 61 (continued)
Participation in Adult Education, by Occupation

Change Since 1991'

Percentage of employed adults217 years end olderwholook (+tear more Adulteducaton 0°0(80

the Proviogs 14. months:.
- ,

All e

:BY whrte col a occ p ati

TeiCheri,eSdeptcalteee
.-:Calleget004ere

Health dikait,o#104 ,

,fleittin'qi4O4hietX4reatOiein ,
txecuti*I-; adMiniStattirei'Managerial

'Teciinicatetdrelet#d SUPpOit ;
Selaiii.tiorkerk ,

AdOnfitretve supPort,,includinu Clerical
Svice

th '06'4' 011iir l:00.0130.10;'
.. ... , . .. .. . ...- .

WOriatl40; toreSirY;Pnd fiiting
. Precision, prodimticu; 4004 mid topair .: ,..

MoOtatle UPietetork atsaMtlers,And inspectors
:1-ranspOrtstitimanOMeteriats'inoying
liondktts; equipfrrofk011ooeint-heiperi;Ono io$Tors

. . , ., .,
. . .

.,...., , . . .

, Inoirpret'irilof caution: Data are from a representative national suivei The Change:Salmi:41004 bo- ,.

iiiibutabli to sainpling error. In Caseitioted with an isteriSk;We are confident that change Ilia ncOOfrod.

2. Excluding Unemployed Orions tind persons riot in the labor force, Such as retireai, heinamakers, 14. Extluding ".

those participering in full-time educational programs exclusively. , - '.: -..

The percentage of employed
adults who reported taking
adult education courses
increased from 41% in 1991
to 53% in 1995.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics and Westat, Inc., 1991, 1993, and 1995
This exhibit updates infonnatitin presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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Direct Measure of the Objectives: -
Opportunity to Acquire Knowledge and Skills

- --
Between 1983 and 1991, the
percentage of U.S. workers
who took training to improve
their current job skills rose
from 35% to 41%. White
collar workers, college
graduates, and workers in
mid-career were most likely
to pursue further training.
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Exhibit 62
Worker Training
Percentage of U.S. workers who took training to improve their
current job skills, 1983 and 1991

All employed workers

0
(/)

Male

Female

Late career1

12) Mid-career2

Early career3

35%
41%

35%
40%

34%

29%
34%

39%
45%

41%

College graduate

c> 0
:o

CO4-, 0
w
.c
En a'

High school
or less

Some college

7+7,
co
o.

White collar

Blue collar

/111111111163%
49%

0% 20%

1.11983

I Includes 55+-year-olds.
1 Includes 25- to 54-year-olds.
3 Includes 24-year-olds and younger.

24%
28%

40% 60% 80% 100%

1991

SOUR C: t Labor StAt PAK N92
Mt. litht repedts information prewntc,1 in the 1904 ( ',oak Report



Direct IVIpasure of the.Objeciiyes:
Postsecondary Enrollment and Completion

Exhibit 63
College Enrollment
Percentage' of high school graduates who enrolled in two- or
four-year colleges' immediately after graduation, 1993

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
All high

school graduates
Black

Three-year averages (1992-1994).
2 Includes junior colleges, community colleges, and universities.

Hispanic White

About six out of ten 1993 high
school graduates enrolled in
either two- or four-year
colleges immediately after
graduation.

'PetCantacie-4-Nllti 3çhirtfired*Oltlait0:04
afteegridinnicat,

All high-School goduatei
Slick .

Hispanic
1

i interprijieiii, iontiOn tili4iplionf a f OiiiiiiiWks:*I0n:4000,76a changoirt;f1Owootild-
00404(0 to 44noolinli orteir;lryotItnOted*iti3Otti#Wiick,*0100,0,ptilwOkaulek,1001ifixt,

4 Includaikokfreollegit conitoon1ty'Co8.44,*nd 1410,It3*':-''' v, -,? ..' ''.

rwiii-yiti, Manes osee-1900. - '. ,-.,- .- - . ., ,!

Itibnalvair moos qsq4044:,..:. ',

Source: Buremi of the Census, Nat iiinal Center for Education Statisticsind Pinkerton Computer Consultants, 199:4-:
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In 1994, approximately one-
third of all high school
graduates aged 25-29
held an associate's or
bachelor's degree. An
additional 5% had a
postgraduate degree.

Between 1992 and 1994, the
percentage of high school
graduates aged 25-29 who
completed some college or
an associate's degree
increased.

Exhibit 64
College Completion
Percentage of high school graduates aged 25-29 who have
completed the following levels of education,' 1994

Some college

Associate's degree2

Bachelor's degree

Graduate/
professional degreei

24% ,

26%

29%

23%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

MI All high school graduates U Black IN Hispanic E2 White
Percentages represent highest level of education completed.

2 Combines occupational/vocational and academic degrees.
3 Combines master's, doctoral, and professional degrees.

Percentage of hi
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Exhibit 65
Voter Registration and Voting
Percentage of all U.S. citizens who reported that they registered
to vote and who reported that they voted, 1992

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
All Black Hispanic White

111 All U.S. citizens who reported that
they registered to vote

III All U.S. citizens who reported that they voted

In 1992, 73% of all U.S.
citizens reported that they
were registered to vote,
while only two-thirds
reported that they actually
voted.

Chao* Sinus 18881

Piteintaos of all Y.S. Citizeas who report-ad thot they fogittemi to yotiontt who Taported that Between 1988 and 1992 the
percentage of U.S. citizens
who reported registering to
vote and who reported
voting increased.

. .

tinteraist with-Caution. Doti ore heal a representative national survey. The changoilthown'Could be
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Source: Buteau of the Census, 1989 and 199 3
This exhibit repeats information presented in the 1994 (ioals Report.
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Safe, Disciplined, and Alcohol- and
Drug-free Schools

2000

1995
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Safe, Disciplined, and Alcohol- and
Drug-free Schools

No child or youth should be fearful on the way to school, afraid while there, forced to
deal with frequent disruptions in the classroom, or pressured to use unhealthy or illegal
substances. Students in such environments are much less likely to meet the Goals we
set for themto stay in schOol, perform at higher academic levels, and excel in mathe-
matics and science. Yet more and more of them must cope with the theft and vandal-
ism of their property. Increasingly, they must deal with in-school assaults by other stu-
dents with weations. And, as data in this Volume reveal, many are approachedinside
their schoolsby those wanting to give or sell them an illegal drug, and most report
that the misbehavior of others interferes with their own learning.

Certainly, Goal 7 cannot he attained by the schools alone. In order for schools to
be safe, disciplined, and alcohol- and drug-free, families must foster healthy habit and
communities must surround children and youth with positive experiences. Even so,
schools have an important role to play in creating healthy learning environments for
students.

If teaching and learning are to occur in an environment free of fear of violence,
then any percentage of students who report that they bring weapons to school is
intolerable (the percentages reporting carrying a weapon to school at least once dur-
ing the previous four weeks were 10% of 8th graders, 9% of 10th graders, and 6% of
12th graders). The data also tell us that students are aware of considerable gang
activity among their peers and that an alarming percentage in secondary schools feel
unsafe at school or getting to or coming from school. Many students also report that
their teachers have to interrupt class to deal with problems of student misbehavior.
And the use of marijuana by 8th, 10th, and 12th.graders is steadily increasing.

Young people have an obligation to be serious about school. But schools, helped
by their surrounding communities, also have an obligation to create the conditions
necessary for teaching and learning to take place. Only then can students he expect-
ed to take responsibility for learning.



a

a
a Objectives

a

Safe, Disciplined, and Alcohol- and
Drug-free Schools

By the year 2000, every school in the United States will be free of drugs, violence, and the

unauthorized presence of firearms and alcohol and will offer a disciplined environment

conducive to learning.

Every school will implement a firm and fair policy on use, possession,
and distribution of drugs and alcohol.

Parents, businesses, governmental and community organizations will work
together to ensure the rights of students to study in a safe and secure environment
that is free of drugs and crime, and that schools provide a healthy environment
and are a safe haven for all children.

Every locid educational agency will develop and implement a policy to ensure
that all schools are free of violence and the unauthorized presence of weapons.

Every local educational agency will develop a sequential, comprehensive
kindergarten through twelfth grade drug and alcohol prevention, education
program.

Drug and alcohol curriculum should be taught as an integral part of sequential,
comprehensive health education.

Community-based teams should be organized to provide students and teachers

with needed support.

Every school should work to eliminate sexual harassment.

.1 3 135



Direct Measure.of the Goal:
Alcohol- and Drug-free Students and Schotils

In 1994, nearly one in six 8th
graders, and mure than one
in four 10th and 12th graders,
reported that they had been
approached at school by
someone trying to sell or give
them drugs during the
previous year.

Exhibit 66
Sale of Drugs at School
Percentage of students who reported that someone had offered
to sell or give them an illegal drug at school' during the previous
year, 1994

Grade 8
16%

Grade 12

73%

27%

76%

Grade 10

III Yes

III No

1 Or someone had actually sold or given them an illegal drug at school.

Between 1992 and 1994, the
percentages of 8th, 10th, and
12th graders who reported
that someone had offered to
sell or give them an illegal
drug at school increased.
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Source: University of Michigan, I (N5
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.Direct.Measure of the Goal:.
Alcohol- and Drug-free-Students' and Schools

Exhibit 67
Obtaining Illegal Drugs at School
Percentage of students' who reported that it was easy' to obtain
alcohol or marijuana at school or on school grounds, 1993

All students

Elementary

Middle/junior high

Senior high

Combination school3

Fewer than 300
students

300 - 599

600 -999

1,000 or more

8%:7%
6%

/A7/ //
42%

39%
/////////////////// 45%

4///////
22%
21%

20%

25%
22%

24%

30%
26%

29%

29%
Urban, inside 26%

32%

31%
Urban, outside 27%

27%

28%
Rural 24%

101211! 23%
0% 20% 40%

111 Beer/wine 0 Liquor

60% 80% 100%

51 Marijuana

In 1993, more than one-fourth
of all students reported that
beer or wine, liquor, and
marijuana were easy to
obtain at school or on
school grounds.

Includes 6th through 12th graders.
2 Responses of "easy and 'fairly easy" combined.
3 Students were assigned to a school category on the basis of their grade level. School categories were as

follows: Schools in which the lowest grade was 3 or less and the highest grade was 8 or less were classified as

elementary. Schools in which the lowest grade was 4 through 9 and the highest grad n was 4 through 9 were

classified as middle/junior high. Schools in which the lowest grade was 7 through 12 and the highest grade was

10 through 12 were classified as senior high. Schools that did not meet these qualifications were classified as

"combination schools."
4 See Appendix A for a complete description.

Source: National Ct. nter tor Educat ion Statisticsand Westat, Inc., 1991

This exhibit repeats information presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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Although alcohol, marijuana,
and other illicit drugs are
rarely used by students at
school during the day, higher
levels of use occur near
school and at school events,
according to student reports.
Use of alcohol or other drugs
is more prevalent among
older students.

Between 1991 and 1994, the
percentages of 8th and 10th
graders who reported using
marijuana or other illicit
drugs at or near school or at
a school event increased.
Also increasing was the
percentage of 8th graders
who reported using alcohol
at or near school. The
percentage of 10th graders
who reported using alcohol
at a school dance, game, or
other event decreased.
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Exhibit 68
Use of Drugs at School by 8th and 10th Graders
Percentage of 8th and 10th graders who reported that they
used alcohol or other drugs at or near school during the previous
year, 1994

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

8%8%
4% 5cY0

Grade 8 Grade 10

At school during
the day

11%12%7%8% 7%12%
100/:

6%

Grade 8 Grade 10 Grade 8 Grade 10

Near school At a school dance, game,
or other event

al Marijuana or any other illicit drug 1111 Alcohol

. .
.
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Source: University ot Michigtn, I 995
This exhibit update, information presented in the 1994 (Inals Report.
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Exhibit 69
Use of Drugs at School by 12th Graders
Percentage' of 12th graders who reported that they used the
following substances at school during the previous year, 1994

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

8% 8% 9%

1%
0%

5% 8% 60k

Black Hispanic White

1111 Alcohol le Marijuana (11 Cocaine

I Three-year averages (1992-1994) reported for racial/ethnic groups.

Use of alcohol and other
drugs by 12th graders at
school is not widespread. In
1994, 8% of 12th graders
reported using alcohol at
school during the previous
year, 8% reported using
marijuana, and 1% reported
using cocaine.

Ching! Sinto 19901, .

Perentage2 of 12th graders who repOrtedthat they used the following substanseSet aCh001

during the previous Veit:
,

. Alcalhoi . . Mar.ljushe
,....u4,7,...4,..

1994 .'. '' -s. 1

,..
A113-: . ,4%... , : 8% :,'... 80. ', 1%

- Biatk, . , . 8%' '', ' ', 9% ; 4% 5%. <1% .".

-Ifistianic'-, , ,8% . 8%, 6%-. , :6% .. .-1% ..'.

1% - .:',11. .13.% .', 8% 3' :1%,,,,,-
.,. . ,,

intereratwith caution...pita are.from a reprearintotivenational suniey. Iris chadges Shown could be

..'attrikutabfeta sarrioqngir,rot intasee noted with in asterisk, we ire confident that changelnia Occurred. .

2' Thrat;lair intsraget (1988-.1140, 1092-19114 reportedkr racial/ethnic groups.
. .

2 The nonriundsel +Ow fOr lath waders ia1f1110 and.1214 for cousins were 1.4and 0.5, respoStively. '.

Between 1990 and 1994,
the percentage of 12th grade
students who reported using
marijuana at school
increased, while the
percentage who reported
using cocaine at school
decreased.

Source: University of Michigan, 1995
This exhibit updates information presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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..:-birect Measure of- the Goal-.
Alcohol- and DrUg-free Students and Schools

Although alcohol and other
drugs are rarely used at
school, overall use is much
higher. Alcohol is used by
nearly three-fourths of all
12th graders and is by far the
most commonly used drug,
according to student reports.
Alcohol use and marijuana
use are more prevalent
among older students,
although cocaine use is
relatively uncommon across
age groups. Black students
report the lowest rates
of use at all grade levels.
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Exhibit 70
Overall Student Drug Use
Percentage' of students who reported that they used the
following substances during the previous year, 1994

Alcohol:

All

Black

Hispanic

White

Marijuana:
All

Black

Hispanic

White

Cocaine:

All

Black

Hispanic

White

? 64%
73%

56%
60%

54%
63%///////////,y/w///////////////////,

65%

//////4/4//////

15%
21%

18%
25%
26%

23%
30%

2%
3%
4%

5%
5%

0% 20%

Grade 8

40%

C:1 Grade 10

60%

Two-year averages 0993-19941 reported for racial/ethnic groups.

77%

80% 100%

11 Grade 12



Direct 'Measure of Ahe Goal: ,

Alcohol- and Drug-free Students and Schools

Exhibit 70 (continued)
Overall Student Drug Use

.-1000!
-.41.(,74?!

''.40481,160,

A

Between 1990 and 1994, the
percentage of high school
seniors who reported using
cocaine decreased, while
the percentage who
reported using marijuana
increased.

fir,0041 _
Between 1991 and 1994, the
percentages of 8th and 10th
graders who reported using
marijuana increased, as did
the percentage of 8th
graders who reported using
cocaine.

4%

Oth irlderk
AN1001:1400'.,
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Source: University of Michigan, 1995
Thk exhibit updates information presented in the 1994 (bmils Report.
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The vast majority of students
reported never being under
the influence of alcohol or
other drugs while at school.

Exhibit 71
Being Under the Influence of Alcohol or Other
Drugs While at School
Percentage' of students who reported being under the influence
of alcohol or other drugs while at school during the previous
four weeks, 1994
Under the
influence 95%of alcohol
while at Never 94%
school! / // /4/7/W//// ///, 93%

One or two days

Three or more days

Under the
influence
of marijuana
or some
other illegal
drug while
at schoolo

Never

One or two days

Three or more days

4%
5%

5%

5%

5%

4%

6%

0% 20%

III Grade 8

Percentages may not add to 100% because of rounding.

40% 60%

E] Grade 10

94%

91%

90%

80% 100%

21 Grade 12

Between 1992 and 1994, the
percentage of 8th graders
who reported never being
under the influence of
alcohol while at school
decreased. Similarly, the
percentages of 8th, 10th, and
12th graders who reported
never being under the
influence of marijuana or
some other illegal drug while
at school decreased.
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Change Since 19921

Percentage2 of studentt who reported being under the influence Of alcohol or other drugs
While etschool during the previolla four weeks':

. 11#11 graders
1992 . 1994.

10th graders'
-1992 1994

12thgseders
1992 1994

Under the influence of alcohol
while at school

,

Nailer 9E% 95% 95% 94% 92% 93%
One or two days 4% 4% 4% 5% 5% 5%
Three orpora days 1%, 1% 1% 2% 2% 2%

Under the influence of marijuana
or some other illegal thug
while at school

Nevef 97% 94% 95% 91% * 93% 9096
One or two days , 2% 4% * 3% 5%,* 4% 5%
Three or Mare days 1% 2% ' 2% 4% * 3% 6% *

.'I Interpret with caution. Data are from a mpresentative national survey. The theogekshown coo* et
attributable to sampling error. ln cam noted with an asterisk, we ore confident that cheap has incurred.

.-g. asePoopegiolypiet aed* WS Itimmeatieuelleg
r' '7'... ',. C.' :-4.1rg/Z-Eat.' ''. ' ' .1. ' ',/ ...AI- ..':._:: :., ,-..,.... . ,- ,ikr.:__,,-.A.,_.,-., -...., . e

SOlItCC: I- Ituversity ,tf Nlichig'An, INS
This exhibit updates 1111ot-in:it 1011 presented in the 1994 Cloak Rcpirt.



...7Direct Measure of -the" Qoal:
Schools Free of Yiolence and Crime

Exhibit 72
Carrying Weapons to School
Percentage of students who reported carrying the following
weapons to school during the previous four weeks, 1994

Any weapon:1

Grade 8

Grade 10

Grade 12

Gun:

Grade 8

Grade 10

Grade 12

3%

10%

9%

4%

6%
3%

5%

2%

4%
2%

3%

2%

0% 20%. 40% 60% 80% 100%

III At least once 10 or more days

Includes a gun, knife, or club.

In 1994, one in fifty students
in Grades 8, 10, and 12
reported that they habitually
carried a gun to school (10
or more days in the
previous month).

thantiO*0-199.2-,

Prcifitta01,#ucients.$0 flipo,d:ettlYiniiitYw0P0!1tpsch901.,09.ng,t.h4,9,T1P4fP59Yfo

Mast Otice.
10 ntlfdge OffYs

.

InterOrntwitti' .cinitiorillists *retreat e teOresentithre Redone{ Survey, The-thengne coudbe

.
eteributeble no sampling errotin cane noted With en elletiak. We are Confident MetihanoitianOncred.

zlnentden."0" 11114rOf fif!d,rer.,Artifik,;$3001011

Source: University of Michigan, 1995
This exhibit updates int.( innation prekented in the 1994 (3,0, Rept Kt
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.Direct Measure of the Goal:
Schools Free of Violence and 'Crime

Substantial numbers of 8th,
10th, and 12th graders were
victims of violent acts, theft
and vandalism at school,
according to student reports.
Threats and injuries were
higher among younger
students than among
students in upper grades.

Exhibit 73
Student Victimization
Percentage of students who reported that they were victimized in
the following ways at school during the previous year, 1994
Threatened:

With a
weapon

Without a
weapon

Injured:
With a

weapon

Without a
weapon

Theft of
student's property

Vandalism of
student's property

0% 20% 40% 60% .80% 100%

111 Grade 8 DGradelO ZGradel2

Between 1991 and 1994,
fewer 8th and 10th graders
reported being injured
without a weapon. In
addition, fewer 10th graders
reported being threatened
without a weapon, injured
with a weapon, or having
their property stolen or
vandalized.
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Threatenott- , ,, . , , .

'-. Watt oweepon . ' 13%,
Wittnxit e weiodn, .. 31%

. , W a wtaixiti -.`,, 9%
.. ....-.W -.itionapon' ., ,. 25% .. 22%1
,Thilt of ittudattre propertV 42% 40% '' -'

Atolitiolion Of attii ot000rty . 34% -32%' .
. .

Mot caution. Deis aro tow a repr000ntativa ninional aurinntilanse;siewineulti

Source: University of Michigan, 1995
This exhibit updates information presented in the 1994 Goals Report
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Direct Measure of the.Goal:
Schools Free of Violence and Crime

Exhibit 74
Student Membership in Gangs
Percentage of students' who reported that other students in their
school belong to fighting gangs, 1993

All students

Elementary

Middle/junior high

Senior high

Combination
schools2

Black

Hispanic

White

Other

Fewer than 300
students

300 - 599

600 - 999

1,000 or more

Urban, inside3

Urban, outside3

Rural

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

1 Includes 6th through 12th graders.
2 Students were assigned to a school category on the basis of their grade level. School categories were as

follows: Schools in which the lowest grade was 3 or less and the highest grade was 8 or less were classified as

elementary. Schools in which the lowest grade was between 4 and 9 and the highest grade was between 4

and 9 were classified as middle/junior high. Schools in which the lowest grade was between7 and 12 and the

highest grade was between 10 and 12 were classified as senior high. Schools that did not meet these

qualifications were classified as "combination schools."
3 See Appendix A for a complete description.

In 1993, over one-third of all
students reported that other
students at their school
belong to fighting gangs.

Si mrce: Nat (:enter for Education Statistics and Westat, Inc., 19Q
This exhibit repeats information presented in the I gq4 Goals Report.
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While most students felt safe
in or around their schools,
substantial numbers
reported feeling unsafe some
or most of the time. In 1994,
7% of 8th graders reported
staying home from school at
least once during the
previous month because
of concerns for their
physical safety.

Exhibit 75
Student Safety
Percentage' of students who reportnd feeling unsafe at school or
on the way to or from school, 1994
Student
feels unsafe
while at Never
school:

Rarely

Some of
the time

Most of
the time2

Student
feels unsafe
going to or
from school:

Never

Rarely

Some of
the time

Most of
the time2

Student did not
go to school
during the past
month because
he/she felt unsafe
at school or on
the way to or
from school:h

Never

At
least
once

//////7/////////////7/,

/////////////,'////////////////////////,

0% 20% 40%

1111 Grade 8 in Grade 10

Percentages may not add to 100% because of rounding.
2 Responses of 'most days and "every day" combined.

60%

le Grade 12

80% 100%
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Exhibit 75 (continued)
Student Safety

Ching*9111!II 19921

ehng -unsafe at sch oot or clothe way tcr or from spook
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Between 1992 and 1994, the
percentage of 10th graders
who reported feeling unsafe
on the way to or from school
increased.

AtienatnfinC: = 7% 7% -

1 Interpret i4itit cautleri,oateere front itipreSentativ . national sum* Ihe changes stOon
,

attributible to SiMpling error. In cases noted With an asterisk; we are coofslent thekchanee los occurred; .

2 Percentagee may riot :add toltiti% becimie.of rounding.
3 Responses or,molidayeend 'every-dar cOnthined.

Source: University of Michigan, 1995
This exhibit updates information presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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In 1991, most teachers
reported feeling safe in their
schools during the day.
Teachers in cities were more
likely thani3achers in other
areas to report feeling
unsafe in their buildings after
school hours.
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Exhibit 76
Teacher Safety
Percentage of public school teachers who reported that they felt
unsafe' in their school buildings, 1991

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

8%
1%

AU schools City Suburb/ Town
urban fringe

During school hours After school hours

15%

5% 6%
2% 1% 1% 0% 2%

1 Responses of 'unsafe and "moderately unsafe combined.

aural

Source: National Center for Educat,on Statistics, 1991
This exhibit repeats information presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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Direct Me4ure of the Goal:.
Mho() Is Free of Violence and"Crime

Exhibit 77
Teacher Victimization
Percentage of public school teachers who reported that they
were victimized by a student from their school in the following
ways, 1994

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

18%
13% 12%11%10%

Threatened with injury
in the last 12 months

All schools III City

Town Ed Rural

5% 6% 4% 4% 3%

Physically attacked in
the last 12 months

111 Suburb/urban fringe

During 1994, teachers in
cities were more likely than
teachers in other areas to
report being threatened with
injury or physically attacked
by a student from their
schooL

2040140: thir

Teacher reports of threats of
injury or physical attacks by
a student from their school
increased between 1991
and 1994.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics and Westat. Inc., 1991 and 1995
The, exhibit updates information presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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in 1994, the majority of
students in Grades 8, 10, and
12 reported that student
disruptions were fairly
common occurrences in
their classes. About one-
half of 8th, 10th, and 12th
graders estimated that
misbehavior by other
students interfered with
their own learning only
occasionally (five times a
week or less). However, 17%
of 8th graders and 10% of
10th graders reported that
teachers interrupted class
twenty times a week or more
to deal with student
misbehavior.
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Exhibit 78
Disruptions in Class by Students
Percentage' of students who reported that during an average
week disruptions occurred in their classes, 1994

Teachers interrupt
class to deal with
student misbehavior: Never

Occasionally

Often

Regularly4

2%
3%

7//, 12%

49%
63%

68%

Misbehavior by
other students
interferes with
student's
own learning:

Never

Occasionally2

Often3

Regularly4

Student comes to
class late without an
approved excuse

Never

Occasionally2

Often3

Regularly

111 Grade 8

32%
24%

16%

17%
10%

5%

29%
30%

36%//////////
51%
53%
54%

55%

41%

41%
48%

54%

3%
4%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

0 Grade 10 Grade 12

Percentages may not add to 100% because of rounding.
2 0ccasionally=5 times a week or less; does not include never.
3 Often= 6-19 times a week.
4 Regularly=20 times a week or more.



Direct Measure.of-the Goal: .
.-Disciplined Environments Conducive to Learning

Exhibit 78 (continued)
Disruptions in Class by Students

:Chang' Paco 19971

Primentegi2fif %kind tOth graOre tiohaiepar4OlhatAilrint..*81100ge wit* ditruption

Between 1992 and 1994, the
percentage of 8th graders
who reported that teachers
interrupt class 6 times a
week or more to deal with
student misbehavior
increased.

fitiarigai Sisk* 199.3i
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Source: University of Michigan, 1995
This exhibit updates infiirmat ion presented in the 1994 GoAs Rerun.
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. Direct Measure of the Go,;l:
Disciplined Environments Conducive to Learning

Skipping school and classes
is a fairly common practice
among 8th, 10th, and 12th
graders, especially among
students in higher grades.

1 52

Exhibit 79
Skipping School and Classes
Percentage' of students who reported that they did the following
during the last four weeks, 1994

Skipped school:
All

Black

Hispanic

White

Skipped class:
All

Black

Hispanic

White

9%
18%

25%

18%

31cY

14%
25%././///,//////4/./..

17%

37%

31%
37%

24% I

39%
43%

34%

0% 20% 40%

1111 Grade 8 0 Grade 10

1 Two-year averages (1993-1994) reported for racial/ethnic groups.

60% 80% 100%

12 Grade 12

14. 'a U
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111

111
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111
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_Direct Measure of the Goal:
Disciplined Environments-Conduchre to Learning

Exhibit 79 (continued)
Skipping School and Classes

Between 1990 and 1994,
the percentage of 12th
graders who reported
skipping class increased.

Source: University of Michigan, 1995
This exhibit updates intOrmation presented in the 1994 Goals Report.
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In 1994, nearly half of
all secondary school
teachers felt that student
misbehavior interfered with
their teaching. Nearly eight
out of ten secondary school
teachers felt that their
principal consistently
enforced school rules, but
only about half felt that other
teachers did so.

Exhibit 80
Teacher Beliefs About the School Environment
Percentage of all secondary school teachers who reported,' 1994

Student misbehavior
interferes with my teaching

Principal enforces
school rules and backs

me up when I need it

Rules are consistently enforced
by teachers in this school, even

for students who are not
in their classes

79%

1 Responses of "agree" and "strongly agree" combined.

Between 1991 and 1994,
more secondary school
teachers felt that student
misbehavior interfered with
their teaching, and fewer felt
that principals and other
teachers consistently
enforced school rules.

1 54

Source: National Center for Education Statistics and Westat, Inc., 1995
This exhibit modifies and updates information presented us the 1994 Goals Report.
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Exhibit 81
Student Attitudes Toward Drug Use
Percentage of students who reported the following, 1994

They disapprove
of adults having 5

or more drinks in a
row once or twice

each weekend

They had 5 or
more drinks in

a row during the
previous two weeks

They disapprove
of adults trying

marijuana
once or twice

They used
marijuana in the

previous year

They disipprove
of adults trying

cocaiwe powder
once or twice

They used
cocaine in the
previous year

0% 20% 40%

1111 Grade 8 LJGradelO

60% 80%

is Grade 12

100%

In 1994, students in
progressively higher grades
were less likely to report that
they disapproved of adults
drinking large quantities of
alcohol or trying marijuana,
and were more likely to
report engaging in these
behaviors themselves. In
contrast, student disapproval
of adults using cocaine was
consistently high across
grades, and the percentage
of students using cocaine
was consistently low.

4144 L., 4,44;11,,

r
. . .
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Between 1991 and 1994, the
percentages of 8th, 10th, and
12th graders who reported
that they disapproved of
adults trying marijuana once
or twice decreased. In
addition, decreases
occurred in the percentages
of 8th and 10th graders
who reported that they
disapproved of adults having
five or more drinks in a row
once or twice each
weekend, and adults trying
cocaine powder once
or twice.

Source: University of Michigan, 1995
This exhibit updates infimnation presented in the 1994 t.litals Rept irt.
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Parental Participation
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Parental Participation

Parents play a critical role in helping to achieve the National Education Goals. No
classroom teacher will ever have a greater influence on children's learning than their
first teachers, theieparents. In addition to meeting children's basic physical needs,
raising children requires that parents devote substantial time and energy to nurturing
children's emotional needs, language development, knowledge and curiosity, and self-
concepts. Early, regular reading and storytelling and other home activities in which
parents spend time talking with, listening to, and involving children are important
ways in which parents support their children's growth and development.

Obviously, parental responsibilitY in these areas does not end when children enter
school. In fact, decades of research indicate that strong, continuous links between
home and school and the practices and attitudes that parents model at home have
positive and long-lasting effects on student achievement. For example, student
absenteeism, the amount of TV watched, and the amount of daily reading that stu-
dents do outside of school were discovered to account heavily for differences among
states in mathematics achievement. And in reading, students who regularly discussed
their reading with family and friends, and regularly read for fun on their Own time,
consistently outperformed students who rarely or never did so.

Higher standards for student performance mean that teachers will require the sup-
port of parents more than ever to reinforce learning. Data in this Report show that
teachers reported that 95% of parents of 1st graders and 96% of parents of 4th graders
attended parent-teacher conferences, hut only 77% of parents of 8th graders did so.
There is a tendency for family involvement to decrease as children get older, but this
does not have to happen if families realize that the type of involvement they have in
a child's education can take on many different forms. Family involvement in educa-
tion does not only take place in the school. No matter what the age of the child, a
parent can ask if the student has finished his or her homework. But this practice too
declines in upper grades: of parents of 1st graders, 83% checked to see if their child's
homework was finished, but only 49% of parents of 8th graders asked. Parents also
need to feel that their students are learning in a safe environment, and only 33% of
parents of 1st graders, 31% of parents of 4th graders, and 17% of parents of 8th
graders felt that their children's school is a safe place.

Schools should be places that reinforce parents' role as their children's first teacher
and that work with parents to create successful, supportive learning environtnents.
In order to foster exceptional learning by students, schools must see their role as serv-
ing the education needs of today's families, not just students. Only by recognizing
that thmily involvement in education goes beyond organizing bake sales will schools
tap the valuable resources of our nation's families. When families, schools, communi-
ties, and businesses work together, students can achieve high standards and the
National Education Goals can be realized.

14 5
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I ; Parental Participation

By the year 2000, every school will promote partnerships that will increase parental

involvement and participation in promoting the social, emotional, and academic

growth of children.

al Every State will develop policies to assist local schools and local educational

Objectives agencies to establish programs for increasing partnerships that respond to the
varying needs of parents and the home, including parents of children who are

111

disadvantaged or bilingual, or parents of children with disabilities.

Every school will actively engage parents and families in a partnership which
supports the academic work of children at home and shared educational
decisionmaking at school.

Parents and families will help to ensure that schools are adequately supported
and will hold schools and teachers to high standards of accountability.

14 6
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In 1992, parents of 1st and
4th graders were more likely
to participate in parent-
teacher conferences and
school open houses than
parents of 8th graders,
according to teacher reports.
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Exhibit 82
Teachers' Reports of Parent Involvement in
School Activities
Percentage of public school students whose teachers reported
that their students' parents attended the following school
activities, 1992

Parent-teacher
conference

School
open house

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Grade 1 Grade 4 Ita Grade 8

Source: U.S. Peparinient ot Education, Planning and Evaluation Servicc; and Alm. A!`soCiates, Inc., 1995
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Exhibit 83
Principals' Reports of Parent Involvement in
School Activities
Percentage of public school students whose principals reported
that their students' parents were involved' in the following
activities during the current school year, 1992

Attending
meetings of the
parent-teacher

association

Participating
in policy

decisions

Serving as
volunteers in

the classroom

Serving as
volunteers

outside the
classroom

0% 20%

1111 Grade 1

40% 60% 80%

Grade 4 Grade 8

I Responses of "somewhat involved" and "very involved" combined.

100%

In 1992, parents were more
likely to participate in
parent-teacher association
meetings and serve as
volunteers in the classroom,
than participating in policy
decisions or serving as
volunteers outside the
classroom, accorL.
principals' reports.

Source: U.S. Department of Education, Planning and Evaluation Service; and Abt Ast.oetates, Int ., 1995
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In 1992, parents of 8th grade
students reported that they
participated less frequently
than the parents of 1st
or 4th grade students in
communicating, volunteering,
decisionmaking, and school
program activities.
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Exhibit 84
Parent Participation in Specific School Activities
Percentage of public school students whose parents reported
that they' participated in'the following activities at their child's
school at least once during the current school year, 1992

Communicating:

Attended
conference

with teacher

Talked
informally

with teacher
or principal

Volunteering:

Volunteered
for school

projects or trips

Volunteered in
classroom or
school office

Decision-making:

Participated in
parent-teacher

organization

Served on
parent advisory

committee

Attending school
programs and
events:

Observed
classroom

activities

Attended
school event

in which child
participated2

67%
64%

0% 20%

II Grade 1

Parent or another adult in household.
2 Such as a play, sporting event, or concert.

40% 60%

111 Grade 4

72%
77%

68%

80%

Grade 8

90%
88%

100%

Source: U.S. Department of Education, Planning iind Evaluation Service; and Abt Associates, Inc., 1995
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Exhibit 85
Parents' Reports of Their Involvement in
School Activities
Percentage of students whose parents reported that they
participated in two or more activities' in their child's school
during the current school year, 1993

Grades 3-5

Grades 6-8

Grades 9-12 53%.

62%

74%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

1 Activities include attending a general school meeting, attending a school or class event, and acting as
a volunteer at the school or serving on a school committee.

In 1993, parents of students
in Grades 9-12 were less
likely to report that they
participated in two or more
activities in their child's
school such as a school
meeting, school event, or as
a volunteer than were
parents of students in
Grades 3-5.

Source: National Center for Educatioli Statistics, 1995
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-Direct.MeaSur.e ot
Family Leadership to Deyelop Family:School Partnerships

In 1992, parents were more
likely to report that they
checked to see if homework
was done and that they
talked with their child about
school events and studies,
than they were to report that
they read to their child,
talked with their child about
school expectations, or
talked with their child
about future goals.
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Exhibit 86
Parent Involvement in Academic Activities
with Their Children
Percentage of public school students whose parents reported
that they' participated in the following types of activities with
their child at least once a week, 1992

Academic
activities:

Helped child
with homework

Checked to see
if homework

was done

Read to or
with child

Parent-child
communication:

Talked with
child about

school activities
or events

Talked with
child about

studies

Talked with
child about

school
expectations

83%

82%

future plans
and goals

12%

13%

12%
child about
Talked with

0% 20%

1111 Grade 1

1 Parent or another adult in household.

40% 60% 80% 100%

III Grade 4 ni Grade 8

S. I kl,arnilent tit Education, Planning and Evaluat ion Servic e; and Abt Associate", Inc.. 1995
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Exhibit 87
Parents' Perceptions of Quality of
School Performance
Percentage of public school students whose parents' agreed2
with the following statements about the climate of their child's
school, 1992

Academic focus:

The school
places a high

priority on
learning

The homework
assigned is
worthwhile

The school is
preparing

students well
for high school

My child is
challenged

at school

My child gets
any additional
help in school
he/she needs

Safe and
disciplind
environment
for learning:

The school is
a safe place

The school
maintains
adequate
discipline
and order

30%

28%

21%

27%

23%

0%

33%

31%

31%

26%

1

40% 60% 80% 100%

III Grade 1

I Parent ot another adult in household.
2 Responses of "agree" and "strongly agree" combined.

III Grade 4 Grade 8

In 1992, parents of 8th
graders were less likely than
parents of 1st and 4th
graders to report that they
agreed with statements
about the climate of their
child's school in the areas of
academics, safety, respect,
and decisionmaking.
However, less than half of all
parents of 1st, 4th, and 8th
graders responded that they
agreed with the statements.
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Exhibit 87 (continued)
Parents' Perceptions of Quality of
School Performance
Percentage of public school students whose parents' agreed'
with the following statements about the climate of their child's
school, 1992

Mutual respect:

My child is
treated fairly

at school

My child is
respected by
the teachers

and principal

I am respected
by the teachers

and principal

Parent
involvement in
decisionmaking

The school feels
it is important
for parents to

participate in the
life of the school

Parents have
a say in setting

school policy

Parents work
together in
supporting

school policy

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

1111 Grade 1

Parent or another adult in household.
2 Responses of "agree" and "strongly agree" combined.

1111 Grade 4 111 Grade 8

SontLe: I kpartmem itt Eihicat um, Plannins2 and Evaluation Simi:, .ffid Ak tat e.. Int 1095
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Exhibit 88
School Reports to Parents About
Student Academics
Percentage of public school students whose principals reported
that the following practices occur at their school, 1992

Parents are
given interim

repoots during
grading periods

Parents are
notified about

children's
ability group
placements

Parents are
given written

information
about the goals
and objectives
of the regular
instructional

program

0% 20% 40% 60%

Grade 1 MI Grade 4

100%

In 1992, a higher percentage
of principals reported
providing parents with
interim reports during
grading periods than
notifying parents about
ability group placements or
providing information about
the goals and objectives of
the instructional program.

Source: U.S. Department of Education, Planning and Evaluation Service; and Abt Assticlates, fnc.,

"* 4
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. Direct.Measore.of the'Goal:
'School Leadership 'to Develop and Maintain Partnership

In 1988, only about one-third
of parents of 8th grade
students reported that they
were contacted by their
child's school at least once
regarding student's
academic program for the
year, course selection in high
school, and placement
decisions regarding student's
high school program.
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Exhibit 89
School Communication With Parents
Percentage of 8th grade students whose parents reported that
they had been contacted by their child's school at least once
during the year for the following reasons, 1988

Student's
academic
program

for the year

Student's
course

selection for
high school

Placement
decisions
regarding
student's

high school
program

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Source: National Center for Educati:In Statistics, 1995
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Appendix A: Technical Notes
and Sources

General Information

Accuracy of Data

The accuracy of any statistic is determined by the joint
effects of "sampling" and "nonsampling" errors. Esti-
mates based on a sample will differ somewhat from the
figures.that would have been obtained if a complete
census had been taken using the same survey instru-
ments, instructions, and procedures. In addition to such
sampling errors, all surveys, both universe and sample,
are subject to design, reporting, and processing errors
and errors due to nonresponse. To the extent possible,
these nonsampling errors are kept to a minimum by

methods built into the survey procedures. In general,
however, the effects of nonsampling errors are more dif-

ficult to gauge than those produced by sampling vari-
ability.

Sampling Errors

The samples used in surveys are selected from a large
number ot possible samples of the same size that could
have been selected using the same sample design. Esti-
mates derived from the different samples would differ
from each other. The difference between a sample esti-
mate and the average of all possible samples is called the
sampling deviation. The standard or sampling error of a

survey estimate is a measure of the variation among the
estimates from all possible samples and, thus, is a mea-
sure of the precision with which an estimate from a par-
ticular sample approximates the average result of all pos-

sible samples.

The sample estimate and an estimate of its standard
error permit.us to construct interval estimates with pre-
scribed confidence that the interval includes the aver-
age result of all possible samples. It all possible samples
were Selected under essentially the same conditions and

an estimate and its estimated standard error were calcu-
lated from each sample, then: 1) approximately 2/3 of
the intervals from one standard error below the estimate
to one standard error above the estimate would include
the average value of the possible samples; and 2)
approximately 19/20 of the intervals from two standard
errors above the estimate to two standard errors below .
the estimate would include the average value of all pos-
sible samples. We call an interval from two standard
errors below the estimate to two standard errors above
the estimate a 95 percent confidence interval.

Analysis of standard errors can help assess how valid a
comparison between two estimates might he. The stan-
diird error of a difference between two independent sam-
ple estimates is equal to the square root of the sum of the
squared standard errors of the estimates. The standard
error (se) of the difference between independent sample
estimates "a" and "h" is:

se = -Vse + sei;

Nonsampling Errors

Universe and sample surveys are subject to nonsampling
errors. Nonsampling errors may arise when respondents
or interviewers interpret questions differently; when
respondents must estimate values; when.coders, keyers,

and other processors handle answers differently; when
persons who should he included in the universe are not;
or when persons fail to respond (completely or partially).
Nonsampling errors usually, but not always, result in an
understatement of total survey error and thus an over-
statement of the precision of survey estimates. Since esti-
mating the magnitude of nonsampling errors often would
require special experiments or access to independent
data, these magnitudes are seldom available.
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Goal 1: Ready to Learn

General

National Education Household Survey (NHES)

NHES was administered in 1991, 1993, and 1995. Data
from the NHES are used in several Goal 1 exhibits. The
population estimates for the NHES data in Goal 1 cover
3- to 5-year-old children who are not yet enrolled in
kindergarten. Age from the NHES:91 was established
as of January 1, 1991; age from the NHES:93 was estab-
lished as of January 1, 1993; and age from the NHES:95
was established as of December 31, 1994. Parents' edu-
cation was determined using the highest parental educa-
tion in household. For example, if one parent was a col-
lege graduate and the other a high school graduate,
parents' education was coded as "college graduate." If
only one parent lived in the household, only his/her
education was used.

Exhibit 1: Prenatal Care

Prenatal care refers to the first visit for health care ser-
vices during pregnancy.

Race/ethnicity refers to the race of the mother. The
data on Hispanic births were reported separately.

.Source: U.S. Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices, Health, United States, 1994 (Hyattsville, MD:
National Center for Health Statistics, 1995), 73.

Exhibit 2: Birthweight

Race/ethnicity refers to the race of the mother. The
data on Hispanic births were reported separately.

Source: U.S. Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices, Health, United States, 1994 (Hyattsville, MD:
National Center for Health Statistics, 1995), 71.

Exhibit 3: Children's Health Index

The percentages of infants at risk are based on the num-
ber of births used to calculate the health index, not the
actual number of births. The percentage of complete
and usable birth records used to calculate the 1992
health index varied from a high of 99.78 to a low of
74.28. Four states (California, Indiana, New York, and
South Dakota) did not collect information on all four
risks in 1992; five states (California, Indiana, New York,
Oklahoma, and South Dakota) did not collect informa-
tion on all four risks in 1990. These states and the Terri-
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tories are not included in the U.S. total. New Hamp-
shire was included in the U.S. total but not in the
race/ethnicity totals because the state does not collect
information on Hispanic origin. Minority populations
may be underrepresented due to the exclusion of the
four states (five states in 1990), particularly California
and New York; therefore, the risk factors by race/ethnic-
ity should be interpreted with caution.

Source: Nicholas Zill and Christine Winquist Nord of
Westat, Inc. developed the concept or the Children's
Health Index. Stephanie Ventura and Sally Clarke of
the National Center for Health Statistics provided the
special tabulations of the 1990 and 1992 birth certifi-
cate data needed to produce the index, July 1995.

Exhibit 4: Immunizations

Source: Data from the 1994 National Immunization
Survey, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report, August 25, 1995,
613-623.

Exhibit 5: Medical and Dental Care

See general technical note regarding NHES.

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Cen-
ter for Education Statistics, National Household Educa-
tion Survey: 1993 School Readiness Interview, unpub-
lished tabulations prepared by Westat, Inc., August
1993.

Exhibit 6: Family-Child Language and
Literacy Activities

See general technical note regarding NHES.

Sources: U.S. Department of Education, National Cen-
ter for Education Statistics, National Household Educa-
tion Survey: 1991 Early Childhood Component, unpub-
lished tabulations prepared by Westat, Inc., August
1991, August 1992, and August 1993.

U.S. Department of Education, National Center for
Education Statistics, National Household Education
Survey: 1993 School Readiness Interview, unpublished
tabulations prepared by Westat, Inc., August 1993.

U.S. Department of Education, National Center for
Education Statistics, National Household Education
Survey: 1995 Program Participation Interview, unpub-
lished tabulations prepared by Westat, Inc., August
1995.
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Exhibit 7: Family-Child Arts Activities

See general technical note regarding NHES.

Sources: U.S. Department of Education, National Cen-
ter for Education Statistics, National Household Educa-

ii tion Survey: 1991 Early Childhood Component, unpub-
lished tabulations prepared by Westat, Inc., August
1991, August 1992, and August 1993.

a

a

a

U.S. Department of Education, National Center for
Education Statistics, National Household Education
Survey: 1993 School Readiness Interview, unpublished
tabulations prepared by Westat, Inc., August 1993.

Exhibit 8: Family-Child Learning Opportunities

See general technical note regarding NHES.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 9: Preschool Participation

See general technical note regarding NHES.

Preschool participation includes children enrolled in
any center-based program.

Sources: U.S. Department of Education, National Cen-
ter for Education Statistics, National Household Educa-
tion Survey: 1991 Early Childhood Component, unpub-
lished tabulations prepared by Westat, Inc., August
1991.

U.S. Department of Education, National Center for
Education Statistics, National Household Education
Survey: 1995 Program Participation Interview, unpub-
lished tabulations prepared by Westat, Inc., August
1995.

Exhibit 10: Preschool Programs for Children
with Disabilities

See general technical note regarding NHES. Preschool
participation includes children enrolled in any center-
based program. Includes 3- to 5-year-olds with any dis-
ability enrolled in preschool, regardless of whether dis-
ability affects the ability to learn.

Source: U.S.Department of Education, National Cen-
ter for Education Statistics, National Household Educa-
tion Survey: 1995 Program Participation Interview,
unpublished tabulations prepared by Westat, Inc.,
August 1995.

Exhibit 11: Quality of Preschool Centers

The term "preschool centers" includes all licensed cen-
ter-based early education and care programs, as well as
religious-sponsored, part-day, and school-hased
preschool programs that are exempt from licensing.
Licensed before- and after-school programs are not
included.

A Child Development Associate (CDA) credential is
awarded by the Council for Early Childhood Profession-
al Recognition, National Credentialing Program to
individuals who have demonstrated competency in six
established goal areas. Within a center-based setting, a
person who demonstrates competence working with
children aged three through five is a CDA with a
Preschool Endorsement. The National Assocation for
the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) recom-
mends that staff in charge of a group of preschool chil-
dren have at least a CDA credential or an associate
degree in Early Childhood Education/Child Develop-
ment.

Source: Ellen Eliason Kisker, Sandra L. Hofferth, and
Deborah A. Phillips, Profile of Child Care Settings Study:
Early Education and Care in 1990, submitted to the U.S.
Department of Education, Office of Planning, Budget
and Evaluation (Princeton, NJ: Mathematica Policy
Research, Inc., 1991), and unpublished tabulations,
1992.

Exhibit 12: Quality of Home-Based
Preschool Settings

Regulated home-based programs include all family day
care programs that are registered, certified, or licensed
by state or county government agencies.

See technical note regarding the Child Development
Associate (CDA) credential under Exhibit 11.

Source: Ibid.

Goal 2: School Completion

Exhibit 13: High School Completion Rates

The high school completion rates for 18- to 24-year-olds
are computed as a percentage of the non-high school
enrolled population at these ages who hold a high
school credential (either a high school diploma or an
alternative credential, such as a General Educational
Development (GED) certificate, Individual Education
Plan (IEP) credential, or certificate of attendance).
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Source: Data from the 1990 and 1994 October Current
Population Surveys, unpublished tabulations prepared
by the National Center for Education Statistics and
Management Planning Research Associates, Inc.,
August 1995.

Exhibit 14: Dropouts Who Completed
High School

Source: Thomas M. Smith, Gayle T. Rogers, Nabeel
Aka lam, Marianne Perie, Rebecca P. Mahoney, and
Valcrie Martin, The Condition of Education: 1994
(Washiwon, D.C.: U.S. Department of Education,
National Center for Education Statistics, 1994), calcu-
lations by Westat, Inc.

Exhibit 15: High School Dropout Rates

There are a variety of ways to define and calculate
dropout rates. Each type of dropout rate measures a dif-
ferent facet of dropping out. Three types of dropout
rates are discussed below: event rates, status rates, and
cohort rates.

Event rates measure the proportion of students who
drop out in a single year without completing high
school. Event rates are important because they reveal
how many students are leaving high school each year
and how each year's rates compare with previous ones.

Status rates measure the proportion of the population
who have not completed high sct,00l and are not
enrolled at one point in time, regardless ot when they
dropped out. Status dropout rates are important
because they reveal the extent of the dropout prob-
lem in the population and suggest the need for fur-
ther training and education that will permit these
individuals to participat more fully in the economy
and the life of the nation. Status dropout rates are
much higher than event dropout rates because they
represent the cumulative impact of annual event
dropout rates over a number of years. The status
dropout rate for 16- to 24-year-olds in 1994 is pre-
sented in Exhibit 15.

Cohort rates measure what happens to a single group
(or cohort) of students over a period of time. Cohort
rates are important because they reveal how many stu-
dents in a single age group or grade drop out over time.
Cohort rates also allow the calculation of how many
dropouts from the cohort eventually complete high
school with a diploma or an alternative credential.

Source: Data from the 1990 and 1994 October Current
Population Surveys, unpublished tabulations prepared
by the National Center tor Education Statistics and
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Management Planning Research Associates, Inc.,
August 1995.

Goal 3: Student Achievement and Citizenship

General

National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP)

NAEP is a survey of the educational achievement of
American students and changes in that achievement
across time. Since 1969, NAEP has assessed the
achievement of national samples of 9-, 13-, and 17-year-
old students in public and private schools. In 1983, it
expanded the samples so that grade-level results could
be reported.

The assessments, conducted annually until the 1979-80
school year and biennially since then, have included
periodic measures of student performance in reading,
mathematics, science, writing, U.S. history, civics, geog-
raphy, and other subject areas. NAEP also collects
demographic, curricular, and instructional background
information from students, teachers, and school admin-
istrators.

In 1988, Congress added a new dimension to NAEP by
authorizing, on a trial basis, voluntary participation of
public schools in state-level assessments. Forty jurisdic-
tions (states and territories) participated in the 1990
trial mathematics assessment. In 1992, 44 jurisdictions
participated in the state mathematics assessments of 4th
and 8th graders, and 43 participated in the 4th grade
reading assessments. Forty-four jurisdictions participat-
ed in the 1994 trial reading assessment of 4th graders.

National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB)
Achievement Levels

The NAEP data shown under Goal 3 should be inter-
preted with caution. The line signifying the Goals
Panel's performance standard Classifies student perfor-
mance according to achievement levels devised by the
National Assessment Governing Board. These achieve-
ment level data have been previously reported by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES). Stu-
dents with NAEP scores falling below the Goals Panel's
performance standard have been classified as "Basic" or
below; those above have been classified as "Proficient"
or "Advanced."

The NAGB achievement levels represent a usefUl way
14 categorizing overall perfmmance on the NAEP. They
are also consistent with the Panel's efforts to report such
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performance against a high-criterion standard. Howev-
er, both NAGB and the Commissioner of NCES regard
the achievement levels as developmental; the reader of
this Report is advised to interpret the achievement lev-
els with caution.

NAGB has established standards for reporting the
results of the National Assessment of Educational
Progress. This effort has resulted in three achievement
levels: basic, proficient, and advanced. The NAGB
achievement level are reasoned judgements of what
students should know and be able to do. They are
attempts to characterize overall student performance in
particular subject matters. Readers should exercise cau-
tion, however, in making particular inferences about
what students at each level actually know and can do.
A NAEP assessment is a complex picture of student
achievement and applying external standards for perfor-
mance is a difficult task. Evaluation studies completed
and under way have raised questions about the degree to
which the standards in the NAGB achievement levels
are actually reflected in an assessment and, hence, the
degree to which inferences about actual performance
can he made from these achievement levels. The Goals
Panel acknowledges these limitations but believes that,
used with caution, these levels convey important infor-
mation about how American students are faring in
reaching Goal 3.

Basic: This level, below proficient, denotes partial maswry
of knowledge and skills that are fundamental for proficient

work at each grade 4 , 8, and 12. For twelfth grade.
this is higher than minimum competency skills (which
are normally taught in elementary and junior high
school) and covers significant elements of standard
high-school-level work.

Proficient: This central level represents solid academic per-
formance for each grade tested 4, 8, and 12. It reflects a
consensus that students reaching this level have demon-
strated competency over challenging subject matter and
are well prepared for the next level of schooling. At
grade 12, the proficient level encompasses a body ofsub-
ject-matter knowledge and analytical skills, of cultural
literacy and insight, that all high school graduates
should have tor democratic citizenship, responsible
adulthood, and productive work.

Advanced: This higher level signifies superior pelfonnance
beyond proficient grade-level mastery at grades 4, 8, and 12.
For twelfth grade, the advanced level shows readiness for
rigorous college courses, advanced training, or employ-
ment requiring advanced academic achievement.

Item Difficulty Analysis

Items were first ranked by their p-values, i.e., by the pro-
portion of all students taking the test who answered the
item correctly. The higher the p-value, the larger the
proportion of students who answered it correctly and,
therefore, the easier the item. This array of items was
then divided into equal quartiles and each quartile of
items labeled either "easy," "moderate," "challenging,"
or "very challenging." The proportion of each of these
item classes that were answered correctly by students
reaching the basic, proficient, or advanced levels on the
NAEP was then calculated. Thus, for example, it is pos-
sible to report the average percentage of "easy" NAEP
mathematics items that students at the basic level in
Grade 4 answered correctly.

Exhibit 16: Reading Achievement

See general technical notes regarding NAEP and the
NAGB achievement levels.

Reading achievement results for 1992 and 1994 should
he interpreted with caution. Figures are based on data
previously released by NCES, and data are undergoing
revision. The revised data are being reported.by NCES
in the revised 1994 NAEP Reading: A First Look and will
be reported in the 1996 National Education Goals Report.

Sources: Ina V.S. Mullis, Jay Campbell, and Alan
Farstrup, NAEP 1992 Reading Report Card for the Nation
and the States: Data from the National and Trial State
Assessments (Washington, D.C.: U.S. DePartment of
Education, National Center for Education Statistics,
1993).

Paul Williams, Clyde Reese, Jay Campbell, John
Mazzeo, and Gary Phillips, 1994 NAEP Reading: A First
Look (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Educa-
tion, National Center for Education Statistics, 1995).

Exhibit 17: Reading Achievement Grade 4

See general technical notes regarding NAEP and the
NAGB achievement levels.

Reading achievement results for 1992 and 1994 should
be interpreted with caution. Figures are bas 1tx. on data
previously released by NCES, and data are undergoing
revisiOn. The revised data are being reported by NCES
in the revised 1994 NAEP Reading: A First Look and will
be reported in the 1996 National Education (30als Report.

I G
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Due to significant changes in the wording of the
race/ethnicity question between 1992 and 1994, the
results for Asians and Pacific Islanders are not compara-
ble between the two years. Therefore, 1992 results for
these two subgroups are not presented.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 18: Reading Achievement Grade 8

See general technical notes regarding NAEP and the
NAGB achievement levels.

Reading achievement results for 1992 and 1994 should
be interpreted with caution. Figures are based on data
previously released by NCES, and data are undergoing
revision. The revised data are being reported by NCES
in the revised 1994 NAEP Reading: A First Look and will
be reported in the 1996 National Education Goals Report.

Due to significant changes in the wording of the
race/ethnicity question between 1992 and 1994, the
results for Asians and Pacific Islanders are not compara-
ble between the two years. Therefore, 1992 results for
these two subgroups are not presented.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 19: Reading Achievement Grade 12

See general technical notes regarding NAEP and the
NAGB achievement levels.

Reading achievement results for 1992 and 1994 should
he interpreted with caution. Figures are based on data
previously released by NCES, and data are undergoing
revision. The revised data are being reported by NCES
in the revised 1994 NAEP Reading: A First Look and will
he reported in the 1996 National Education Goals Report.

Due to significant changes in the wording of the
race/ethnicity question between 1992 and 1994, the
results for Asians and Pacific Islanders are not compara-
ble between the two years. Therefore, 1992 results for
these two subgroups are not presented.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 20: Writing Achievement Grade 4

The 1992 NAEP Writing Framework identifies three
primary purposes for writing informative., persuasive,
and narrative. A six-point scoring rubric was used to
rate students' responses:
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Extensively Elaborated. In these papers, students
create a well-developed, detailed, and well-written
response to the task. They show a high degree of
control over the various elements of writing. These
responses may be similar to elaborated responses, but
they are better organized, more clearly written, and
less flawed.

Elaborated. In these papers, students create a well-
developed and detailed response to the task. They
may go beyond the requirements of the task.

Developed. In these papers, students provide a
response to the task that contains necessary elements.
However, these papers may he unevenly developed.

Minimally Developed. In these papers, students pro-
vide a response to the task that is brief, vague, or
somewhat confusing.

Undeveloped Response to Task. In these papers, stu-
dents begin to respond to the task, hut they do so in a
very abbreviated, confusing, or disjointed manner.

Response to Topic. In these papers, students respond
to some aspect ot the topic but do not appear to have
fully understood the task. Or, they recopy text from
the prompt.

Not Rated. Blank, totally off task, indecipherable,
illegible, and "I don't know."

Source: Arthur N. Applebee, Judith A. Linger, Ina V.S.
Mullis, Andrew S. Lathatn, and Claudia A. Gentile,
NAEP 1992 Writing Report Card (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Department of Education, National Center for
Education Statistics, 1994), 26, 29, 33, 46, 49, 53, 68,
71, and 75.

Exhibit 21: Writing Achievement Grades 8 and 12

See technical notes regarding the NAEP Writing
Framework under Exhibit 20.

Source: Mid, 26, 29, 39, 46, 49, 59-60, 68, 71, and 82.

Exhibit 22: Mathematics Achievement

See general technical notes regarding NAEP and the
NAGB achievement levels.

Source: lirn V.S. Mullis, John A. Dossey, Eugene H.
Owen, and Gary W. Phillips, NAEP 1992 Mathematics
Report Card for the Nation and the States: Data from the
Natimal and Trial State Assessments (Washington, D.C.:



U.S. Department of Education, National Center for
Education Statistics, April 1993), 64.

Exhibit 23: Mathematics Achievement Grade 4

See general technical notes regarding NAEP and the
NAGB achievement levels.

Source: !bid, 93, 107.

Exhibit 24: Mathematics Achievement Grade 8

See general technical notes regarding NAEP and the
NAGB achievement levels.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 25: Mathematics Achievement Grade 12

See general technical notes regarding NAEP and the
NAGB achievement levels.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 26: History Achievement

See general technical notes regarding NAEP and the
NAGB achievement levels.

In addition to the way the data are presented here,
NCES also presents the data using a proficiency scale of
0 to 500 points.

According to NCES, the U.S. history results presented
here for Grades 4, 8, and 12 illustrate one of the difficul-
ties in setting achievement levels. NAGB is concerned
about the discrepaney between actual student perfor-
mance and the expectations for performance that are
contained in the achievement levels. Simply stated,
students are not performing as well .on the NAEP U.S.
history assessment, particularly at Grade 12, as NAGB
and the many panelists and reviewers think these stu-
dents should perform. For example, most students take
at least one high school course in U.S. history by the
end of the llth grade. Yet the achievement levels indi-
cate that more than half (57%) of 12th graders are per-
forming below the basic level, with I% scoring at the
advanced level. In contrast, data from The College
Board show that about 2.4% of all graduating seniors
score well enough on the Advanced Placement exam in
U.S. history to be considered qualified tor college credit.

Since NAEP is a cross-sectional survey of stud,ent
achievement, it cannot readily identify cause and eii,:ct

relationships to explain why students scored high or low.
Although one hypothesis is that students' performance
was found to be too low because the achievement levels
are set too high, NAGB does not believe that this is the
case. At present, validity studies on these achievement
levels, conducted by ACT, have pointed in opposite
directions one suggested the levels were too high, the
other that they were too low. NAGB intends to look
carefully at this gap between expected and actual perfor-
mance, and encourages others to do so as well.

Nevertheless, there are several other hypotheses that
might account for this gap between actual student scores
and the achievement levels. Motivation, particularly at
Grade 12, is a perennial problem in an assessment like
NAEP for which there are no stakes or rewards for stu-
dents to do well. (However, it is not clear why students
should he less motivated in taking this history assess-
ment than other NAEP assessments in which higher
percentages of students reached the various cut-
points.") There may he differences between what is
taught in the broad array of U.S. history classes and the
content of this NAEP assessment. A lack of consistency
between the grade levels at which the subject is taught
and the NAEP assessment Grades of 4, 8, and 12 could
account for some of this discrepancy. The judges for the
12th grade levels may have had relatively higher expec-
tations than judges for the other grades. Finally, the dif-
ference between more conventional testing practices in
some classrooms and the NAEP assessment questions
may be another factor. NAEP includes a variety of ques-
tions, from multiple choice items to open-ended tasks
that require students to apply knowledge and demon-
strate skills by writing their answers.

Many of these factors, or a combination of all of them,
could explain the gap between standards for student per-
formance contained in the NAGB achievement levels
and the actual performance on the 1994 NAEP history
assessment.

Source: Paul L. Williams, Steven Lazer, Clyde M.
Reese, and Peggy Carr, 1994 NAEP U.S. History: A
First Look (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Edu-
cation, National Center for Education Statistics, 1995).

Exhibit 27: History Achievement Grade 4

See general technical notes regarding NAEP and the
NAGB achievement levels, and the technical note
under Exhibit 26.

Source: Ibid.
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Exhibit 28: History Achievement Grade 8

See general technical notes regarding NAEP and the
NAGB achievement levels, and the technical note
under Exhibit 26.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 29: History Achievement Grade 12

See general technical notes regarding NAEP and the
NAGB achievement levels, and the technical pote
under Exhibit 26.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 30: Geography Achievement

See general technical notes regarding NAEP and the
NAGB achievement levels.

Source: Paul L. Williams, Clyde M. Reese, Steven
Lazer, and Sherif Shakrani, 1994 NAEP World Geogra-
phy: A First Look (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department
of Education, National Center for Education Statistics,
1995).

Exhibit 31: Geography Achievement Grade 4

See general technical notes regarding NAEP and the
NAGB achievement levels.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 32: Geography Achievement Grade 8

See general technical notes regarding NAEP and the
NAGB achievement levels.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 33: Geography Achievement Grade 12

See general technical notes regarding NAEP and the'
NAGB achievement levels.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 34: Trends in Science Proficiency

Levels of Science Proficiency

Level 150Knows Everyday Science Facts --Stu-
dents at this level know some general scientific facts
of the type that could be learned from everyday expe-
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riences. They can read simple graphs, match the dis-
tinguishing characteristics of animals, and predict
the operation of familiar apparatuses that work
according to mechanical principles.

Level 200Understands Simple Scientific Principles
Students at this level are developing some under-

standing of simple scientific principles, particularly in
the Life Sciences. For example, they exhibit some
rudimentary knowledge of the structure and function
of plants and animals.

Level 250Applies Basic Scientific Information
Students at this level can interpret data from simple
tables and make inferences about the outcomes of
experimental procedures. They exhibit knowledge
and understanding of the Life Sciences, including a
familiarity with some aspects of animal behavior and
of ecological relationships. These students also
demonstrate some knowledge of basic information
from the Physical Sciences.

Level 300Analyzes Scientific Procedures and Data
Students at this level can evaluate the appropri-

ateness of the design of an experiment. They have
more detailed scientific knowledge, and the skill to
apply their knowledge in interpreting information
from text and graphs. These students also exhibit a
growing understanding of principles from the Physi-
cal Sciences.

Level 350Integrates Specialized Scientific Infor-
mation Students at this level can infer relation-
ships and draw conclusions using detailed scientific
knowledge from the Physical Sciences, particularly
Chemistry. They also can apply basic principles of
genetics and interpret the societal implications of
research in this field.

Source: Ina VS. Mullis, John A. Dossey, Jay R. Camp-
bell, Claudia Gentile, Christine O'Sullivan, and
Andrew S. Latham, NAEP 1992 Trends in Academic
Progress: Achievement of Li. S. Students in Science, 1969 to
1992, Mathematics, 1973 to 1992, Reading, 1971 to
1992, and Writing, 1984 to 1992 (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Department of Education, National Center for
Education Statistics, 1994), 32 and 37.

Exhibit 35: Advanced Placement Results

The Advanced Placement program, sponsored by The
College Board, provides a way tor high schools to offer
college-level coursework to students. At present, one or
more course descriptions, examinations, and sets ot cur-
ricular materials are available in art, biology, chemistry,
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computer science, economics, English, French, German,
government and politics, history, Latin, mathematics,
music, physics, and Spanish. Advanced Placement
examinations, which are given in May, are graded on a
five-point scale: 5 extremely well qualified; 4 well

qualified; 3 qualified; 2 possibly qualified; and 1 no
recommendation. Grades of 3 and above generally are
accepted tor college credit and advanced placement at
participating colleges and universities. Two Advanced
Placement measures are included in this Report: the
number of examinations per 1,000 Ilth and 12th
graders, and the number of examinations graded 3 or
above per 1,000 Ilth and 12th graders. The number of
11th and 12th graders includes public and private stu-
dents. The qnrollment figures were arrived at by multi-
plying the public enrollment by a private-enrollment
adjustment factor.

Source: The College Board, Advanced Placement Pro-
gram, Results from the 1991 and 1995 Advanced Place-
ment Examinations, unpublished tabulations, August
1991 and August 1995.

Exhibit 36: Community Service

Source: Mary J. Frase, High School Seniors Performing
Community Service (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Depart-
ment of Education, National Center for Education Sta-
tistics, 1993).

Exhibit 37: Young Adult Voter Registration
and Voting

Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Voting and Registration in the Election of Novem-
ber 1988, Current Population Reports, Series P-20, no.
440 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1989).

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Voting and Registration in the Election of November 1992,
Current Population Reports, Series P-20, no. 466
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1993).

Goal 4: Teacher Education and
Professional Development

General

Main Teaching Assignment, Schools and
Survey (SASS)

Mathematics: mathematics
Science: biology/life science, chemistry,
geology/earth science/space science, physics, and
general and all other science
English: English/language arts and reading
Social studies: social studies/social science
Fine arts: art, dance, drama/theater, and music
Foreign language: French, German, Latin, Russian,
Spanish, and other foreign language
Bilingual education/English as a Second Language
(ESL): bilingual education and ESL
Special education: general special education, emo-
tionally disturbed, mentally retarded, speech/lan-
guage impaired, deaf and hard-of-hearing, orthopedi-
cally impaired, severely handicapped, specific
learning disabilities, and other special education

Secondary Teacher, Schools and Staffing Survey
(SASS)

A secondary teacher is one who, when asked for the
grades taught, checked:

"Ungraded" and was designated as a secondary teacher
on the list of teachers provided by the school; or

6th grade or lower and 7th grade or higher, and
reported a primary assignment other than prekinder-
garten, kindergarten, or general elementary; or

9th grade or higher, or 9th grade or higher and
"ungraded"; or

7th and 8th grades only, and reported a primary
assignment other than kindergarten, general eletnen-
tary, or special education; or

7th and 8th grades only, and reported a primary
assignment of special education and was designated
as a secondary teacher on the list of teachers provided
by the school; or

6th grade or lower and 7th grade or higher, or 7th and
8th grades only, and was not categori:ed above as
either elementary or secondary.

Exhibit 38: Teacher Preparation

See general technical notes regarding main teaching
assignment and secondary teacher. Note that, for this
exhibit, information is not reported for bilingual educa-

Staffing tion or ESL degrees since so few higher education insti-
tutions grant degrees in those fields.

The subject areas used for teacher's main assignment
were defined using the following assignment categories:

65

The subject areas used for teacher's degree were defined
using the following training cat egories:
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Mathematics: mathematics and mathematics
education
Science: biology/life science, chemistry,
geology/earth science/space science, physics, general
and all other science, and science education
English: English, English education, and reading
education
Social studies: social studies/social sciences educa-
tion, economics, history, political science, psycholo-
gy, public affairs and services, sociology, and other
social sciences
Fine arts: art education, art (fine and applied),
drama/theater, music, and music education
Foreign language: French, German, Latin, Russian,
Spanish, other foreign language, and foreign lan-
guage education
Special education: general special education, emo-
tionally disturbed, mentally retarded, speech/lan-
guage impaired, deaf and hard-of-hearing, orthopedi-
cally impaired, severely handicapped, specific
learning disabilities, and other special education

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Cen-
ter for Education Statistics, Teacher Surveys of the
Schools and Staffing Survey, 1990-91 and 1993-94,
unpublished tabulations prepared by Westat Inc.,
August 1995.

Exhibit 39: Teacher Certification in Main Teaching
Assignment

See general technical notes regarding main teaching
assignment and secondary teacher.

Certificate refers to any certificate including advanced
professional, regular or standard, provisional, probation-
ary, temporary, and emergency certifickes. Few states
require certification of private school teachers.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 40: Tempe ary or Emergency Teacher
Certification

See general technical note regarding main teaching
assignment.

A temporary certificate requires some additional college
coursework and/or student teaching before regular certi-
fication can he obtained. An emergency certificate or
waiver is issued to persons with insufficient teacher
Preparat ion who must complete a regular certification
program in order to continue teaching.

Source: Ibid.
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Exhibit 41: Participation in Professional Develop-
ment Activities on Selected Topics

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 42: Support for Professional Development

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 43: Participation in Different Types of
Professional Development Activities

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 44: Preparation to Teach Limited English
Proficient (LEP) Students

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 45: Support Through Formal Teacher
Induction Programs

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 46: Teacher Influence Over School Policy

Source: Ibid.

Goal 5: Mathematics and Science

Exhibit 47: International Mathematics and Science
Achievement Comparisons

International Assessment of Educational
Progress (IAEP)

Twenty countries assessed the mathematics and science
achievement of 13-year-old students and 14 assessed 9-
year-old students in these same subjects. In some cases,
participants assessed virtually all age-eligible children in
their countries, and in other cases they confined sam-
ples to certain geographic regions, language groups, or
grade levels. In some countries, significant proportions
of age-eligible children were not represented because
they did not attend school. Also, in some countries, low
rates of school or student participation mean that results
may he biased. The countries participating in the IAEP
were: Brazil, Canada, China, England, France, Hungary,
Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jordan, Korea, Mozambique (math-
ematics only), Portugal, Scotland, Slovenia, the former
Soviet Union, Spain, Switzerland, Taiwan, and the
United States. For this Report, the five countries cho-
sen to be compared with the United States had compre-
hensive populations (France, Hungary, Korea, Switzer-
land, and Taiwan).
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Sources: Archie E. LaPointe, Janice M. Askew, and
Nancy A. Mead, Learning Mathematics (Princeton, NJ:
Educational Testing Service, Center for the Assessment
of Educational Progress, 1992), 18.

Archie E. LaPointe, Janice M. Askew, and Nancy A.
Mead, Learning Science (Princeton, NJ: Educational
Testing Service, Center for the Assessment of Educa-
tional Progress, 1992), 18.

Exhibit 48: Mathematics Instructional Practices
Grade 4

See general technical note under Goal 3 regarding
NAEP.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, Data
Compendium for the NAEP )992 Mathematics Assessment
of the Nation and the States (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of Education, May 199.3), 483, 497, 446,
451, 566, 552.

Exhibit 49: Mathematics Instructional Practices
Grade 8

See general technical note under Goal 3 regarding
NAEP.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 50: Science Instructional Practices

See general technical note under Goal 3 regarding
NAEP.

Source: Lee R. Jones, Ina VS. Mullis, Senta A. Raizen,
Iris R. Weiss, and Elizabeth A. Weston, The 1990 Sci-
ence Report Card: NAEP's Assessment of Fourth, Eighth.
and Twelfth Graders (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Depart-
ment of Education, National Center for Education Sta-
tistics, 1992), and unpublished tabulations prepared by
Westat, Inc., August 1992.

Exhibit 51: Trends in Mathematics Degrees Earned,
by Sex

Data include only U.S. citizens and resident aliens on
permanent visas, and include institutions in U.S. Terri-
tories.

Mathematical sciences is the only field of study included
in the mathematics category tor this Report.

Source: Higher Education General Information Survey
(HEG1S, 1977, 1979, 1981, and 1985) and the Integrat-

ed Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS 1987,
1989-92), which are conducted by the National Center
for Education Statistics. The data were analyzed by
Westat, Inc., using the National Science Foundation's
CASPAR Database System, Version 4.4, August 1995.

Exhibit 52: Trends in Science Degrees Earned,
by Sex

Data include only U.S. citizens and resident aliens on
permanent visas, and include institutions in U.S. Terri-
tories.

Fields of study in the science category for this Report
include: engineering; physical sciences; geosciences; com-
puter science; life sciences (includes medical and agricul-
tural sciences); social sciences; and science and engineer-
ing technologies (includes health technologies).

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 53: Trends in Mathematics Degrees Earned,
by Race/Ethnicity

See technical notes under Exhibit 51.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 54: Trends in Science Degrees Earned,
by Race/Ethnicity

See technical notes under Exhibit 52.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 55: Mathematics and Science Degrees

See technical notes under Exhibits 51 and 52.

Source: Ibid.
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Goal 6: Adult Literacy and Lifelong Learning

Exhibit 56: Adult Literacy

Adult Literacy Scales

The Department of Education and the Educational
Testing Service (ETS) characterized the literacy of
America's adults in terms ot three "literacy scales" repre-
senting distinct and important aspects of literacy: prose,
document, and quantitotive literacy. Each of the literacy
scales, which range from 0 to 500, is as follows:
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Prose literacy the knowledge and skills needed to
understand and use information from texts that
include editorials, news stories, poems, and fiction;
for example, finding a piece of information in a news-
paper article, interpreting instructions from a warran-
ty, interring a theme from a poem, or contrasting
views expressed in an editorial.

Level I Most of the tasks in this level require the
reader to read relatively short text to locate a single
piece ot information which is identical to or syn-
onymous with the information given in the ques-
tion or directive. It plausible but incorrect infor-
mation is present in the text, it tends not to be
located near the correct information.

Level 2 - Some tasks in this level require readers to
locate a single piece ot information in the text;
however, several distractors or plausible hut incor-
rect pieces of information may be present, or low-
level inferences may he required. Other tasks
require the reader to integrate two or more pieces
of information or to compare and contrast easily
identifiable information based on a criterion pro-
vided in the question or directive.

Level 3 - Tasks in this level tend to require readers
to make literal or synonymous matches between
the text and information given in the task, or to
make matches that require low-level inferences.
Other tasks ask readers to integrate information
from dense or lengthy text that contains no organi-
zational aids such as headings. Readers may also he
asked to generate a response based on information
that can be easily identified in the text. Distract-
ing information is present, but is not located near
the correct information.

Level 4 These tasks require readers to perform
multiple-feature matches and to integrate or syn-
thesize information from complex or lengthy pas-
sages. More complex inferences are needed to per-
form succe.ssfully. Conditional information is
frequently present in tasks at this level and must be
taken into consideration by the reader.

Level 5 Some tasks in this level require the reader
to search for information in dense text which con-
tains a number of plausible distractors. Others ask
readers to make high-level inferences or use spe-
cialized background knowledge. Some tasks ask
readers to contrast complex information.

Document literacy the knowledge and skills
required to locate and use information contained in
materials that include job ;ipplicat ions, payroll forms,
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transportation schedules, maps, tables, and graphs;
for example, locating a particular intersection on a
street map, using a schedule to choose the appropri-
ate bus,. or entering information on an application
form.

Level I Tasks in this level tend to require the
reader either to locate a piece of information based
on a literal match or to enter information from per-
sonal knowledge onto a document. Little, if any,
distracting information is present.

Level 2 Tasks in this level are more varied than
those in Level 1. Some require the readers to
match a single piece of information; however, sev-
eral distractors may be present, or the match may
require low-level inferences. Tasks in this level
may also ask the reader to cycle through informa-
tion in a document or to integrate information
from various parts of a document.

Level 3 Some tasks in this level require the reader
to integrate multiple pieces of information from
one or more documents. Others ask readers to
cycle through rather complex tables or graphs
which contain information that is irrelevant or
inappropriate to the task.
Level 4 Tasks in this level, like those at the previ-
ous levels, ask readers to perform multiple-feature
matches, cycle through documents, and integrate
information; however, they require a greater degree
of inferencing. Many of these tasks require readers
to provide numerous responses but do not desig-
nate how many responses are needed. Conditional
information is also present in the document tasks at
this level and must he taken into account hy the
reader.

Level 5 Tasks in this level require the reader to
search through complex displays that contain mul-
tiple distractors, to make high-level text-based
inferences, and to use specialized knowledge.

Quantitative literacy the knowledge and skills
required to apply arithmetic operations, either alone
or sequentially, using numbers embedded in printed
materials; for example, balancing a checkhook, figur-
ing out a tip, completing an order form, or determin-
ing the amount of interest from a loan advertisement.

Level I - Tasks in this level require readers to per-
form single, relatively simple ;irithmetic opera-
tions, such as addition. The numbers to be used are
provided and the arithmetic operation to be per-
formed is specified.
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Level 2 Tasks in this level typically require readers
to perform a single operation using numbers that
are either stated in the task or easily located in the
material. The operation to he performed may be
stated in the question or easily determined from the
format of the material (for example, an order form).

Level 3 In tasks in this level, two or more numbers
are typically needed to solve the problem, and these
must be found in the material. The operation(s)
needed can be determined from the arithmetic rela-
tion terms used in the question or directive.

Level 4 These tasks tend to require readers to per-
form two or more sequential operations or a single
operation in which the quantities are found in dif-
ferent types ot displays, or the operations must be
inferred from semantic information given or drawn
from prior knowledge.

Level 5 These tasks require readers to perform
multiple operations sequentially. They must dis-
embed the features of the problem from text or rely
on background knowledge to determine the quan-
tities or operations needed.

Source: Irwin S. Kirsch, Ann Jungeblut, Lynn Jenkins,
and Andrew KolstadAdult Literacy in America: A First
Look at the Results of the National Adult Literacy Survey
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Departrrient of Education,
National Center for Education Statistics, September
1993), 17.

Exhibit 57: Adults' Perceptions of Own Literacy
Abilities, by Literacy Level

See technical note regarding the literacy scales under
Exhibit 56.

Source: Ibid, 138-140.

Exhibit 58: Perceived Usefulness of Skills in
the Future

The Meaning of Work research project interviewed a
random sample of the labor force in Flanders (Belgium)
during October-December 1990, in the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany during November-December 1989
(before reunification), in Japan during August-Novem-
ber 1991, and in the United States during January-July
1989.

Source: S.A. Ruiz Quintanilla, Work-Related Attitudes
Among Workers in Flanders Belgium) , F.R. (3ermany,
Japan, and the I. '.S.A., Report prepared fin- the National

Education Goals Panel (Ithaca: Cornell University,
1992).

Exhibit 59: Perceived Responsibility for Improving
Job Performance

1 G

See technical note under Exhibit 58.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 60: Participation in Adult Education

Adults 17 years old and older who participated in one or
more adult education activities on a full-time, but not
on a part-time, basis in the previous 12 months are
excluded from both the numerator and denominator in
the calculations of adult education participation.

Sources: U.S. Department of Education, National Cen-
ter for Education Statistics, National Household Educa-
tion Survey: 1991 Adult Education Component, unpub-
lished tabulations prepared by Westat, Inc., August
1991.

U.S. Department of Education, National Center for
Education Statistics, National Household Education
Survey: 1995 Adult Education Interview, unpublished
tabulations prepared by Westat, Inc., August 1995.

Exhibit 61: Participation in Adult Education,
by Occupation

See technical note under Exhibit 60.

Sources: U.S. Department of Education, National Cen-
ter for Education Statistics, National Household Educa:
tion Survey: 1991 Adult Education Component, unpub-
lished tabulations prepared by Westat, Inc., August
1991 and August 1993.

U.S. Department of Education, National Center for
Education Statistics, National Household Education
Survey: 1995 Adult Education Interview, unpublished
tabulations prepared by Westat, Inc., August 1995.

Exhibit 62: Worker Training

Source: Tom Amirault, Joh Qualitving and Skill Improve-
ment Training: 1991 (Washington D.C.: U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1992).

Exhibit 63: College Enrollment

Source: U.S. Department of (:ommerce, Bureau of the
Census, October Current Population Surveys, 1989-94,
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unpublished tabulations from the National Center for
Education Statistics, prepared by Pinkerton Computer
Consultants, Inc., June 1995.

Exhibit 64: College Completion

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, 1992 and 1994 March Current Population Sur-
veys, unpublished tabulations from the National anter
for Education Statistics, prepared by Pinkerton Com-
puter Consultants, Inc., June 1995.

Exhibit 65: Voter Registration and Voting

Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Voting and Registration in the Election of Novem-
ber 1988, Current Population Reports, Series P-20, no.
440 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1989).

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Voting and Registration in the Election of November 1992,
Current Population Reports, Series P-20, no. 466
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
April 1993).

Goal 7: Safe, Disciplined, and Alcohol-
and Drug-free Schools

Exhibit 66: Sale of Drugs at School

Source: Lloyd D. Johnston, Patrick M. O'Malley, and
Jerald 0. Bachman, Selected Outcome Measures frcnn the
Monitoring the Future Study for Goal 7 of the National
Education Goals: A Special Report for the National Educa-
tion Goals Panel (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan's
Institute for Social Research, June 1995).

Exhibit 67: Obtaining Illegal Drugs at School

Student's residence (the variable ZIPURBAN) was cre-
ated by matching the National Household Education
Survey (NHES): 199.3 School Safety and Discipline
Component 5-digit codes to the 1990 Census Bureau
file. ZIPURBAN defines a ZIP code (or part of a ZIP
code) as urban or rural. Urban is further broken down
into the inside urbanized areas (UAs) and outside UAs.
The three categories of ZIPURBAN are 1) urban, inside
UA; 2) urban, outside UA; and 3) rural. The defini-
tions for these categories are taken directly from the
1990 Census of Population.

A UA comprises a place and the adjacent densely set-
tled surrounding territory that together have a mini-
mum population of 50,000 people. The term "place" in
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the UA definition includes both incorporated places
such as cities and villages, and Census-designated places
(unincorporated population clusters for which the Cen-
sus Bureau delineated boundaries it, cooperation with
state and local agencies to permit tabulation of data for
Census Bureau products). The "densely settled sur-
rounding territory" adjacent to the place consists of con-
tiguous and noncontiguous territory of relatively high
population density within short distances.

The urban, outside of UA category includes incorporat-
ed or unincorporated places outside of a UA with a min-
imum population of 2,500 people. One exception is for
those who live in extended cities. Persons living in rural
portions of extended cities are classified as rural other
than urban.

Places not classified as urban are rural.

To classify a ZIP code as one of these three categories,
the number of persons in each category for each ZIP
code was examined. Since a ZIP code can cut across
geographic areas that are classified in any of the three
categories, the ZIPURBAN variable is classified into
the category that has the largest number of persons.

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Cen-
ter for Education Statistics, National Household Educa-
tion Survey: 1993 School Safety and Discipline Compo-
nent, unpublished tabulations prepared by Westat, Inc.,
August 1993.

Exhibit 68: Use of Drugs at School by 8th and
10th Graders

Source: Lloyd D. Johnston, Patrick M.'0'Malley, and
Jerald G. Bachman, Selected Outcome Measures from the
Monitoring the Future Stud,' for Goal 7 of the National
Education Goals: A Special Report for the National Educa-
tion Goals Panel (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan's
Institute for Social Research, June 1995).

Exhibit 69: Use of Drugs at School by 12th Graders

The data for the 12th grade racial and ethnic subgroups
are three-year averages to increase the sample size and
produce more reliable estimates. The racial and ethnic
subgroup numbers are 1988-1990 averages for 1990 and
1992-1994 averages for 1994.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 70: Overall Student Drug Use

The data for the racial and ethnic subgroups are two-
year averages to increase the sample size and produce
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more reliable estimates. The racial and ethnic subgroup
numbers for 12th graders are 1989-1990 averages for
1990 and 1993-1994 averages for 1994; for 8th and 10th
graders, the numbers are 1991-1992 averages for 1992
and 1993-1994 averages for 1994.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 71: Being Under the Influence of Alcohol or
Other Drugs While at School

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 72: Carrying Weapons to School

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 73: Student Victimization

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 74: Student Membership in Gangs

See technical note under Exhibit 67.

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Cen-
ter for Education Statistics, National Household Educa-
tion Survey: 1993 School Safety and Discipline Compo-
nent, unpublished tabulations prepared by Westat, Inc.,
August 1993.

Exhibit 75: Student Safety

Source: Lloyd D. Johnston, Patrick M. O'Malley, and Jer-
ald G. Bachman, Selected Outcome Measures from the
Monitoring the Future Study for Goal 7 of the National Edu-
cation Goals: A Special Report for the National Education
Goals Panel (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan's Insti-
tute for Social Research, June 1995).

Exhibit 76: Teacher Safety

Definitions of school locations are as follows:

City A central city of a Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Area (SMSA).

Suburb/Urban Fringe A place within an SMSA
of a large or mid-size central city and defined as
urban by the U. S. Bureau of the Census.

Town A place not within an SMSA, but with a
populat ton greater than or equal to 2,500, and
defined as urban by the U. S. Bureau of the
Census.

Rural - A place with a population less than 2,500
and defined as rural by the U. S. Bureau of the
Census.

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Cen-
ter for Education Statistics, Fast Response Survey Sys-
tem, Teacher Survey on Safe, Disciplined, and Drug-free
Schools, FRSS 42, 1991.

Exhibit 77: Teacher Victimization

See technical note under Exhibit 76.

Sources: U.S. Department of Education, National
Center for Education Statistics, Fast Response Survey
System, Teacher Survey on Safe, Disciplined, and Drug-
free Schools, FRSS 42, 1991.

U.S. Department of Education, National Center for
Education Statistics, Teacher Survey of the Schools and
Staffing Survey, 1993-94, unpublished tabulations pre-
pared by Westat Inc., August 1995.

Exhibit 78: Disruptions in Class by Students

Source: Lloyd D. Johnston, Patrick M. O'Malley, and
Jerald G. Bachrnan, Selected Outcome Measures from the
Monitoring the Future Study for Goal 7 of the National
Education Goals: A Special Report for the National Educa-
tion Goals Panel (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan's
Institute for Social Research, June 1995).

Exhibit 79: Skipping School and Classes

See technical note for racial and ethnic subgroup data
under Exhibit 70.

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 80: Teacher Beliefs About the School
Environment

See general technical note in Goal 4 regarding the defi-
nition of a secondary teacher.

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Cen-
ter for Education Statistics, Teacher Surveys of the
Schools and Staffing Survey, 1990-91 and 1993-94,
unpublished tabulations prepared by Westat, Inc.,
August 1995.

Exhibit 81: Student Attitudes Toward Drug Use

Source: Lloyd D. Johnston, Patrick M. O'Malley, and
Jerald G. Bachman, Selected Outcmne Measures from the
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Monitoring the Future Study for Goal 7 of the National
Education Goals: A Special Report for the National Educa-
tion Goals Panel (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan's
Institute for Social Research, June 1995).

Goal 8: Parental Participation

Exhibit 82: Teachers' Reports of Parent Involvement
in School Activities

Source: U.S. Department of Education, Planning and
Evaluation Service, Prospects: The Congressionally
Mandated Study of Educational Growth and Improve-
ment, unpublished tabulations prepared by Aht Associ-
ates, Inc., August 1995.

Exhibit 83: Principals' Reports of Parent Involve-
ment in School Activities

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 84: Parent Participation in Specific School
Activities

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 85: Parents' Reports of Their Involvement in
School Activities

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Cen-
ter tor Education Statistics, National Household Educa-
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tion Survey: 1993 School Safety and Discipline Compo-
nent, unpuhlished tabulations, NCES, August 1995.

Exhibit 86: Parent Involvement in Academic Activi-
ties with Their Children

Source: U.S. Department of Education, Planning and
Evaluation Service, Prospects: The Congressionally
Mandated Study of Educational Growth and Improve-
ment, unpublished tabulations prepared by Aht Associ-
ates, Inc., August 1995.

Exhibit 87: Parents' Perceptions of Quality of School
Performance

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 88: School Reports to Parents about Student
Academics

Source: Ibid.

Exhibit 89: School Communication with Parents

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Cen-
ter for Education Statistics, National Education Longi-
tudinal Study of 1988, unpublished tabulations prepared
by the Na-ional Education Goals Panel, June 1995.



Readers interested in further information from data sources presented in Volume One of this Report can contact the
sponsoring agencies, as follows:

Data Source Sponsoring Agency Contact

Advanced Placement Program

Children's Health Index

The Condition of Education

Fast Response Survey System (FRSS)

High School and Beyond (HS&B)

Integrated Postsecondary Education
Data System (IPEDS)

International Education Surveys

Meaning of Work Stikh

Monitoring the Future

National Adult Literacy Survey (NALS)

National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP)

National Education b)ngitudinal
Study of 1988 (NELS: 88)

National Health Interview Survey
Immunization Section

National H(MsehOkl Education
Survey (NHES)

NHES Adult Education Component

National Longitudin,d Study of the
I ligh School ( lass of 1972 (NLS:72)

The College Board

National Center for Health
Statistics (NCHS)

National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES)

NCES

NCES

NCES

NCES

Cornell University

University of Michigan,
Institute for Social Research

NCES

NCES

NCES

Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention

NCES

NCES

Wade Curry
(212) 713-8000

Sally Clarke
(301) 436-8500

Thomas M. Smith
(202) 219-1685

Judi Carpenter
(202) 219-1333

Aurora D'Amico
(202) 219-1365

Roslyn Korb
(202) 219-1587

Eugene Owen
(202) 219-1746

Antonio Rui: Quintanilla
(607) 255-2742

Lloyd Johnston
(313) 763-5043

Andrew Kolstad
(202) 219-1773

Gary Phillips
(202) 219-1761

Jeff Owings
(202) 219-1777

Eli:abeth Zell
(404) 639-3311

Kathryn Chandler
(202) 219-1767

Peter Stowe
(202) 219-1363

N. Aunira I YAmico
(202) 219-1365
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Data Source Sponsoring Agency Contact

NCES items in the Current NCES Elvira Hausken
Population Survey (CPS) (202) 219-1623

Prospects: The Congressionally U.S. Department of Education, Elois Scott
Mandated Study of Educational Planning and Evaluation Service (202) 401-1958
Growth and Improvement

Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS) NCES Daniel Kasprzyk
(202) 219-1588

SASS Teacher Followup Survey NCES Sharon Bobbitt
(202) 219-1461

Survey of Earned Doctorates NCES Nancy Schantz
Awarded in the United States (202) 219-1590

Readers interested in-further analyses from NCES data sources can contact the National Data Resource Center
(NDRC) at the National Center for Education Statistics. NCES has established the NDRC to enable state education
personnel, education researchers, and others to obtain special statistical tabulations and analyses of data sets main-
tained by NCES. Researchers and others can ask the Data Center to perform specific tabulations or analyses, or they
can work on-site directly with confidential files upon signing a confidentiality pledge. This service currently is provid-
ed free of charge by NCES.

The Data Center has files available from the:

Common Core of Data (CCD),
Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS),
National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS:88),
National Household Education Survey (NHES),
National Posts'econdary Student Aid Study (NPSAS),
National Study of Postsecondary Faculty, and
Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS).

In the future, the Data Center plans to add additional databases to its inventory.

To contact the National Data Resource Center, write or call:

Carl Schmitt
Elementary and Secondary Education Statistics Division
National Center for Education Statistics
555 New Jersey Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20208-5651
(202) 219-1642
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. I S.

The National Education Goals Panel values your feedback on the documents which comprise the 1995
Goal.s. Report the Core Report, the National Data Volume, and the State Data Volume. Please take a few
moments to fill out and return this questionnaire so that we can continue to improve future reports. Mail
or FAX to:

National Education Goals Panel
1255 22nd Street, NW, Suite 502, Washington, DC 20037

PHONE (202) 632-0952
FAX (202) 632-0957

1111
Name:

Organization:

Address:

Phone: Fax:

1111 Please Circle As Many As Apply:

1111

Student / Parent / Educator / Business or Community Leader /
Federal, State, or Local Policymaker / Concerned Citizen

1. For what purpose do you use this report?

2. How well has the report served that purpose?

Very Well Well Poorly Very Poorly

3. How do you rate the usefulness of the following parts of each of the documents?
(1 = not very useful and 5 = very useful)

NI 1995 Core Report

111 Introduction

II 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

National exhibits

11 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

III State data tables

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

II Information and examples on how family-school partnerships can accelerate progress

IS
toward the Goals

1 2

11 Contact list

la 1 2

1995 National Data Volume

Introduction

1 2

a National exhibits

3 4 5 N/A

3 4 5 N/A

3 4 5 N/A

3 4 5 N/A



1995 State Data Vciume

Introduction

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

State data tables

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

4. How can the Panel make the information more useful to you or your organization?

5. The Introduction describes a variety of Goals Panel resources to assist education reform initiatives at
the state and community level. Please check if you would like to obtain or receive more information
on any of the following:

Inventory of academic standards-related activities

The Community Action Toolkit

GOAL LINE

CD-ROM with Goals Report

The Daily Report Card

Goals Panel Publication List

Other

NATIONAI
LI) AI I (/

GOALS
PA NI' I.

The National Education Goals Panel thanks you for your interest.

National Education Goals Panel
1255 22nd Street, NW, Suite 502

Washington, DC 20037

Tape here

1 C' I
..a.

Place
First Class

Postage Here
or Fax to:

(202) 632-0957
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